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Overview 

 
The program is equipped with a security system for the individual config-
uration of access permissions. Due to your access right restrictions it is 
quite possible that you cannot use all the functions described in this 
manual, or even view them! 
The system administrator may grant system administrator right to you. In 
this case you received a respective password. With this password you 
can log in as system administration, using the command »Tools: System 
administrator login«, and will possess the assigned rights immediately. 
Via the command »Tools: Log off system administrator« you can return 
to your default user role. 
The system administrator can also assign to you the administration of 
certain specific tasks such as administering formats or views. 

First Steps  
You start the program 

• from the Windows taskbar with »Start: Programs: cobra CRM PRO« or 

• with double-click on the desktop icon. 

The program is started. If you are working in a network, your system administrator 
has probably activated the user administration. In this case you must log in with 
your user name first: 

 

Enter your name or the user ID given to you by the system administrator or try en-
tering »Guest« and confirm with »OK«. 
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You will only require the password if your system administrator has de-
fined one for you. You can change, delete or redefine your password at 
any time. To do this, use the command: »Tools: User Settings« and se-
lect the »General« tab. Then, click the »Change password« button. 

Creating an Individual Database  

We highly recommend creating a SQL database with demo data for practicing the 
work in cobra; unless your system administrator has already provided it. 

• In cobra, use the command »File: New«. 

 

• Select the option which is shown here. 

• An information window is displayed, providing detailed information. 

• A Wizard will be started. 

 

• The next step is of major importance. 
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• in this dialog it is important to enter exact the data you have been defining be-
forehand for the SQL Server Express login. Or those data, your system admin-
istrator has provided. Without correct authorization it is not possible to create a 
new database. 

• Click »New Database«. 

 

 Assign a database name of your choice. Then confirm with »OK«. The 
database is created. 
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 The most important part is finished. Click »Next«. 

 In the next step you can create an ADL file. Via this ADL file you can 
access the SQL database. 

 

If you get a warning during this process just click »Yes«: 

Opening the Database 

By default the database which had been opened last will also be opened at the 
time of the program start. If addresses had been queried, these addresses are still 
queried when the database is now opened automatically. 

• If you want to work with a different database, use the command »File: Open«. 

• At the very first program start cobra asks you for the name of the database that 
is to be edited. The name is defined in the »Open File« dialog. 
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• Select the corresponding database for editing by 
- double-clicking on the name or 
- selecting it and then confirming your selection with the ENTER key or by click-
ing »OK«. 
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You will either see 

• the Welcome Screen, providing your data [you can hide the Welcome Screen 
via the  button], 

• or an address table, presenting the addresses sorted in a table: 

 

• Try out all of the arrow keys and the PAGE UP and PAGE DOWN keys in the 
table. Try pressing a letter key and watch the effect. 

• Select an address with the mouse or the arrow keys. By confirming the selec-
tion with the Enter key you switch to the address mask of this address. 
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The window now appears as follows:  

 

In this mask, the fields belonging to the current address are displayed. Depending 
upon the settings of the program mask, fields concerning comments, keywords, 
appointments, contacts, address links, etc. are shown. 

Here, you can change addresses or define new ones. 

To do this: 

• click the desired field 

• or move through the mask by using the TABULATOR key or the ENTER key 

Now you can type in your data and changes. 

Additional information can be called from the command bar: 
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Switching between Address Table and Address Mask 

• The address table provides an overview of all records belonging to a database. 

• In the address mask you can view and change single addresses. 

There are different possibilities for switching back and forth between the table and 
the address mask: 

Address table  Address mask Address mask  Address table 

ENTER key Esc 
Double-click an address  

  
Go to the »Edit« tab Go to the »Address« tab 
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The Welcome Screen 

The Welcome Screen automatically starts with the program. At this time, it con-
tains only some information. 

After opening a database (command »File: Open«), the Welcome Screen provides 
at a glance a quick overview on current tasks, appointments, incoming calls, etc. 
The required data is automatically determined by the program. 

 

You can customize the screen by changing the configuration and thus show here 
information according to your needs. 

Opening and Closing 

• You can hide or show the Welcome Screen at any time via the  button on the 
»Edit« toolbar. 

• A click on the  button will close the Welcome Screen for the current session. 

• On the bottom left side you will find the option »Always show the Welcome 
Screen«. If the option is deactivated, the Welcome Screen will not be opened 
when the database is accesses. But it will still be shown at the program start of 
CRM PRO. If this option is activated, the Welcome Screen is shown at the pro-
gram start and each time a database is opened. 
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Refreshing data 

Click  to refresh the data. 

Searching Addresses 

If a database is opened, you can search for an address directly within the Wel-
come Screen. 

• Click the search field and enter the search term:  You can use 
the common wildcards. 

The dialog box »Search« [see page 94] is displayed, containing the search term. 
From this dialog, the search is started. 

Hiding and Showing Areas 

• A single block of data (such as the previous list or the view of calls during ab-
sence) is opened via the  button. 

• The data blocks can be closed by clicking the  button. 

Opening Entries 

You can use the Welcome Screen as a distributing center for your work with co-
bra. 

If you click an entry (e.g. an address, a contact or a sales project), it is opened in 
cobra. 
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Customizing the Welcome Screen 

 

You can redesign your Welcome 
Screen according to your individual 
preferences. 

• Click »Customize« on the bottom 
right of the Welcome Screen. 

The Welcome Screen is organized in 
columns. Within these columns you 
can add elements like »My tasks« or 
the »Previous list« 

You can define how many columns 
the Welcome Screen is to have. 
Within the columns you can place as 
many elements as you like. 

 

Adding and Removing Columns 

On the top right you can see the column selection. 

 

• To add a column, click . 

• To delete a column, click . If you delete a column, the included elements are 
moved to storage and can be added to different columns if needed. 

Adding Elements to Columns and Removing Elements from Columns 

On the left you can see the »Storage«. All currently available elements are listed 
here. These are all elements which are not currently assigned to a column. 

If you want to add an element to a column: 

• Select the respective column. The column’s elements will be shown. 
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• Now click the desired element from the »Storage« on the left. By clicking the 
 button you can add it to the column. 

• Click the  button to remove the element from the column and put it back to 
storage. 

• Using the buttons  and  you can change the order of the elements in a 
column. 

• If you want to view a suggestion for column allocation, 
click »Load system standard« on the bottom left. 

• Use the command »Save as standard« to save the current 
configuration. Via the »Load system standard« command 
you can restore this configuration at any time. 

 

• Use the »Reset« command to undo all changes since the settings were last 
saved.  

Available Elements 

In total 12 elements with different settings possibilities are available. Most setting 
options will be self-explanatory. In the following paragraph, some of the settings 
are explained: 

In this dialog you can add different links as favorites. These links will be available 
directly on the Welcome Screen. The links can refer to an Internet address as well 
as to a program request. The syntax is: Displayed name;Link address 
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If you want to display the most current contacts, enter the abbreviations for the de-
sired contact type(s), which can be viewed, for example, in the contact history. 
Several contact types will have to be separated by comma. 

 

Besides the common settings, the »Without contact for the longest time« overview 
also offers a filter function (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.). The 
minimum time span is defined in days. Additionally, addresses without contact can 
be shown. 

 

You can also show RSS Feeds in the Welcome Screen. To do so, enter the Inter-
net address and the number of entries to be shown. 

 

My Tasks 

On the right hand side of the screen the task pane is displayed, which completes 
the Welcome Screen. This is where you will find the most important functions. De-
pending upon your current action and the privileges provided to you, the content of 
the task pane will change.  

 

If a database is not opened yet, you will see the databases 
which were opened last. By clicking »More« you call the Ex-
plorer for a different selection. 

With the »Appointments and Tasks« button you access the 
Appointment Manager. 

Via the »System Settings« link the setup of your cobra envi-
ronment is possible. The system administrator can define 
settings by using the system password. 
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If a database is already opened, the appearance of the selection is different. 

Hiding the Task Pane 

On the top of the task pane you can see the small pin icon. 

 

By clicking the icon, the task area is hidden. For showing it again you have to 
move the mouse over the tab: 

 

The task pane can be deactivated and activated also in the »View« menu. 

Moving the Task Pane 

You can move the task pane with the left mouse button. 

Toolbars 
Show/Hide 

 

Toolbars are placed on the upper part of the screen under 
the menu bar. You can define which toolbars will be dis-
played. 

To do this, right-click the toolbar area. 

Or use the command: »Tools: Customize: Toolbars«. 

Choose the desired toolbars from a list. 

A directory of icons and their functions can be found in the 
»First Steps« manual. 

Changing Toolbars 

Single icons can be hidden or displayed. 

• Click the small arrow on the right side of the toolbar. 
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• Click »Add and remove toolbars«. 

• Choose the appropriate toolbar from the list. 

• Select or unselect the respective icons. 

Creating a New Toolbar 

• You can create a new toolbar with the command: »Tools: Customize: Toolbars: 
New«. After creating the toolbar, you can add commands to it. 

• If you want to change an existing toolbar you can add commands as well. 

• To do this, use the command: »Tools: Customize: Commands«. 

 

• All commands available in cobra are displayed. 

• Select a command with the mouse and keep the left mouse button pressed. 

• Drag the command directly to the appropriate toolbar while still keeping the 
mouse button pressed. 

• Drop the command by releasing the mouse button. The command is positioned 
on the toolbar. 

Moving Toolbars 

• Click the grey stroke that is located on the very left side of the toolbar. 

• Keep the mouse button pressed and move the toolbar to any position on the 
desktop. 

 

The toolbar is displayed as a small movable window on 
your desktop. 
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If you place the toolbar close to any border of the cobra 
window, regardless if this is the top, bottom, right or left 
border, it will be integrated in the borderline as soon as the 
mouse button is released. 

Context Menus 

 

The context menu offers com-
mands that are related to the 
current work process. 

You can call the context menu 
by right-clicking the area where 
you want to perform an action, 
i.e. on an address, a field, etc, 
which you want to edit. 

Menu Bar 

 

The menu bar provides access to all program 
functions. You can customize the menu view. 

Use the command »Tools: Customize: Op-
tions«. 

By the option »Reset personal settings« all 
menu bars and toolbars will be reset to their 
original settings. 
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Toolbar 
The toolbar allows you to access important functions quickly. Toolbars are availa-
ble for tables and can be customized according to your needs. To do so, your sys-
tem administrator must have activated the toolbar for the view you want to change. 

This example shows a toolbar for addresses. 

 

Customizing 

You can define which functions will be available via your toolbar. This is why your 
individual toolbar may look completely different from the one shown here. 

• To access the configuration function, click the  button (the button at the right), 

• Or right-click the toolbar and use the command »Customize«. 

A dialog will open offering several categories. 

• Drag an entry from the »Commands« 
area directly to the toolbar while keep-
ing the left mouse button pressed. 

• Release the mouse key. The com-
mand will be inserted at the current 
position. 

• Should you want to remove a button 
from the toolbar, open the »Custom-
ize« dialog again and remove the but-
ton from the toolbar by dragging it 
back to the dialog box. 

 

The first category offers different filters 
that can be selected. Details on working 
with filters can be found on page Fehler! 
Textmarke nicht definiert. ff 

The second category offers various func-
tions, the third category offers context 
menu functions, depending on the con-
tent of the table.  
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You can also move the buttons on the toolbar. 

• Open the »Customize« dialog. 

• Left-click a button and drag it to the 
new position. 

 

Some of the functions available 

 You can see how many records will be displayed. If a filter or a 
query was activated, only the number of records displayed will be 
shown. 

 You are creating a new address. The command calls the familiar 
dialog where you can define whether the address is to be a pri-
mary or secondary address and who is to be the owner of this 
address.  

 You are creating create a new message within the cobra mes-
saging system. The current address is inserted as subject of the 
message and a link to this address will be among the shortcuts. 

 An e-mail with a link to the current record is created, using the 
word-processing program selected. 

 Using the appointment manager, you are creating an appoint-
ment. The current address has already been inserted in the 
memo field. 

 Using the appointment manager, you are creating a task. The 
current address has already been inserted in the memo field. 

 You are copying a link to the current address to the clipboard. It 
can then be inserted in other applications. 

 

 

This command shows whether a filter was activated, and, if so, 
which filter. Should a filter be active, the name of the filter will be 
shown and a warning icon will indicate that maybe not all ad-
dresses will be shown due to the filter. 
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 All of the filters saved previously will be shown. 
If you click one of the filters, it is activated and only the records 
matching the filter criteria will be shown. You will also see the 
icon which you created for this filter in the toolbar. 
In order to deactivate a filter, 

• click the icon of this filter, or 

• click the »Release filter« button. 

 Clicking this button will deactivate all active filters. All records will 
be shown again. 

 Clicking this button will open the filter administration, where you 
can create, edit and delete filters. 

 You are exporting the records to Excel. If a filter or query was ac-
tivated, only the records shown will be exported. 

 You are printing the table with the records displayed currently. 

 You are activating or deactivating the full-text search (see page 
Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. ff). 

 Shows the name of the data table. 

 You are activating or deactivating the quick-search bar (see page 
94 ff). On entering a search term only those records matching the 
search criterion will be shown. 

In order to show all records again, 

• delete the search term from the quick search bar, 

• or click the  button. 

 

 Using this button you can open the dialog for customizing the 
toolbar. 

Mixed Tables 
Your system administrator can show data from different data tables in one mixed 
table. Thus it is possible to show, e.g., device data together with address data. 
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This will allow you to see at a glance which device you are maintaining for which 
customer. 

When selecting all data records, all addresses and re-
lated device data will be shown. 

 

It is also possible to show only the devices belonging to 
the address currently selected in the address table. 

 

Individual Help Texts 
Your system administrator can configure the system so that you can add your indi-
vidual comments to a field to help you in your tasks. 

 

• You can recognize such a field by the question-mark icon. 

• Click this icon to open a text editor. 

• Any existing comments will be shown in the editor. 

• Click the »Edit help« button to change or complete the text. 

 

Keyboard Shortcuts 
Many functions can be executed by using a key combination or a function key. 

A key combination reference can be found at the end of this manual, starting on 
page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.. 
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Views ... 
A view defines which database fields are presented on the screen and how they 
are presented. 

Up till now you have been viewing the address table and address mask as we 
have delivered them. 

If you are uncomfortable with this layout or it does not meet your requirements or 
you may want to edit and view different data, then you should try out different 
types of views. 

 

Your system administrator or one of our cobra partners can create totally new 
views, depending on your wishes. 

You can switch between views 

• in the »Views« toolbar  

• or with the »Views: Select View« command. 
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Saving Data 
All entries and changes are saved automatically by cobra as soon as you move to 
the next work step. 

Work will be saved for example when you 

• move from the address mask to a different window or register tab, for example: 
table; 

• go to another address; 

• call a menu command or the corresponding icon or keyboard shortcut. 

Multiline Cells 
The system administrator can define multiline layout of cells for specific columns. 
The Notes field is a good example. 

 

Tooltips in Tables 
Tooltips provide a short description of the field content within tables. Your system 
administrator can activate tooltips for tables. 

 When you are moving with the mouse over a field in a table, a balloon 
with the field content will be shown if the column is too small for the 
text. 
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Closing the Program  
Like in other Windows applications, there are several ways to exit the program: 

• Command: »File: Exit« 

• Key combination Alt+F4 

• Click the close button  in the upper right corner 

• Double-click the system menu in the upper left corner 

 

Extra saving is not necessary when exiting cobra. The program recognizes your 
last settings and restores them the next time you start the program. 

Security System   
The security system allows the assignment or blocking of certain functions for indi-
vidual users or user groups, for the entire system as well as for each database. 
Rights are assigned by the system administrator, who must identify him-/herself 
with a system password. The procedure for setting up the user administration and 
access permissions is explained in the System Administrator Manual. 

Every user can be identified with his/her user name and user ID. If the access 
rights management is activated, then, when starting the program, you have to en-
ter your user name or user ID, which was assigned to you by the system adminis-
trator. You can change your user password at any time. 

In addition to the individual access permissions, the personal settings for each us-
er are saved. 

Besides the creation of users, the system administrator can also define user 
groups owning different functions: 

• The system administrator can assign specific access permissions to an entire 
group. Therefore, all members of the group obtain these privileges automatical-
ly. 

• Saved formats for labels, lists, etc. can be made available not only for single 
users but also for groups of users. 

• The addresses can be assigned to single groups. Thus, employees have ac-
cess only to their own addresses. 
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• User groups are displayed in the Appointment Manager to schedule appoint-
ments for all members of the group. 

After logging in, you will have all access permissions that the system administrator 
assigned to you or to one of the groups where you belong to. 

Due to the security system you may eventually not be able to use some of the 
functions described in this manual. 
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Collecting and Editing 
Address Data 

Use the command »Edit: New Address«. 

Enter the new address in the fields of the entry mask. 

All of the changes that are made for an address are saved automatically, as soon 
as you exit the mask with one of the following steps: 

• Switch from the address mask to another window or another tab, e.g. the table. 

• Go to another address. 

• Call up a menu command or the corresponding icon or key combination. 

Individual Entry Masks: 
cobra supports creating individual entry masks, i.e. system administrators can de-
sign the dialog boxes for displaying and entering addresses, additional data, con-
tacts, etc. individually. They define which data fields are to be displayed in the dia-
logs and how these fields are to be arranged. Such masks can offer completely 
different layout of the data fields belonging to a data table as well as of other ele-
ments. Thus it becomes possible to arrange individual entry masks for different 
purposes, such as e.g. querying specific data. 
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Many different entry masks can be assigned to a data table (e.g. for addresses). 
These entry masks can be 

• integrated in a view: 

 

• or expanded to the front as individual dialog 

 

Your system administrator can provide you such entry masks or enable you to se-
lect different entry masks for specific tasks. In this case you can switch to other 
entry masks via the command »View: Edit entry masks«, or you can even create 
your own masks. 
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Address Import per Drag & Drop 
The program will import addresses from any other application – MS Outlook, MS 
Word, CorelDraw, from the Internet or a different source – per Drag & Drop or via 
the Windows clipboard. 

• Select the address in the other application. 

• In cobra, open the address table. 

• Drag the address text from the application to any position within the cobra ad-
dress table by left-clicking and holding it. 

 

• Or copy the address. Go to cobra and use the command »Edit: Paste address«. 

• In both cases cobra will suggest how to allocate the address to the database 
fields. 
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• You can change the allocation of content to database fields as you like, e.g. by 
cutting contents of fields and pasting them to a different field. 

• When clicking a field name, a list arrow 
is shown which will open a selection list 
with all address fields available in the 
database. Thus you can assign a dif-
ferent database field to an entry. 

• Should you need more lines, click the 
»Add lines« button. A new empty line is 
created. You can select the address 
field from the list and enter the content 
in the field to the right. 
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• Should you not require a line any longer, 
open the selection list once again and se-
lect the first entry »Delete«. 

• Complete the data import by clicking »Ap-
ply«. The address is now shown in the ad-
dress mask. 

 

Address Sorting 
When you return to the address table after collecting the data, the “new” address-
es will be displayed correctly sorted. This applies even for those addresses, where 
you changed the actual sorting field (for example »Company«). 

If your system administrator deactivated the automatic actualization, new address-
es will be displayed at the end of the table, and changed addresses remain in their 
old position. For actualizing the table view, press Shift+F5. 

Duplicate Checking 
Duplicate checking must be activated by the system administrator. This can be 
done under »File: Settings: Duplicates«. 

If duplicate checking is activated, duplicates will be recognized and you will be 
given the opportunity to edit them: 

 

The commands »Insert« and »Do Not Add« do not require any other information 
from you. 
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By using the command »Edit« you can import some information from the new ad-
dress to the old one. 

 

»Existing address« is the address that is already stored in the database. »New 
duplicate« contains the entries of the address that were identified as being a dupli-
cate. 

The option to edit a duplicate might be useful if you have an address that is identi-
fied as duplicate based on the double fields, but also contains extra or more actual 
information in specific fields. 

• You can add additional information from the duplicate to the existing address by 
clicking the »All Fields« button. 

If you want to add the content of one or more fields, 

• click the field (you can select several fields by clicking them while keeping the 
Ctrl key pressed) 

• and click »Selected Fields« 

With »Undo« the changes to the existing address are removed.  

 
If there is more than one duplicate you can use this buttons to switch 
between the duplicates. 

Complete the procedure with »OK«. 

Duplicate Query 

You can filter duplicates in an existing database. The duplicate query is described 
in the chapter “Searching” starting on page 113. 
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Undoing Changes 
If you changed, deleted or overwrote address parts by accident, you can undo 
these changes with the »Edit: Undo Changes« command. 

You can only undo the last change made to a single address. If you performed 
changes on more than one address simultaneously, these addresses cannot be 
restored. Also, after exiting cobra, an address cannot be restored. You should 
keep this in mind when planning your data backup strategies. 

Deleting Addresses 
In the table or the address mask, select the addresses you want to delete. 

Delete Address 
→ Use the command»Edit: Delete Address«, 
→ or click the  icon in the toolbar, 
→ or right-click and use the command »Delete Address«, 
→ or use the key combination Ctrl+L or press F2 

 

 

• Click »Delete Address«. The dialog is closed and the address deleted. 

You can restore the address deleted last with the »Edit: Restore Address« com-
mand, as long as this was the last address changed. 

If you cannot delete an address, the file setting is probably defined in a way that 
addresses belonging to a different group can only be displayed in read-only mode. 

If Hierarchy is set and the address you want to delete is a primary address with ex-
isting secondary addresses, you cannot delete this address. 
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Deleting Queried Addresses 

With the “Edit: Delete Queried Addresses” command all queried addresses will be 
deleted after the delete command is confirmed. For information on queries see 
page 99. 

Addresses that were deleted by this command cannot be restored. 
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Context Menu for the Address Table 

Context menus will support you when editing addresses. Right-clicking will open 
the context menu. 

Besides basic functions such as creating new ad-
dresses and copying existing addresses, a context 
menu offers some comfortable options for communi-
cating with other users: 

Create e-mail together with data record 
This command will create a new 
e-mail containing a link to the 
current cobra record. 

Create task together with data record 
This command will create a new 
entry in the Appointment Manag-
er. The current data record will 
already be entered in the memo 
field. 

 

Copy link to clipboard 
Copy a link to the current data record to the clipboard. You 
can now paste it to different applications, such as MS Office, 
using CTRL+V. 

Wildcard search ....... Activate the wildcard search (the icon will then be highlighted 
yellow). If you click in a field of the search line, a wildcard will 
appear automatically. 

vCard ....................... This command will offer different ways of exchanging ad-
dress data via vCard. 

Additional Data and Sub-Tables 
For every address you can choose additional fields for entering data. These fields 
not only offer one line with a predefined number of characters, but also provide 
room for extensive information. These additional data fields can be called by click-
ing the corresponding buttons on the bottom of the address mask or by selecting a 
command in the »View« menu. 

 

Images ..................... You can assign an image to each address. Likewise, you can 
assign an individual image to each single sub-data record. If 
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several devices, vehicles etc. are assigned to one address, 
one individual image can be allocated per device, vehicle, 
etc. data record. 

Comment ................. Here, you can save any notes to the address. 

Secondary address .. If Hierarchy is activated, the current primary and all its sec-
ondary addresses are displayed in a dialog.  

Contacts ................... You can create any number of contacts with date, time, text, 
etc. for each address. (Sub-tables with a 1:n relation: one 
address can contain any number of contacts, but one contact 
is assigned to exactly one address.) 

Additional data ......... Each address can include up to 16 tables with additional da-
ta. The fields and the table name are defined by the system 
administrator (Sub-tables with 1:n relation). 

Documents ............... You can assign any number of documents created with other 
Windows applications such as letters, tables or images (Sub 
table with 1:n relation).  

Keywords ................. Each address can contain any number of keywords from an 
unlimited keyword pool. Keywords characterize addresses 
and enable quick queries. (Sub-table with a so called n:m re-
lation: One address can have any number of keywords and 
one keyword can be assigned to any number of addresses.) 

Images 

You can assign an image to each address, if a respective image element was 
added to the view. Furthermore, you can assign an individual image for each sin-
gle sub-data record. If several devices, vehicles etc. are assigned to one address, 
one individual image can be allocated per device, vehicle, etc. data record. 

 
Please note that very many or very big images may impact the system 
performance remarkably. 
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Images 
→ Double-click the image preview area 
→ or right-click this area and use the »Edit« command from the context 

menu. 

 

A window is opened where you can upload an image. The image must have one of 
the following formats: BMP, JPG, or GIF. 

 

• Click the »Load Image« button and select the image file. 

• Close the dialog box by clicking »OK« The image is now displayed in the ad-
dress mask and can be called any time with a double-click. 
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• If you want to remove the image later, double-click it in the address mask and 
choose the » Remove Image« button. 

• You can define the view properties for the image yourself. Right-click the image. 

 

Preview / Original ..... Here you define the image quality. In preview quality the im-
age looks more pixelized, but is loaded much faster. 

Normal ..................... The image is shown in original size in the image field on the 
top left. If the image size exceeds the field size, only a pic-
ture detail is shown. 

Stretched .................. The image is fitted to the available space; eventually it will be 
distorted. 

Centered .................. The image is shown in original size centered in the middle of 
the window. 

Scaled ...................... The image is fitted to the image field so it will be shown with-
out distortion. 
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Edit ........................... This command calls the functions described in this paragraph 
for loading or removing an image. 

Comments and Notes  

1. Text-Format 

You can enter comments for each address. 

Comments 
→ Open the comment field via the »Comment« button, 
→ or use the command »View: Comment«. 

 
The comment field has its own »Edit« menu bar with familiar functions for (select-
ed) text. 

 

In the comment window it is possible to use the context menu that can be called 
via right-click. 

In both windows you can: 

• cut out selected text 

• copy selected text 

• paste copied text from the clipboard 

• delete selected text 

• insert text modules via the text module shortcut or the F3 key. 

• find any wording, including word fragments, with the search function. 

• If you are working with telephony, telephone numbers saved here can be se-
lected and directly dialed via the right mouse button. 
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• E-mail addresses saved here can be selected with right-click, for directly writing 
an e-mail. 

• Internet addresses saved here can be selected and opened directly with right-
click. 

2. RTF Format 

Your system administrator can also integrate a field for RTF texts in views. These 
fields allow for additional design options besides text comments. You can add im-
ages or even longer texts from the clipboard (e.g. from a text editor program). 

The functionalities that will be available are defined by the system administrator. 

 

You will find some common functions from different text editor programs, such as 
the Undo or Copy function. If you click the unfold arrow in the toolbar, additional 
related functions (e.g. font color or bold type) will be available. 

 
Please note that complex texts or images may impact the address dis-
play performance remarkably. 

Assigning a Document Directly to an Address 

Documents can be assigned to an address or an additional data table by means of 
specific fields. This procedure is similar as when working with contacts. 

 

 By clicking this button, the attached document is opened. 

 By clicking this button a document is linked to this field. A file selection is 
opened. 

If the Document Management was activated, the document can be added to 
the document management file structure. 

 By clicking this button the link is removed from this document. You will be 
asked if the document itself is to be deleted as well. 
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Secondary Addresses / Hierarchy 

A secondary address is for example a contact within a company – the company 
address is the related primary address in this case. 

The secondary address inherits data from the primary address (the company ad-
dress), such as street, ZIP code and town, but it has additional individual attrib-
utes, like own e-mail address or a direct extension number. 

The hierarchical address management is set up by your system administrator un-
der »File: Settings«. He can switch the hierarchical address management on and 
off. If it is switched on, the system administrator also defines which field content is 
to be inherited from the primary address. 

If hierarchy is activated, every time you are entering a new address you will have 
to define if a new primary address or a new secondary address is added to the 
current address. 

Showing primary and secondary addresses 
→ »View: Secondary addresses« or 
→ F7 or 
→ Button »Secondary addresses« 

 
You can maintain any number of secondary addresses for a primary address. This 
feature simplifies the data capturing of new addresses and maintenance of exist-
ing addresses. In addition, the hierarchy can be used for queries. 

What can Hierarchical Address Management Perform? 

cobra recognizes a hierarchy, that was created once, based on the identity of the 
company name. 

Hierarchical address management offers the following: 

• When creating a new secondary address: field contents are inherited from the 
primary address. 

• When changing field contents in the primary address: the query is provided, if 
and which fields are to be changed in all secondary addresses. 

• For all functions: every secondary address is a complete address for letters and 
serial letters, for making telephone calls, for the Appointment Manager, etc. 

• By the use of special hierarchy queries you can search for and find various 
combinations of primary and secondary addresses. 
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Recognizing Hierarchy 

In the table, when sorted by company, hierarchy can be identified by the indented 
secondary addresses. 

 

• By clicking the  symbol next to the primary address, all secondary addresses 
in the table will be hidden. 

• By clicking the  symbol next to the primary address, all secondary addresses 
in the table will be shown. 

In the address mask, primary and secondary address can be recognized by their 
marking in the upper status line. 

 

You can also display a list of all addresses in a hierarchy by clicking the »Second-
ary Addresses« button or by pressing F7: 

 

Addresses are displayed in hierarchical form only if they are sorted by the »Com-
pany« field. 
By clicking the »Go To« button you display the selected address in the address 
mask. 
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Creating New Primary Address 

• Select »Edit: New Address« or press Ctrl+N. 

 

In this dialog the address owner is specified. In the file settings it is defined if 
groups can be assigned to the address, and how many.  
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• Click »Primary Address«. 

• An empty address mask appears for defining the new primary address. 

Creating New Secondary Address 

• Click the »Secondary Address« button. 

• The new secondary address is created and displayed in the address mask. All 
fields, which are inherited from the primary address, are already completed. 
You can change the field content as you wish, the changes will not have any ef-
fect on the primary address nor on any other secondary address. 

Creating Hierarchy at a Later Time 

Query all addresses that you would like to group in a hierarchy. For information on 
queries see page 99. 

• Select »Edit: Create Hierarchy«: 

 

• In the list, select the address which will be the primary address. All remaining 
addresses will become secondary addresses. 

• Confirm with »OK«. 

If the program finds differences in the selected addresses within those fields that 
should be identical in the primary and secondary addresses, then the »Change 
Secondary Address« dialog is opened: 
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• Activate the checkboxes next to all fields of the primary address whose content 
is to be imported to the secondary address(es). 

• Confirm each single secondary address by clicking »Apply«. 

• The option »Apply All« will execute the assignment for all queried addresses 
automatically. 

For a well-organized hierarchical address management, it is recommended that 
you collect only company data without personal data in the primary address. A 
secondary address will then be created for every contact within the company. Here 
you can enter personal data. 
It is possible to build this structure at a later time by creating a new address as 
secondary address from the hierarchy family with »Address: New«. Then, you de-
fine the new company address as primary address with the »Edit: Create Hierar-
chy« command. 

Creating Address Hierarchy 

You can turn a primary address into a secondary address and at the same time 
create an additional primary address for it. This can be useful if you have a prima-
ry address with a contact person within a company, for example, and you want to 
save the company as primary address. 

• Select the primary address that is to become secondary address. The primary 
address must not have any secondary address.  

• Use the command »Edit: Create address hierarchy«. 

A new primary address with the address data of the previous address is created. 
The previous address will become a secondary address. 

You can perform this action for several primary addresses at the same time. In this 
case you first need to query the corresponding primary addresses. 
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• Use the command »Edit: Create address hierarchy (query)«. 

• All primary addresses will automatically become secondary addresses. For 
each secondary address a new primary address is created. 

Contacts 

Contacts 
→ In the Contact History register tab right-click and use the command: 

»New« 
→ »View: Contact« command or 
→ »Contacts« button or 
→ F12 
→ Select a contact for editing if desired 

 
You can create a contact list for each address. Contact lists may contain any 
number of contacts with date, time, type of contact, editor, etc. 

 

With the query command you can search an address database for certain con-
tacts. For example, you can search for a specific group of persons, who previously 
received a mailing. For information on queries see page 99. 

You can add new contacts to an address 

• after a telephone call, 

• after attaining an appointment in the Appointment Manager. 

Predefined Settings 

Under »Tools: User Settings: General« you can predefine contact settings. 
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Type for new contacts 
With this option you define which type of contact is to be of-
fered. The setting can be changed while the individual con-
tact is created. 

Group for new contacts 
With this option you define the user group to which new con-
tacts is to be added by default. This setting can be changed 
while the individual contact is created. 

Create contact for outgoing calls 
If you are using the telephony, you can define here, whether 
a new contact is to be added to the current address (i.e. for 
the dialed number) automatically at the beginning of the call. 
If you activate this checkbox you can start typing in a memo 
field as soon as the call begins. 

Entering New Contacts 

• In the table or the address mask, select the address to which you want to add a 
contact. 

• In the Contact History tab right-click to call the context menu. 

• Use the »New« command from the context menu. 

The »Contact« dialog is opened. 

While this dialog is open, you can still continue working with cobra in the back-
ground. 
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Your system administrator can set up individual dialogs to create contacts instead 
of the dialog shown here. These dialogs may have a different layout or contain dif-
ferent fields. It is therefore possible that your contact dialog will look completely 
different from the dialog shown in the figure: 

 

The »Project« area is only available if Client/Project Management is activated. The 
»Document« area is only available if Document Management was activated. The 
connection to »Campaign« is only offered if the address belongs to a campaign. 

 

Via these buttons  additional functions can be called: Document, Sales 
Project, Client & Project, and Campaigns. 

Type ......................... In addition to letters, telephone calls or personal conversa-
tions, you can also create e-mail, fax and miscellaneous con-
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tact types. Your system administrator can define other types 
of contacts. 

Created .................... »Date« and »Time« are filled out automatically based on the 
system date and time. You can overwrite these values if 
necessary.  

User, Group ............. You define the owner of the contact (see “Creating Contacts 
for yourself and others”). The owner will be referred to and 
displayed in the contact view in the “PersonCreated” field. 

Comment ................. Log the contact. 

[Four free definable fields] 
To the right of the comment field, there are four free defina-
ble fields to add further contact data. The system administra-
tor determines the kind of information that can be entered in 
these fields under »File: Settings«. In the example, these 
fields are determined as activity, type of project, status and 
free4. 

Document ................. Depending on the predefined settings, for some contact 
types the assigned document is entered by Document Man-
agement. You can also assign a document or a folder manu-
ally here. With this link, you can directly retrieve the docu-
ment or folder. If you delete the link to a document or folder 
with the button for deleting, only the link is deleted but not the 
document. 

Project ...................... For further information on Project Management for a contact 
see “Adding a Contact to a Project“ from page 54. 

Assign this contact to all queried addresses 
You can also create a contact for several addresses - for ex-
ample to document a mailing action. 

Create Appointment . Open the Appointment Manager for creating an appointment 
that is related to the current address. 

OK ............................ The contact is assigned to the current address and the dialog 
is closed. 

Creating Contacts for Yourself and Others 

You can also create contacts for other users if your system administrator has 
granted you the required permission under »File: Settings«. 

In the dialog for creating contacts you specify who has access to the contact: 
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Group ....................... In this window you have two options: »(public)« and »(pri-
vate)«. If you choose »(private)«, the contact is only visible to 
you – and the system administrator. If you choose »(public)« 
the contact is visible to all users of the groups that you are a 
member of. 
This window also displays all user groups that you are mem-
ber of. You can select one of these groups and by doing this 
the contact will be visible only to the members of the selected 
group. 

User ......................... Here, you can select an individual user for whom you have 
created this contact. The prerequisite is that you selected a 
user group under »Groups«. 

After selecting the user, the username and group will be displayed in the contact 
view in the »PersonCreated« field. 

Adding a Contact to a Project 

The bottom area of the »Contact« dialog is activated (see page 325) only if Project 
Management is turned on. 

 

Clients, Projects ....... If you want to evaluate a contact in a project, select the client 
and the corresponding project.  

Telephone time ........ The entries for incurred costs are very important for the pro-
ject evaluation. The entries here depend on the values saved 
in Project Management. The costs detected for the individual 
contacts are used in the project evaluation. When you start a 
telephone call, click the »Start« button and start time record-
ing, if it is not started automatically. Under »Telephone 
Costs« the calculated costs are displayed. You can also en-
ter or correct the time value manually.  

Labor time ................ In this field, you can enter the time you have used for work-
ing with this contact. Use the format “hh:mm:ss” (“01:43:00”).  

Fixed costs ............... The value that you entered in the predefined settings for the 
project per each contact is displayed here.  
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Labor costs, Total costs 
The values displayed here are calculated based on the pro-
ject settings.  

Linking a Contact to a Sales Project 

You can even add contacts for sales projects. Click the button  in the contact di-
alogue. 

 

Link to a sales project 
Click this link and select a sales project from the list. 

Planned contact date 
If you want to create an open contact, select date and time of 
the contact. This contact will be shown in red color in the 
sales project as soon as the date has been reached. 

The contact has occurred 
If the contact has occurred, please click this option. 

The contact is created. You can see it in the contact history of the address as well 
as in the tab »contact« of the related sales project. 
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Contact History 

Contacts are also listed in the Contact History tab. Private contacts or group con-
tacts of your colleagues are not visible for you. With »Output: Contact History« you 
can print out the total Contact History and export it in different formats. 

 

In the left column, you can see if a document is assigned to the contact. 

If the contacts of the associated secondary addresses are shown for primary ad-
dresses or not, is depending on the user rights management settings. If this is the 
case, the contacts of the secondary addresses are shown in the contact history of 
the primary address in grey font color. Editing one of the contacts is only possible 
via the corresponding secondary address. 

 

Filter and editing possibilities are especially interesting for the users. 

Filter 

Filter functions from the filter list will enable you to quickly find the contact you are 
looking for. Details are described from page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. 
onwards. 

The  button is used: 

• for primary addresses: to also show / hide the contacts of the secondary ad-
dresses, 

• for secondary addresses: to also show / hide the contacts of the primary ad-
dress. 
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Precondition: the function was activated using »File: Settings: Hierarchy«. 

Contacts of the current address are in this case shown in regular font and can be 
edited, whereas contacts of the associated secondary or primary addresses are 
shown in grey and are write-protected. 

Context Menu for Contacts and Additional Data 

Right-clicking in the contact history will open a context 
menu containing the most important functions for edit-
ing contacts. 

You can use this context menu to manage your con-
tacts directly from the contact history. 

Edit ........................... Opens the contact in the contact 
window for editing. 

Delete ....................... Deletes the contacts selected. 

New .......................... Opens the window to create a 
new contact. 

Query ....................... Opens the window »Query con-
tacts« (see page 109).  

Cut ........................... Copies the current contact from the contact history to the co-
bra clipboard (not the Windows clipboard!) and deletes it. 

Cut all ....................... Copies all contacts of the contact history – if requested, also 
the related secondary addresses – to the cobra clipboard 
and deletes them. If a filter was activated, only the entries 
displayed currently will be cut. 

Copy ......................... Copies the current contact to the cobra clipboard. 

Copy all .................... Copies all contacts of the contact history – if requested, also 
the related secondary addresses – to the cobra clipboard. If 
a filter was activated, only the entries displayed currently will 
be copied. 

Paste ........................ Pastes contacts and additional data from the clipboard to the 
current address. Using the commands described above you 
can copy or cut contacts and additional data. This command 
is used to paste such data from the clipboard to another rec-
ord. 

Open document ....... Opens a document attached to a contact. 

Delete equal contacts 
Should you have assigned a contact to a number of queried 
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addresses by mistake, you can use this command to delete 
the contact. 

Go to address .......... Jumps from a contact greyed out within the primary address 
(because it belongs to a secondary address) directly to the 
corresponding secondary address – and from a secondary 
address to the primary address. Only in this case the contact 
can be edited. 

Send e-mail together with data record 
A new e-mail is created where a link to the cobra record has 
already been inserted. 

Create appointment/task together with data record 
Use the command »Create appointment together with data 
record« or »Create task with data record«. 

A new entry in the cobra Appointment Manager or in Outlook 
will be created where the current address record has already 
been inserted. 

Copy link to clipboard 
This command copies a link to the current record to the clip-
board from where you can paste it to different applications, 
e.g. an Office application, using CTRL+V. 

Create activity containing the record 
This command creates a new activity containing a link to the 
record. 

New message .......... You can open the message window showing a new, still 
empty message. 
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Contact Details 

Double-clicking a contact will show the contact in the contact details. Now you can 
change some details, delete the entire contact or activate an attached document.  

 

• In the primary address contacts of the secondary addresses of this company 
can be shown and in the secondary address contacts of the primary address. 
These contacts will be greyed out and cannot be changed. 

Additional Data 

Additional data 
→ »Add: [Additional data]«, or 
→ Command »Additional data«, or 
→ Press the F11 key, or 
→ Go to the respective tab in the view. 
→ Data records are displayed as table or entry mask. 
 
Since the system administrator is free to rename all additional data tables, it is 
likely that you will have to look for the tables using a different name. In this docu-
mentation, the additional data table »Devices« contained in the demo database is 
used. 
The program uses additional data tables and sub-tables. Fields and name of the 
table must be defined by the system administrator. The table format is valid for all 
addresses of the currently opened address database. 
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Show Additional Data 

If additional data is embedded in a view, it may look like in the figure below. How-
ever, since the system administrator is free to design views, it might also look dif-
ferently:  

 

Managing Additional Data 

Use F11 to open additional data. The selection menu shows additional tables in 
the upper area and subtables in the lower area. 
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The additional-data window is split into the Table and Edit mask sections. 

 

Edit ........................... Select the record you want to edit from the »Table«, then 
click the »Edit« tab, or just double-click the table entry. You 
can now modify the data. 

New data record ....... Click this button to create additional data. The new additional 
record is saved automatically as soon as you go to a different 
additional data record, change to the table, or close the »Ad-
ditional data« window. 

Delete record ........... Select the data record you want to delete from the »Table«, 
then confirm the security query. 

Query ....................... Opens the dialog for searching within the additional data. 

Delete equal records 
If you select an additional record and click this button, all 
identical additional records will be deleted from the database. 

<< < > >> ................. Using these buttons you can navigate between the additional 
records of an address. 
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Additional records are created and edited using the Edit mask: 

:  

The context menu you can use to edit additional data is the same as the context 
menu to edit contacts. 

Creating Additional Data 

• Use the command »Insert: [Additional data]: Add data records«. 

 

Additional data are created using this dialog. In the »Addresses« area you define 
which addresses are to be assigned to these additional data. 

Current data record .. This is the address displayed currently. Should several tables 
be available in the view, the system will ask you to select the 
table containing the required record. 
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Free selection .......... Using this command all addresses from the database will be 
provided. 

Query ....................... Use this command to assign the additional record to all que-
ried addresses. 

Add ........................... Click this button to assign the additional record to the ad-
dress shown currently. Afterwards the next address will be 
displayed. 

Do not add ............... Click this button to skip the address currently shown and dis-
play the next address. 

All other .................... Click this button to assign the additional record to all the fol-
lowing addresses contained the database. 

Keywords 

Keywords 
→ »View: Keywords«  
→ or F9 key 
→ or double-click in the keyword window 
→ or »Keywords« button in the address mask. 
→ Select or enter keyword 

Classify your addresses by assigning an appropriate keyword. The keywords can 
help you select target groups for your activities with greater efficiency. You can 
query for keywords with the »Query: Keywords« command (→ page 108). 

Of course every address can have several keywords. 
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On the left you see the keywords that are available and on the right the keywords 
that are already assigned. 

• With the  buttons you open or close the keyword hierarchy. 

• By double-clicking on the keyword in the left section, you assign it to the current 
address. 

• By double-clicking on a keyword in the right section, you remove it from the cur-
rent address. 

• With  you remove all keywords from the current address and move them back 
to the keyword pool. 

• You can select several keywords at a time if you keep the Ctrl key pressed 
while selecting. 

Creating a New Keyword 

In the »Editing Keywords« dialog, click »New Keyword«. 

 

If you use a dot as separation tag between 
main keyword and sub-keyword, in the se-
lection area the keyword will be displayed 
in hierarchical tree structure. 

Editing Keyword Pool 

You also can work directly in the keyword pool. 

• Use the command »Insert: Keywords: Pool« 

• Or, right-click the keyword list and choose the command »Pool« from the con-
text menu. 
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By clicking »Add« you create a new keyword. 
When you assign a keyword to addresses 
later on, you will find the new keyword in the 
keyword list. 

If you »Delete« a keyword from the pool, it 
will also be deleted from all addresses where 
it was assigned to. 

Assigning Keywords to Several Addresses 

Not only can you assign keywords to single addresses, but also to certain groups 
of addresses or all addresses in a database. 

Eventually you may have to query the specific address group first. For queries see 
page 99. 

• Use the command »Insert: Keywords: Add« 

• Or, right-click the keyword list and choose the command »Add« from the con-
text menu. 

 

In the »Apply to« area you define which 
keyword will be assigned to which ad-
dress. 

After clicking »OK« and one more confir-
mation, the keyword is assigned to the se-
lected addresses. 

Removing and Replacing Keywords 

You can remove keywords from a whole group of addresses or replace them with 
others. 
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Eventually you have to query the specific address group first. For information on 
queries see page 99. 

• Select the command »Insert: Keywords: Replace« 

• Or, right-click the keyword list and choose the command »Replace« from the 
context menu. 

 

On the left you choose the keyword you want to replace. On the right you define 
the desired action. 

• »Remove keyword« removes the keyword from the addresses, but it will still be 
available in the keyword pool and can be reused at any time. 

• In the »New keyword« field enter a keyword that replaces the old one. 

• Or choose the action »Replace keyword with« and select a keyword from the 
pool that will be used for replacement. 

After clicking »OK« and one more confirmation, the desired operation is per-
formed. 

Address Links 
You define relations between addresses by connecting them through address 
links. For example: »X is supplier of A, B, C«, »A is customer of X, Y, Z«, »K is 
subsidiary company of A«, etc. 

You can query these links (→ S. 112). For example you can filter all food suppliers 
of a certain area or all subcontractors who participate in a specific construction 
project. 
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Link Administration 

Use the command »Insert: Links: Link Administration«. 

 

Here you define new link types. 

If you edit a link, the link will be modified 
wherever it is already used. 

With the option »Allow adding links« you 
allow typing in new link types (types of 
relation) directly while linking. 

Linking Addresses  

• In the address table, click the first address to be linked. 

• Click »Link Address«:  

• In the address table, click the second address to be linked. 

• In the symbol bar click »Link To«:  

• In the dialog box that opens up you define the relation. 

 

• Type the name of the link in the list field or select a link from the list. 

• If you mistook start and target of the link, you can change these by clicking 
»Exchange«. 
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• This works similar with multiple queried addresses.  

An individual view element for address links is available. 

 

• You can sort by column with a click on the respective column header. 

• The links that are returned can be limited via the filter icon  in the column 
header. 

• If you right-click a link the context menu is opened. 

 

Go to ........................ Jumps to the linked address. 

Change .................... You can edit the address link. 

Release .................... Releases the link. 

Query ....................... Queries all addresses that are specifically linked to the cur-
rent address. 

Selection Lists 
Many fields in cobra offer selection lists for texts, data, etc. Selection lists will as-
sist you when entering data. They can contain texts defined previously and can be 
clicked when addresses are entered. A different selection list can be assigned to 
every address field. 

 

Open selection list and find entry 
→ click the list button to the right  
→ or press the F3 key, 
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→ then select the entry. 
 

Take over list entry 
→ enter the ID, 
→ then press the F3 key. 

 
Selection lists will assist you to enter data. They will make entering and querying 
easier for users since standardized entries will be used by all users. Selection lists 
are identified by the down arrow: . 

There are selection lists 

• where you can only select from the predefined values, 

• where you can select from the predefined entries; however, you can edit the 
field by using the command »Tools: Selection lists«, 

• and there are selection lists that can also be used as an entry field. In this case 
you can directly enter data in the field attached to the selection list. 

• There are also selection lists dependent on other fields, meaning that there are 
limited selection choices, depending on what you have entered in the other 
field. 

The type of selection list attached to a field was defined by your system adminis-
trator in the file settings. In the system settings it was defined whether selection 
lists are displayed according to the alphabetical order of their ID or the text. 

cobra supplies the following selection lists, amongst others: 

Text modules ........... For most text fields – except those described below - »Text 
modules« are available. For each of these fields an addition-
al selection list differing from the text modules list can be 
created. 

Salutations ............... In the »Salutation« field, the salutation list can be used to 
add frequently used phrases, such as »Dear Mr. …«, or 
»Dear Mr. Miller«. 

Postal codes ............ In the fields »Street«, »Post box«, »Post office box«, »ZIP 
code« and »Town« you can select town names and ZIP 
codes. Depending on the country, these lists are predefined 
or individual entries can be added. 

Icons ........................ If desired, it is possible to assign an optional icon to an ad-
dress and thus improve the readability of the table. 

Date ......................... For these fields there are no selection lists available, since 
dates must be entered correctly. However, there are short 
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keys. Should you enter “d” and confirm by F3, the current da-
ta will be entered. 

Other ........................ In addition, any number of selection lists can be created, e.g. 
for fields such as bank code number, country names, product 
descriptions, position, state. 

Managing Selection Lists 

Selection lists can be managed using the command »Tools: Selection lists«. 

 

In this dialog you can create new selection lists, complete or delete existing ones. 
It is up to the system administrator to attach a selection list to an entry field. 

Connected to ............ Here it is shown which field or fields the current selection list 
is assigned to. 

Create ...................... You can create a new selection list. See next paragraph. 

Delete ....................... You can delete the highlighted selection list. 

Copy ......................... You can copy a selection list. The list is saved using the 
same name, but with the appendix »_copy«. 

Rename ................... To rename a selection list, highlight the name, click "Edit" 
and then type in a new name. 
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Import/Export ........... Selection lists can be imported or exported. 

 

Export: Checkmark the selection lists you want to export. 
Now use the command »Export«. The upper line functions as 
search line and contains a filter »Export« to hide selection 
lists that have not been checkmarked. 

Import: The dialog also offers import commands to import ei-
ther single selection lists or all selection list files from a fold-
er. After clicking the command, select the storage location for 
the selection list(s). 

Creating Entries for Selection Lists 

On the right-hand side of the dialog all entries belonging to the selection list to the 
left are shown. 
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In the lower part of the dialog individual entries can be managed. The following en-
try fields are used to create or modify a selection list: 

 

Shortcut .................... The shortcut of the new list entry is entered in this field. 
Should you then enter this shortcut later in the field to which 
the list was attached and press F3, the entire text is entered 
in the field. 

Text .......................... In this field you can change the text of the selected entry or 
type in the text of a new entry.  

[Add field] ................. Select a field here and click the »Add field« command. The 
content of this field is then added to the text. 

 

 As shown in this figure, you can for example add the first 
name from the address to the selection list entry with this 
function. 

Apply changes Click this button to add the entry to the selection list. 

The new or changed entries will be available immediately in all fields where the 
system administrator has attached the selection list to. 

Your system administrator must first attach new selection lists to a database field, 
otherwise you will not be able to access the selection list. 

Text Modules    

Text modules are an individual type of selection list. They are selected and edited 
like other list entries. 

Adding Text Module 
→ Enter shortcut 
→ press F3 key 

 
Finding Text Module or Editing Selection List 
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→ Press F8 key 
 

 
Text modules can be used in many entry fields, making text entries much 
easier. 

For every text module a shortcut is defined. If you key in the shortcut in a field and 
press F3, the entire text is entered in the field. 

• As already mentioned, selection lists with text modules can be created and ed-
ited under »Tools: Selection Lists«. 

• Under »File: Settings«, the system administrator defines which selection list is 
assigned to which field. 

Inserting a Text Module Directly from the Selection List via Shortcut 

• Click the field that you want to fill out by using a selection list. 

• Enter the shortcut for the desired text module. 

• Press F3. 

The entire text module is inserted. 

If you enter a single letter in a list field, the corresponding text module will be sug-
gested immediately. For example “M” for Manager. 

Finding a Text Module in the Selection List and Inserting it 

• Click the field that you want to fill out by using a selection list. 

• Press the F8 key. 

The dialog »Edit Selection List« is displayed. You can select an entry or edit the 
list. 

Fixed Text Modules 

The fixed text modules “Date”, “User name”, “Area code” and “Time” are filled with 
current values. The respective shortcuts cannot be used for your own text mod-
ules: 

D Date 
Z Time 
N User name 
V Area code 

Date 

Date and time are always available: 
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D followed by F3 enters the current date. 

Insert Area Code 

• Click the field that you want to fill with the area code 

• Enter the letter »v«. 

• Press F3. 

If more than one area code exists for one town, the dialog »Area Code Selection« 
is displayed. 

• Select the correct area code manually and click »OK«. 

The area code is inserted. 

The area code can be inserted only if you have already entered the postcode and 
town for the respective address. 
cobra imports area codes from the postcode directory. 
The area code is only available for German addresses. 

Salutations  

The salutations database can be called for the »Salutation« field with the F8 func-
tion key. 

The salutation texts stored in the salutations database all have a shortcut key. Via 
this shortcut and the function key F3 the salutations can be inserted directly in the 
»Salutation« field. 

Salutations function like all other section lists (see page 66ff.). 

Towns and Postcodes 

With the postcode databases, you can make address entries a lot quicker and 
more comfortable. The available postcodes depend on the postcode databases 
which you installed with the program. 

At www.cobra.de updated databases might be available for download. 

• A special function is the postcode automation which can be activated under 
»Tools: User Settings: General«. For example, if you enter the value 78479 in 
the field »Postcode«, as soon as you leave the field, the city name Reichenau is 
inserted in the field »Town«. Likewise, you can enter a town name in the field, 
and as soon as you leave the field, the postcode will be inserted automatically. 
Note: this automation only works with cities with only one postcode. 

http://www.cobra.de/
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• Based on an entry in the »Town« or »Postcode« fields – for cities in the 
»Street« field as well – the missing entry can be added from the list at the touch 
of a key. 

• If a postcode for a certain town is not known, it can be found in the list and add-
ed. 

Depending on the field in which you select the postcode database, »Postcode« or 
»Town«, it will be sorted according to postcodes or cities. The sorting can be 
changed at any time. 

Databases including postcodes and town names are provided for different coun-
tries. There are two different types of database: 

• Postcodes with street directories, where a town has several postcode areas ac-
cording to streets and PO boxes, for example, Germany. 

• Postcodes with street and company directories, where a town has several post-
code areas according to streets, for example, Switzerland. 

• Postcodes without street directories, for example, Austria. 

Depending on the postcode system of the selected country, another dialog is dis-
played. The postcode directory for Germany for example looks like this: 

 

We provide postcodes and town names for a number of countries with the pro-
gram. The postcode database that will be called depends on the content of the 
»Country« field. If this field does not contain an entry, the country-specific data-
base is loaded, that was defined as »Standard country code« under »Tools: User 
Settings«. 

Finding Postcodes 

You can call postcodes by performing the following: 

• Select »Insert: Postcodes«, 

• Or drop down the list arrow in the »Postcode« field, 

• Or press CTRL+P 
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• Or click one of the fields »Street«, »PO box postcode«, »PO box «, »Postcode« 
or »Town«, and press F3 or F8. 

The »Postcode« dialog is displayed. 

• Select the »Country« for which you want to look up a postcode. 

• With the »Sorting/Search criteria« option fields, define the kind of data you want 
to search for. 

• Enter the »Search term«. 

• The result is displayed continuously in the list »Postcode/Town«. 

• If you search a postcode directory that includes a street directory, you have to 
enter the street in the »Search field« for cities without postcodes. You can then 
see the postcode in the »Postcode/Street« list. 

• PO box postcodes are listed too. 

• After you found the correct postcode, you can add all data directly to the current 
address. 

• To do this, under »Apply« activate the respective checkbox for every field you 
want to add to the address. 

• Click the »Apply« button. 

Completing Postcodes Automatically 

• Enter your address. 

• After entering »Town« or »Postcode«, use the tab key for moving to the next 
field. 

• This next field will be filled out automatically. If your entries are not sufficiently 
unique, the »Postcode« dialog is displayed instead. If this will not happen auto-
matically, activate the postcode automation under »Tools: User Settings«. 

Bulk Recipients Postcodes 

Bulk recipients are assigned with their own postcode by the Deutsche Post AG 
that has nothing to do with their real address. The bulk recipient’s postcode list, in-
cluding all their real addresses, is available in cobra. 

Bulk recipients need two additional fields in the address mask: 

BR-Postcode ............  
Postcode for the bulk recipient 
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BR-Town ..................  
The town for the bulk recipient does not necessarily match 
with the location of the real address 

If you want to use bulk recipient data, the system administrator has to add the re-
spective fields to the address mask. 

Inserting Bulk Recipient Data 

You can insert data from the bulk recipient directory by performing the following: 

• Select the address where you want to insert bulk recipient data. 

• Select »Insert: Bulk Recipients«, 

• or press CTRL+G. 

The »Bulk Recipient« dialog is displayed: 

 

• cobra automatically inserts the data of the current address to the search fields 
»Name«, »Postcode« and »Town«, and the table displays the respective bulk 
recipient. 

• If the bulk recipient was not found, the next one in alphabetical order will be dis-
played. 

• Control that the checkboxes »BR-Postcode« and »BR-Town« in the »Apply« 
area are activated. In addition to these two fields, cobra suggests the insertion 
of all those bulk recipient fields, where the respective fields in the actual ad-
dress are blank. 

• Click »Apply« to add the bulk recipient data to the current address, or on »Can-
cel« to cancel the process. 
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Entering Bulk Recipient Addresses as New Addresses 

• First, create a new address. 

• Select »Insert: Bulk Recipient« or press CTRL+G 

The »Bulk Recipient« dialog is displayed. 

• Search for the bulk recipient by either entering the name in the »Name« field or 
by browsing the table. 

• Activate all checkboxes under »Apply«. 

• Click the »Apply« button. 

Icons 

You can assign a graphical symbol to every address. This way, you can identify 
addresses much quicker in the table view. 

It is possible to assign an icon to addresses. Thus you can e.g. recognize at a 
glance whether the address belongs to a retailer or a customer, or the industry a 
company is active in. 

Some icons are provided by cobra. Additional icons can be created and embedded 
in cobra. 

• The system administrator can attach an icon selection list to an address field. 
By this you can assign icons to addresses.  

• New icons can be created and existing icons can be modified. Icons can also be 
renamed. 

• The icons can be displayed in the address table as an additional column to the 
left. 

 

• In the address mask the address icon is shown in the upper status line to the 
left (below the toolbar): 
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Assigning Icons 

1. Click the selection list arrow to ex-
pand the »Icon« field (if there is 
one) and select an icon. 

 

 

2. Double-click the icon field in the 
status line of the address mask. A 
selection list expands. Select the 
icon you want. The dialog is closed 
and the icon is shown in the top left 
corner of the address mask. 

 

Removing the Icon from an Address 

• To delete an existing icon, open the selection list to assign an icon. Then select 
<None> or the blank line. 

The icon is removed from the address. 
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Creating a New Icon or Editing an Existing Icon   

Icons can be created with any graphical software. Valid formats are: 
*.bmp 
*.jpg 
*.gif 
*.png 

The properties of the graphic must be 
- size 16x16 pixel, 
- 24 bits per pixel (corresponding to a color depth of 16,7 million colors) 
- in case of doubt, use white (RGB: 255, 255, 255) as transparent background col-
or. 

Click the »New icon« command in the selection list and upload the graphic file. 

The icon is shown in the selection list, with the name of the file. 

• Should you want to change an icon, delete it from the selection list and upload 
the modified file again to the selection list, using the previous name. 

Editing Addresses 
With the commands of the »Edit« menu, the most important functions for changing 
one or several addresses are available. Many commands can apply to: 

• the current address 

• all queried addresses 

• all addresses 

cobra prompts the user for each command to define the addresses it should be 
applied to. If a query exists and is activated, the program suggests editing all que-
ried addresses. 

Copying Addresses 

The »Edit: Copy Address« command copies the current address to the clipboard. 
From the clipboard, you can paste the copied address as often as you like with the 
»Edit: Paste Address« command, as long as the clipboard is not overwritten with 
different data. 
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Pasting Addresses 

1. 

With the »Edit: Paste Address« command you can paste a copied cobra address 
from the clipboard. Pasting can be repeated as often as you like. It is likely that a 
duplicate message will be prompted while the address is pasted. 

2. 

This command can also be used to add address data from a different application – 
such as Outlook or a word-processor – via the clipboard to cobra. 

• To do this, copy the text in the respective application. 

• In cobra, use the command »Edit: Paste Address«. 

• The »Add text as address« dialog is opened. 

 

On the left side of the dialog you can see the address text from the clipboard. You 
can directly click in this area and change the text / add text via the keyboard. 

On the right side of the dialog the most important address fields are displayed. Via 
the button »Add line« you can add a new line to this area and assign a field. 

Most likely the program will suggest a field assignment. If this is not the case, you 
can manually assign the text to cobra fields: 

• On the right side, click the target field (the field where the text from the left side 
is to be added). 
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• On the left side, select the text to be added. 

• By clicking the >> button in the middle of the dialog, the text is added to the se-
lected address field on the right side. 

• Text in the address field can be completed or modified via the keyboard. 

• With a click on »Apply« the address is written to the database. 

Duplicating Addresses 

 The »Edit: Duplicate Address« command is a combination of the »Copy Ad-
dress« and »Paste Address« commands. 

When duplicating, the current address is copied, a new address created and the 
copied data pasted. Then, the address mask is displayed. 

If duplicate checking is activated, an alert message appears.  

After the duplication is finished, the program will ask you if the sub-data records 
should be duplicated as well. 

If you confirm this command, contacts, comments, devices, etc. are copied to the 
duplicate – except for campaigns and sales projects. 

If you do not want to duplicate the sub-data records, only keywords will be copied, 
but no contacts, additional data or other sub-tables. 

Editing Address Properties 

With the »Edit: Address Properties« command you determine, which users are al-
lowed to view the address, i.e. who is owner of the address. 

The reason behind this is to hide certain addresses from certain users or user 
groups. For example, people from the field staff are able to keep addresses in the 
central database of their company, which are not accessible to other field staff 
people. Or the manager’s addresses are only accessible for himself or a specific 
group of people, but not for everyone who works with the company’s addresses in 
cobra. 

The prerequisites are, 

• that user administration is activated and the users are assigned to user groups; 

• and, under »File: Settings: Database«, private or group addresses are permit-
ted. 
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The following address types must be distinguished from one another: 

• Public addresses are accessible by every user, this means all users and the 
system administrator can view and edit them. 

• Private addresses are accessible by the owner only. But users should keep in 
mind that the system administrator can still access the private addresses. 

• Group addresses are accessible by members of the maximal five user groups 
only. This means only members of this certain group(s) can view and edit the 
addresses. 

• Of course you can create addresses for other users – if you have the required 
access permissions – by simply defining a different person as owner of the ad-
dress.  

As »ordinary« user, you can only change addresses one by one. The global edit-
ing of an entire group of queried addresses is reserved for the system administra-
tor. 

Merging Addresses 

Sometimes an address will be kept in several diverging entries. This will happen, 
for example, if a member of your support staff cannot find the respective address 
to an incoming call immediately and captures the data in a new dataset, adding 
the telephone contact there. 

In this case, you do not have to delete all old addresses and create a completely 
new one, but it is possible to merge data from the old addresses in just one single 
address. Thus, you can combine at least two and at maximum ten addresses in 
one work step. 
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Please note that you can only merge addresses if you have the privilege for delet-
ing addresses. 

 
When merging addresses, it is also possible to add contacts, comments, 
keywords, and additional data to the new address. So this function can 
also be used to merge contacts etc., spread across several addresses 
by accident, in one address only. 
Any activities for the campaign management are added as well. 

Which Addresses can be Merged? 

Primary address with 
primary address(es) 

The target address is a primary address with or without 
secondary addresses. The other primary addresses must 
not have secondary addresses. 

Secondary address 
with secondary 
address(es) 

All involved secondary addresses belong to the identical 
primary address. 

Primary address with 
secondary 
address(es) 

The target address is a primary address. The other ad-
dresses are secondary addresses belonging to this primary 
address. 

How it Works 

• Query the respective addresses. 

• Use the command »Edit: Merge Addresses«, 

• or click the  button in the »Address Merge« toolbar. 
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In this dialog box you define which information is to be merged and where. You 
can resize the dialog box by dragging the bottom right corner of the dialog with the 
mouse. 

Configuring Addresses 

Address 1, address 2, etc. are the addresses that should be merged. In this dialog, 
you can arrange the address data in the way they are to be merged later on. 

• First define the target address. This is the address where the data are to be col-
lected. (cobra will offer the oldest address as target.) 

• Double-click the column header of the target address. The column header will 
be highlighted in blue and the address is marked as »Target address«. 

 

• If you are just going to add contacts, etc, no modification for the address fields 
is necessary. 

• You would also like to add single address information from one of the source 
addresses to the target address? In this case, for the respective addresses, 
double-click the fields that are to be added. These fields will be highlighted in 
blue. 

• Or right-click the field. You can then use the command from the context menu. 

• If you want to add entries from 2 or more addresses to the new address, for ex-
ample if you want to keep two e-mail addresses, please use the context menu. 

 

Right-click the address which is not selected: 

 

Add the field content to an empty address field. 

 

Now select the field to which the additional entry is to be written: 
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• The blue selection will provide an overview on the data that will be combined in 
the target address. In the figure below address data from both addresses are 
merged with the target address. 

 

Further Settings 

These settings can be defined independently from the address data configuration 
in the upper part of the dialog box. 

Empty fields of the target address 
If fields of the target address are not filled with data, the 
newest data from the other addresses will be written to the-
ses fields if this option is used. 

Sub-data records ..... With this function you add sub-data to the target address. 
Comments will be appended to the end of the existing test in 
the comment field and will be marked with the date of merg-
ing. 
Documents and images are added with the additional data. 
Clients will only be added if there is no client with the identi-
cal ID existing for the target address. 
Address links will be added as well. Eventually existing links 
of an address to itself will be removed. 

After all settings have been defined, click »OK«. 

The target address is kept and, in addition to the already existing data, it is 
amended with the selected and additional data. All other addresses will be delet-
ed. 
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Previous List 

With the so called »Previous List« you can quickly find the addresses that were 
edited previously. 

• Use the command »Edit: Previous«, 

• or click the  button. 

The addresses that you edited last are displayed in the »Previous List« dialog. 

Every time you close the database, the previous list is emptied. Therefore, you can 
call only those addresses in the previous list, which you have edited since the last 
start of cobra or since the last database change. 

 

Go To ....................... Here you return to the program where the selected address 
is displayed for editing. 

Remove / Remove All 
With this button, you remove addresses from the previous 
list. The addresses will of course not be deleted from the da-
tabase. 

Query All .................. By clicking this button, you query the addresses from the list. 
If a query already exists, it will be deleted. 

Replacing Field Content 

With the »Edit: Replace Field Content« command you can change existing field 
contents: 
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• Change all fields with arbitrary content. 

• Change all fields with specific content. 

With this search-and-replace function you can, for example, search for the saluta-
tion »Mister« and replace it with »Mr.« in all addresses. 

Replacing or Deleting Field Content in All (Queried) Addresses, 
Contacts, Additional Data and Sub-Tables 

• If you want to assign new field content to specific addresses only, query the ad-
dresses first. 

• Select »Edit: Replace Field Content«. 

 

Table ........................ Select the data table where you want to change data. Beside 
the address table you can also select all additional data ta-
bles and sub-tables. 

Field to be changed . Define the field where you want to replace content. 

Filter ......................... The selection list shows all available filters for the table. Be-
side the system filters the filters defined by your system ad-
ministrator are also available. 

Address selection ..... Select the addresses in which you want to replace the field 
content. 

Overwrite field content 
Herewith the new field content is inserted in the field for all 
addresses. The old field content is deleted. 
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Search and replace field content 

• Activate the »Only search and replace fields with exact old 
field content« option to change the content of the selected 
field only if the field has precisely the »old field content«. 

• By activating the »Only search field parts with old field 
content and replace parts« option you can change parts of 
existing field content. Enter the field part that is to be re-
placed in the »Old field content« field. In all affected fields 
the »Old field content« is replaced with the »New field 
content«. All other field content remains unchanged. 

New field content ..... Enter the new field content or import content from the selec-
tion fields in the list to the left. 

• If you leave the field: »New field content« blank, the existing field content is de-
leted. 

• If you leave the field: »Old field content« blank, all empty fields will receive the 
new field content. 

 

• You can replace »Purchase« with »Purchase<Branch>« for extending the con-
tent. In this example, <Branch> is placeholder for the real branch. 

Close the dialog with »OK«. 

If field content is deleted, an alert indication appears. 

The »Change Field Content« dialog is displayed where you can either confirm 
every single replacement, all replacements or cancel the process: 
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Adding Field Content 

Use the command »Edit: Add Field Content«.  

 

Table ........................ Select the data table where you want to change data. Beside 
the address table you can also select all additional data ta-
bles and sub-tables. 

Field to be changed . Define the field where you want to replace content. 

Filter ......................... The selection list shows all available filters for the table. Be-
side the system filters the filters defined by your system ad-
ministrator are also available. 

You can select one of the options that are listed under »Change field content«. 

Removing Blanks 

This function will help you to maintain your data. 

• Use the command »Edit: Remove Blanks«. 
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In this dialog you can define which blanks should be removed from which fields. 

Table ........................ Select the data table in which you want to search for blanks. 
Besides the address data, all additional data tables are 
available for selection. You can remove blanks per operation 
from just one data table, but not from the entire database. 

Fields ....................... Select the fields that should be cleaned. The buttons »None« 
and »All« will be useful for the selection. 

All addresses / Queried addresses 
You can either clean all addresses or only queried address-
es. 

Remove blanks in front of / behind 
With this option you remove blanks in front of or behind the 
entry in the respective field. 

Replace double blanks by single blanks 
This function replaces two or more consecutive blanks by 
one single blank. 

After confirming with »OK«, the fields are searched for blanks. A message will in-
form you about the number of blanks that were found. You can then decide if you 
want to remove the blanks irreversibly or not. 

Warnings 
The purpose of warning messages is to show users freely definable texts when 
accessing an address. This function is useful, for example, to indicate a payment 
risk, or to advise the user that it is necessary to contact the accounting department 
before starting a certain activity. 
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• Enter the text in the warn field. 

The warning is shown when the address is opened in the address mask, or in the 
address table, as soon as the cursor is moved over the address more than a mo-
ment. The warning is shown until it is clicked away. 

 

Lock Flags 
The purpose of lock flags is to ensure that, for example, customers who explicitly 
stated that they do not want to be called will not receive any calls. There is also a 
lock flag to deactivate addresses. Thus it is possible, for example, to flag data of 
contacts who left a company, but whose data you do not want to delete from the 
database for certain reasons. 

Lock flags are Yes/No fields that your system administrator can 
activate in the view. 

• Click the respective option(s).  

Letters, E-mails, Phone Calls 

Should you try to contact an address marked by a lock flag, you will be warned by 
a message indicating the lock flag. 

• When sending e-mails, single and multiple letters, you will be asked whether 
you want to send the document in spite of the lock flag. 

• When creating a serial letter, addresses containing a lock flag will not be added 
to the list of addressees. 

• When sending a serial e-mail using the Serial Mail Wizard, the number of lock 
flags is indicated, and you can query these addresses in the database. 
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Inactive Record 

An inactive record will be crossed out in the address table. Otherwise, there is no 
difference to other records. 
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Searching Data and 
Using Filters 

In this chapter the functions for finding specific addresses are described: Search, 
query, sorting. 

Search ...................... The quick search in any data table makes it possible to find 
required records very quickly. The address search is a much 
more sophisticated function. You can search in almost all da-
tabase records. Any addresses found will be shown one after 
the other (this is different with query and filter functions). 

Query ....................... Most commands of the »Query« menu will also find address-
es, but the addresses found will be shown within the table. 
The query will filter addresses according to one or several 
criteria. A query can be combined in multiple ways. Many of 
the functions can be applied to queried addresses. 

Sorting ...................... The sort command will affect how tables are displayed, as 
well as the order of addresses when browsing and printing. 

Filtering .................... The filter function is used to show only specific data records 
meeting the defined criteria. Individual filters can be created 
besides the standard filters provided by cobra. 

Searching 

Quick Search Bar for Addresses, Contacts and Additional Data 

The system administrator can include a search line in your tables. The search line 
will be an empty first line in your address table. Search lines are available for all 
data tables, thus also for contacts and additional data. 

• Enter a search term in any field. Automatically, only those data records will be 
shown that match your search criterion in this field. 

• The search always uses placeholders. This means that entering »sm« will not 
only search for exact matches »sm« in the respective column, but is to be seen 
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as »sm*«. The search will therefore find entries such as »Small«, 
»Smartphone« etc. 

• Entries in the search line are not case sensitive. 

• You can also enter search terms in several areas and thus narrow the search. 

 

• The search criteria will be shown below, left of the data table. 

• If you want to show all records again, click the little exit icon in the area below 
the table where the search criteria are shown. The filter will be deactivated. You 
could also delete the search terms from the search line. 

• Use the little arrow button next to the filter list to activate or deactivate the filter. 

• Click the filter list to view the list of filters used recently. 

 

• Columns without text are special cases. For these columns, no text can be en-
tered, but the search criterion can be selected from a list (e.g. an icon). 

 

Full-Text Search 

The toolbar contains an icon via which you can call an uncomplicated full text 
search. The full text search will search for the search term in all columns of the da-
ta table displayed. 
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• Click the icon in the toolbar to activate an input field where you can enter the 
search term. 

• Now click »Find«. 

• Only such records containing the search term in any one of the fields will be 
shown. The search term will be highlighted. 
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Enhanced Search 

Searching Address 
→ »Edit: Search Address« 
→ or quick entry of several letters in the table 
→ or F4 
→ or CTRL+S  
→ Define search method 
→ Enter search term 
→ Select search field(s) 
→ Search / Search Next 

 
With the search function you can find single addresses. But if you want to search 
for a specific address group, for example for preparing a mailing, you have to use 
the query functions. 

• Select the table view. 

• Quickly type the first two characters of the search term. 

The »Search« dialog appears: 

 

Search term ............. The two characters which called the dialog box are already 
entered. You can complete the search term. 

Options ..................... Define the search method by using the option fields. 

Search area ............. Define the field or fields where you want to search for the 
search term. The selection of several fields can be done with 
pressed CTRL key. This is possible when choosing the option 
»Search in any fields« or »Full text search« or »Phonetic 
search«. 

• Confirm with »Search«. 

The search is performed now. 

• If you selected »Search in any field« or »Full text search«, the dialog remains 
opened and you can jump to the next match with »Search Next«. 
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The following search methods are available: 

•  Quick search in a sorting field. The term you are searching for has to start with 
the letters you are entering: »Müller«. 

•  Search in any fields (of the address mask). This search can find parts of the 
field content: »Müller« in the field »Eduard Müller AG«. 

•  Full text search: The search is also performed through comments, contacts, 
additional data and keywords. Parts of the field content are searched. 

•  Telephone number search. An incoming call is simulated. 

•  Phonetic search: This search will also find terms which are phonetically similar 
to the search term, such as »Maier«, »Meyer« and »Meier«. With this option 
you search only for complete field content. 

• The search procedure for queries is defined in the user settings (see page 417). 

• If the option »Deactivate query prior to search« was selected, the query will be 
deactivated during the search and the entire data stock will be searched. Once 
the search is finished, you can activate the query again, and show once more 
only the queried addresses. 

• If the »Deactivate query prior to search« option has not been selected, the 
search will only be performed within the queried addresses. 

Finding and Displaying Documents 

The system administrator can integrate an element to search for documents in 
your views. He will also define the different search functions that can be used. You 
can then filter the search results yourself. 

 

• The different search routines are shown to the left. 

• Use the commands from the toolbar at the top of the view element to filter the 
selection. 
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• You can also select »Address hierarchy« as address area. This will show the 
documents of the current primary address and its secondary addresses. 

• There can be a search bar directly below the column headers. If you enter a 
search term in this bar only those documents meeting the search criterion will 
be shown. 

 

Querying 
Querying 
→ Select the query type in the »Query« menu 
→ Eventually you have to »delete«, isolate or »expand« the existing que-

ry. 
→ Enter the search term 
→ Execute query 
→ Activate / deactivate query 
→ Delete query 
 

With the query functions you can select addresses that meet certain criteria. 
These addresses can then be edited in a number of ways - for example you can 
print, export or save them. 

Queried addresses are highlighted in a different color in the table view (you can 
change the color of the queried addresses in the user settings at any time): 
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In the address mask, queried addresses are marked accordingly in the top status 
line. 

 

In the status line on the bottom right of the screen you can see how many ad-
dresses are currently queried. 

 

The query status informs you: 

Query Only queried addresses are displayed. The query was activated 
with the »Query: Activate« command. 

(Query) Queried addresses (highlighted by color) are displayed together 
with not queried addresses (or no addresses are queried; in this 
case the count of addresses found by the program is 0). The query 
is deactivated. 
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Displaying Queried Addresses or All Addresses Together 

In the table view, you can either display all addresses or queried addresses only. 

• Use the command »Query: Activate Query« ( ). – Only queried addresses are 
displayed. 

• Use the command »Query: Deactivate Query« ( ). – All addresses are dis-
played – queried and non-queried addresses. 

If the query is deactivated – in this case queried addresses are shown together 
with non-queried addresses – you can jump from one queried address to the next 
queried address by using two specific buttons. 

 

Query Types in CRM PRO  

Query Description 

Undo Query This functionality will undo the last query step. Addresses that 
have been queried during this last step will be removed from 
the query. This feature is very helpful for multilevel queries. 

Restore Query This functionality will restore a query step that was undone 
before. 

Previous queried 
address 

If data have been queried, you can jump to the previous que-
ried data record. 
The button  has the same functionality. Your system ad-
ministrator can add this button to the view as part of the 
toolbar. 

Next queried ad-
dress 

If data have been queried, you can jump to the next queried 
data record. 
The button  has the same functionality. Your system ad-
ministrator can add this button to the view as part of the 
toolbar. 

Query Searches every field of the entry mask including wildcards. 
Multiple inputs are added for the query. 
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Query Description 

Quick Queries a "from–to" specification. Sorted fields are queried 
very quickly. 

Keywords Finds addresses containing one or several keywords in an 
AND or OR condition. A very quick query. 

Full Text Finds texts or parts of text in all database fields. 

Contacts Finds all addresses with specific contacts. 

Documents Finds all addresses where specific documents are attached. 

Additional Data Finds all addresses with specific content in the additional data 
(here: insurances, projects or service). 

SQL Direct Direct entry of an SQL WHERE clause for complex queries in 
addresses. 

Address Links Queries all addresses with one or several specific links. 

Query Address, 
F5 

Queries the current address manually. 

Address Groups Queries addresses belonging to specific owners, Palm ad-
dresses and addresses belonging to specific clients. 

Contact History Queries addresses that have not been contacted after a de-
fined point in time. 

Duplicates Queries all duplicates for manual finishing. Depending on the 
file settings, phonetic query is possible. 

Hierarchy Finds all primary and secondary addresses. 

Activate Only queried addresses are displayed. 

Deactivate Queried addresses are displayed together with not queried 
addresses. 

Delete Deletes the query irreversibly. You must confirm this com-
mand. 

Reverse Queries all addresses that are not queried yet and removes 
all queried addresses from the current query. 
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Query Description 

Saved Queries Stores complex query procedures. Thus, you can repeat the 
query at any time. 

Stop Recording Exits the creation of a saved query. 

Queries on Hold Specific query results can be stored here. Differing form 
saved queries, not the query itself is stored but the result from 
the query. Even if the data stock has changed, a query on 
hold will always return the same addresses. 

All Query types can be executed and combined in any sequence. In this way you 
can perform any AND, OR, or NOT conjunction. These multi-level queries can be 
archived as »Saved Queries«. 

When the query is completed, a dialog is shown that returns the number of queried 
records. 

 

If you want to suppress this dialog, you can deactivate it under »Tools: User set-
tings: General«. Use the option »Deactivate Query Messages«. 

Finding All Addresses Meeting a Certain Criteria 

• Click the  button, 

• or press CTRL+R, 

• or use the command »Query: Query«. 

An empty address mask is displayed (the query mask). In addition, a small dialog 
box pops up containing the buttons »Execute« and »Cancel«. 
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• Enter the search term in the field where you want to search for a specific con-
tent. If you enter several search terms in the query mask, only those addresses 
matching all search terms will be queried. 

• Click »Execute«. 

If another query already exists, the »Query« dialog is opened.  You can change 
settings for query messages under »Tools: User Settings«. 

 

• If you want to perform a complete new query, activate the option »Delete exist-
ing query first«. 

• »Add to existing query« adds the new queried addresses to the already existing 
query result (OR condition). 

• »Query in existing query« restricts your existing query result on addresses, 
which meet the new criterion in addition to the existing criterion (AND condition). 

• »Remove from existing query« deletes the new queried addresses from the ex-
isting query (NOT condition). 
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• »Save selection« - with this you only define the chosen query option as default 
setting for this dialog box. 

• Close the dialog with »OK«. 
 

The query is performed. All addresses containing the search term are displayed in 
the address table. In addition, they are highlighted by color. 

The result looks like this: 

 

As you can see, entering a full search term is not necessary. A wild-card (*) is au-
tomatically added to the search term. In addition, other special characters can be 
used. 
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Wild-Cards in the Query Mask 

You can use the following wild-cards in the query mask: 

* This character is used as a wild-card. 

- If you enter a minus before the search term, cobra returns addresses 
that do not include the term. 

= Returns all addresses that match the entry in the query field exactly. 

> Returns all addresses that have a greater entry in the query field. 

>= Returns all addresses that have a greater or equal entry in the query 
field. 

< Returns all addresses that have a less entry in the query field. 

<= Returns all addresses that have a less or equal entry in the query 
field. 

() [Open bracket, close bracket] returns all addresses with a blank que-
ry. 

? Is a placeholder for any single character. Postcode: ???? returns all 
four-digit postcodes. 

 

Examples: 

*mann Returns Hausmann, Spielmann, Eduard Zimmermann... 

*furniture* Returns Garden Furniture Miller, Furniture Store Maier, Maiers Furni-
ture. 

-() [Minus open bracket, close bracket] returns all addresses with a que-
ry field that is not blank. 

*.10.* Returns all appointments in October (in a date field). 

*.*.2005 Returns appointments in 2005 (in a date field). 

<1.1.2006 Returns all appointments before 1.1.2006 (in a date field). 

Querying an Existing Field Content in all Addresses  

With this query you can find all addresses that have the same content as the cur-
rent address in a specific field. 

• Go to the address mask. 
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• Select the part of the field content that you want to search for. 

• Right-click in the field that you want to query. 

• Select the »Query« command from the context menu. 

The »Query« dialog is displayed. 

 

The query term is already inserted in the field of the dialog. 

• You can change the search term and search method if required. 

• Start the query by clicking »OK«. 

The query is performed. The result is displayed in the address table. 

Quick Query 

This type of query is performed so quickly because it uses an already existing sort-
ing sequence. Within this query so called “from–to” entries can be searched. You 
can query a "from-to" entry in every field. 

• Click the  button, 

• or use the command »Query: Quick«. 

 

• If you leave the »from« entry blank, the program will query starting with the first 
entry (A or 0). If you leave the »to« entry blank, the query is performed to the 
end of the alphabet or ends with the highest number. 
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• With the option »Display all fields« you can query in different fields too. But this 
can slow down the query considerably. 

• If you activate the option »Numerical Search« the content of the search field is 
interpreted as number. 

When searching for a ZIP code, the settings shown here will effect that only postal 
codes within the specified area are found. If this option is deactivated, this search 
will for example return four-digit Swiss postcodes, such as 7322 or 8000. 

Querying Keywords 

A keyword query finds addresses that contain the searched keyword or keyword 
combination. 

• Click the  button, 

• or, right-click the keyword field and call the »Query« command from the context 
menu, 

• or use the command »Query: Keywords«. 

 

You can add the desired keyword(s) to the right list by double-click or by using the 
arrow button. 

If you select more than one keyword, the »Condition« determines the type of que-
ry: 

• And – returns addresses where ALL selected keyword are assigned to. 

• Or – returns addresses where at least ONE keyword is assigned to. 

• All without keyword – returns addresses where no keyword was assigned. 
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Keyword queries are very quick: Even with a very large data stock, the search time 
depends only on the amount of matching addresses, and not on the number of 
addresses in the database. 

Full Text Query 

 Full text query can be used to search for texts or text parts in all fields. In very 
large databases this can eventually expand the search time. 

• Click the  button, 

• or use the command »Query: Full Text«. 

 

The actual volume for the search is determined individually for every new full text 
query. If you choose the additional data option, all additional data tables existing in 
your database will be searched, here: insurances, sales projects and service. 

Query Contacts  

• Use the command »Query: Contacts«, 

• or right-click the contact history area and use the command »Query« from the 
context menu. 

All addresses are queried that have at least one contact with the data defined 
here. 

If you leave the fields in this dialog blank, all addresses are queried that contain at 
least one contact. 
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In addition to other criteria, in the »Project« area you can search for contacts that 
are assigned to a specific customer or client. To do this, click the button for clients 
& projects. 

The »Contact History« table now contains only contacts matching your condition. If 
you deactivate the filter »Last Query«, all contacts will be displayed here. The ad-
dresses still remain queried and query is still activated. For deactivating the ad-
dress query use the »Query Off« command. 

Querying Documents 

• Use the command »Query: Documents«. 

This query type returns addresses where documents have been assigned with the 
»Insert: Document« command. 

Note: with this command you cannot query for documents that have been added to 
contacts. 

 

• In the field »Created by« you have to enter the user ID, not the user name. 

• In the »File name« and »Text in description« fields you can use the wildcards * 
and ?: *.DOC finds all Word documents. 

If you leave all fields blank, the query returns all addresses where a document was 
assigned to manually. 
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Querying Additional Data and Sub-Tables 

The query within additional data and sub-tables finds addresses with specific addi-
tional data. By this addresses in the address table are queried. The complete addi-
tional data will still be shown. 

Via the filter »Last Query« you can limit the display of the additional data to shown 
only those that have been queried. 

• Use the command »Query: Additional data«. 

First select the additional data you want to query. 

 

In views like »Sales« and »Insurance« the query is executed in the respective tab. 
In other views a separate window is opened. 

 

• Enter your query criteria. 

• Click »Execute«. 

• If a query already exists, you will (as always) be asked how to proceed with this 
existing query. 

• The query is executed. All addresses containing the search term will be shown 
in the table. 

If the additional data query mask is empty, all addresses will be queried that con-
tain any kind of additional data. 
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Go to the register tab »Maintenance/Service« and »Devices«. 

• Via the »Last Query« button  in the »Maintenance/ Service« tab it is possible 
to restrict the view to those maintenance processes for which you have been 
querying. 

 

• If you click the »Last Query« button in the »Devices« tab, only the devices with 
a respective maintenance process will be shown. 

• By clicking this button for a second time, the filter will be deactivated. 

The number of found and queried addresses will not be changed by this filter ap-
plied to the additional data. 

Querying Address Links 

You define business relations between different addresses by address links. For 
example »X is partner of Y«, or »Y is supplier of Z«, etc. Addresses that are relat-
ed (linked) to others in a special way can be queried. 

• You can call a selection with the »Query: Address Links« command. 

 

• In this case, you search for addresses linked to other addresses by the relation 
»Food Supplier«. If X is food supplier of Y, X is start address and Y is target of 
the link. 
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• With the settings displayed above you search for someone who supplies food 
for others. 

• If you want to search for addresses that are supplied with food, you would have 
to select the option »Query target address of the link« whereas all other settings 
remain unchanged. 

Querying Address Groups 

You can also query certain address types and addresses belonging to certain 
owners. 

• Use the command »Query: Address Groups«. 

 

• »Private addresses« are addresses that are marked as being private and being 
owned by you. 

• »Group addresses«: In the list you can view all groups where you are member 
of (as user or administrator). You can query addresses that are defined as 
group addresses for your groups. 

• With the option »Clients« you query all addresses that are defined as client in 
the Client and Project administration. 
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Querying Contact History 

With this query it is possible to find addresses that have never been contacted at 
all or within a defined time span. This functionality is helpful for example when 
maintaining customer contacts. 

• Use the command »Query: Contact History«. 

 

In this dialog you can specify the search criteria. The filter will return all addresses 
matching the criteria that you defined here. 

No contact since ...... You can query addresses that have not been contacted for a 
specific time period. You can select one of the suggested pe-
riods or enter an individual time span. 

Created by ............... Enter the user who created the contact. 

Contact types ........... Select which type of contact has not happened within the de-
fined time period. 

Check address hierarchy ... 
You can shown only the primary addresses. In this case, the 
primary addresses will be queried if at least one secondary 
address has a corresponding contact. 

Free definable contact fields [e.g. Activity etc.] 
Here you can define additional contact characteristics. 

Querying Duplicates 

The program queries all addresses that exist twice. For this query type, the specif-
ic fields of the address mask that were defined for duplicate checking under: »File: 
Settings«, are compared. 

• Use the command: »Query: Duplicates«. 
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The addresses are always queried in pairs. These duplicates are then available for 
further manual editing. 

This kind of query only works if duplicate checking is activated. For more infor-
mation on duplicates see → System Administrator Manual. 

Querying Hierarchies  

• Use the command »Query: Hierarchy«. 

If hierarchical address management is activated, the query opens the following 
dialog: 

 

All primary addresses ....... Finds all primary addresses in the database. 

All secondary addresses ... All primary addresses are hidden. 

All secondary address and all primary addresses where no... 
This is the appropriate query, for example, if you want 
to send Christmas cards to all contacts in a company 
and to companies where no contact exists. 

Primary addresses to queried secondary addresses 
The primary addresses of the queried secondary ad-
dresses will be queried as well. 

Secondary addresses to queried primary addresses 
All secondary addresses of the queried primary address 
will be queried as well. If there are no secondary ad-
dresses at all for these primary addresses, a respective 
message will be shown. 

This kind of query is used for primary and secondary addresses. 

SQL Query  

• Use the command »Query: SQL Direct«, 

• or click the  button in the »Query 1« toolbar. 
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• Clicking the plus character + will create a new query. 

• This wizard works similar to the definition of a filter ff). 

Querying Addresses that Match Several Criteria  

You can query all addresses that match several criteria at the same time by per-
forming several queries in line (AND query). 

After the first query is executed, it is added to the second query. 

For example, you can query all addresses within the postcode area starting with 
“7” and where the keyword »Mailing 1/2004« is assigned to and where telephone 
contact was acquired past the 1.1.03. 

• Deactivate all existing queries. 

• Query for all addresses matching the first criterion (postcode area starting with 
7). 

• All addresses matching the first criterion will be queried. 

• In the existing query, query for the second criterion. 

The »Query« dialog is opened. 

 

• Click »Query in existing query«. 

• Confirm with »OK«. 
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• Perform all further steps of the query by always using the same option »Query 
in existing query« in the »Query« dialog box. 

Querying Addresses that Match One of Several Criteria  

You can query addresses matching one of several criteria by performing several 
queries one after the other (OR query). 

For example, you can query all addresses within the postcode area starting with 5 
or 7 or 9. 

• Query all addresses for the first criterion (Postcode area starting with 5). 

• Query all addresses for the second criterion (Postcode area starting with 7). 

The »Query« dialog is opened. 

• Choose the option »Add to existing query«. 

• Perform the third step (Postcode area starting with 9) like the second one. 

Removing Addresses from Existing Query 

You remove a subset from the query (NOT condition). 

For example, you can query all addresses within the postcode area starting with 7 
but not within the city of Stuttgart. 

• Query all addresses for the first criterion (Postcode area starting with 7). 

• Query all addresses for the second criterion (Town = Stuttgart). 

The »Query« dialog is opened. 

• Choose the option »Remove from existing query«. 

Reversing Query 

For querying the desired addresses, it is sometimes easier to query all addresses 
you do not need and then, in a second step, to reverse the query. 

• Query all addresses you do not need. 

• Use the command »Query: Reverse« 

The queried addresses will be removed from the query and all those addresses 
that have been excluded, are queried now. 
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For example: Your company moves and you want to inform all customers about 
this fact. Query all addresses having an entry in the e-mail field and send them an 
e-mail with your new company address. 

As next, you reverse the query and send a serial letter to all those customers not 
having an e-mail address. 

Adding / Removing Addresses to / from Queries 

• If you want to add an address to an existing query, you have to deactivate the 
query first. Otherwise you will see only queried addresses. Use the command 
»Edit: Deactivate Query« or click . 

• If you want to remove an address from an existing query, you can use the op-
posite command »Edit: Activate Query« or the  button. 

• Got to the address table. 

Now there are several possibilities for adding individual addresses to the query or 
removing them from the query. All commands are bi-directional, which means non-
queried addresses are queried and queried addresses are removed from the que-
ry. According to the command, the display color of the respective address is 
changed. 

• Keep the CTRL key pressed and select the address. 

Or 

• Select the desired address. 

• Now click the  button 

• Or use the command »Query: Query Address« 

• Or press F5. 

Undo Query 

This functionality will undo the last query step. Addresses that have been queried 
during this last step will be removed from the query. This feature is very helpful for 
multilevel queries. 

Restore Query 

This functionality will restore a query step that was undone before. 
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Delete Queries 

If you do not need a query any longer, you can delete it. Of course this action will 
not change the queried addresses; it will only change their status from queried to 
non-queried. After performing this action, the address is no longer queried. 

• Click the  button, 

• or use the command »Query: Delete«. 

• You have to confirm the process. 

Deleting Queried Addresses  

This function will not be available if you access addresses of different groups with 
read-only rights (this was defined in the file settings (→System Administrator Man-
ual). 

With the »Edit: Delete Queried Addresses« command you can delete all queried 
addresses after confirming the process. 

 

Addresses deleted with this command cannot be restored. 

Saved Queries 

You can build complex queries made from different individual queries. You can 
add a new query to an existing one, remove a query from an existing one or query 
within an existing query. 

Complex processes consisting of several queries can be stored as »Saved Que-
ries« and they can be executed on demand like a macro. 

• Saved queries can be called only via the menu command »Query: Saved Que-
ries«. 
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• With »Execute« a saved query is performed for the address database. 

• With »Edit« you can change the contents of a saved query. The query steps 
remain in their sequence. Eventually you have to confirm the single steps. 

• With »New« you can create a new saved query. The procedure is guided by 
a dialog. In the first step you have to define a name and optionally add a de-
scription for the query. 

 

• Confirm with »OK«. 

• The query recording is started. 

 

• Now you have to execute all steps of the query individually for combining 
them to the new saved query. 

• When you are finished, click »Stop recording«. 

The commands »Query: Additional data«, »SQL-Direct«, »Query Address« and 
»Duplicates« cannot be used for saved queries. 
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Queries on Hold 

A query on hold contains a limited number of addresses. This functionality is use-
ful for example if user 1 has queried addresses and user 2 would like to send a se-
rial letter to these addresses. Different from saved queries, queries on hold do not 
contain the search routine, but the result of the query. The content of a query on 
hold will remain identical, even if the data stock changes. 

• Query the desired addresses. 

• Use the command »Query: Queries on Hold: Put Queried Addresses on Hold«. 

 

• Define a name and eventually a description for the query. 

• If other users should be allowed to use this query as well, you can share it with 
one or several users. In this case, activate the option »Release this query for 
other users«. 

• If you want to run this query again for the given database, you (or any of the us-
ers having permission to use it) can call the command: »Query: Queries on 
Hold: Use Query on Hold«. 
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• In the upper part of the dialog you can select the query. 

• In the lower part of the dialog you have to define what is to happen with a query 
that may already be active. You can select from the commonly known options. 

• Confirm with »OK«. 

• The addresses will be queried. 

Queries on hold are maintained in a separate window. Use the command »Query: 
Queries on Hold: Manage Queries on Hold«. 

 

In this dialog queries on hold can be deleted, or the name and description of the 
query can be changed. You can also edit the share for the queries on hold. 
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Sorting 
A data stock can be sorted in many ways so that you can view the data structured 
in an appropriate way. 

The easiest way of sorting is the click in a column header. The data will be sorted 
by this column and the arrow in the column headers indicates the sort order as-
cending or descending. 

 

Some columns cannot be sorted, for exam-
ple, you can not sort by first name or tele-
phone. The system administrator defines 
the fields that can be sorted. 

Sorting sequences in multiple levels can be defined by the system administrator 
under »File: Settings«.They are stored under »View: Sorting«. 

 

You can manage several sorting sequences at the same time for every database. 
The sorting can have a maximum of five levels. With this you can for example sort 
by the name and within this sorting, by the first name as second level. The sorting 
of dates depends on the specific field type. Dates are sorted by the calendar date; 
birthdays are sorted by month and day independently of the year. 

Examples: 

• Company + Name + First name 

• Name + Company + Town 

• Postcode + Town 

• DateCreated (date) 

• Birthday (birthday sequence) 

Sorting sequences are equal for all database users. Every database has its own 
sorting. 

The modified vowels of the German language are treated as if they would not ex-
ist. For example, Ä is treated as A and Ü as U. 
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cobra remembers the sorting sequence used last for every user. If you want to 
change it, you can select another sorting sequence from the »View: Sorting« 
menu. 

cobra uses the defined sorting sequence for the table view, the browsing se-
quence in the entry mask and for all print jobs. Before printing out, you should 
check that the sorting meets your requirements. 

For address export you can define an individual sorting for every export procedure. 

The two commands »Edit: Search Address« and »Query: Quick« use one of the 
default sorting sequences. 

Grouping 

Grouping 

Grouping Field 

You can group data and also create multi-level 
groupings. 

• Right-click the column header of a table. 

• Use the command »Show group by box« from the 
context menu. 

 

• A grouping field is opened above the table. 

• Drag the header of the column you want to group by to this line. 

 

• All addresses with identical postcode will be grouped in the table view. 
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• If you drag an additional column header to the grouping field, multi-level group-
ing is created. 

 

Current Column 

• Right-click a column header. 

• Use the command »Group by this column« from the context menu. 

• The data are displayed grouped by this column. 

Release Grouping 

• If you drag the column from the grouping field back to the line with the column 
headers, grouping is released. 

Aggregating 

The system administrator can show footers below the tables. Depending on the 
content of the column above, different mathematical operations can be performed. 

• Right-click the footer below the columns of the table. 

• Depending on the content of the table, some of the displayed 
operations will be available via the context menu. 

 

• Below the column a field containing the value 
will be shown. 

• If you do not want to show a value in this 
field any longer, right-click the field and se-
lect the command »None« from the context 
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menu. 

Filtering Data 
Depending on the user rights assigned to you by the system administrator, you 
can use extensive filter possibilities and may create and save new filters. Filter 
functions are available in the toolbar. Filters can be defined for all data tables, as 
well for contacts and additional data. 

 

Creating a New Filter 

Method 1 

The easiest way of creating a filter is to save one of the filters from the quick 
search bar. 

• Enter your search terms in the quick search bar. 

• Click »Save« at the bottom of the table.  

 

• The filter management dialog is opened. 

• Enter a name and description for the filter. 

• Close the filter management dialog. 
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Method 2 

• To create a filter, click the filter management button  in the toolbar. 

• The filter management function 
will provide all filters that can be 
used within the context of the pro-
cess you are currently working on. 
In this dialog, filters can be delet-
ed and renamed. 

• If you want to view the configura-
tion of a filter, select the filter and 
then click the »Filter criterion« but-
ton. 

 

• To change the criteria of a filter, delete the filter first and then create a new filter 
using the same name. Existing filters cannot be edited (only renamed). 

• If a filter was activated, it is possible to assign a different graphic to a filter by 
using the »Change icon« command. 

• The command »New« will open the dialog for filter definition. Here you can 
combine the filter criteria you need. 

Clicking on the red »and« entry will 
open a list with all logical operations. 

A click on the green + icon  creates 
an additional condition for the filter. 

A click on the red x icon  removes a 
single condition from the filter. 

 

A click on the blue entry opens a list 
with all available data fields. 

A click on the green entry opens the 
list with comparison options. 

A click on the grey entry allows enter-
ing a value, e.g. a date, text or numer-
ical value. 

 

 

• Save the filter by clicking »OK«. 
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• You will now return to the filter management, where you can enter a name and 
comment for the filter. 

• The filter is added to the filter bar. 

Applying a Data Filter 

You can activate a data filter using the filter list. 

 

• Click the desired filter. 

• Some of the data shown in the toolbar will change: 

 

In your address table only the addresses filtered will be shown. 

Editing a Filter 

If a data filter was activated, the button »Edit filter« is shown below the table. 

• Click this button. 

• A dialog with the settings of the currently activated data filter is shown. 
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• Change the settings. 

• Click »OK«. The data is filtered according to the new criteria. 

Deactivating a Filter  

You can deactivate the filter: 

• by clicking the filter icon, or 

• by clicking the  button. 

All data records will be shown again. 
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Formats 

Print formats are the central element for creating printed matters. A print format 
can be characterized like layout templates, in analogy to the document templates 
in MS Word. A format in the program defines, 

• how information from cobra is presented on the paper (or PDF, etc.), 

• how the information is formatted, this means the font, font size, and font color 
for the printing, and 

• which filters will be used. 

Formats like these are managed in the »Format« menu. 

As there are very different types of formats, the program provides different tools 
for creating formats, depending on the output type. 

• For labels, index cards, and address lists, a special Format Editor is provided. If 
you are already familiar with report generators, you can handle the Format Edi-
tor without any problem because it occasionally resorts to the standard cobra 
editor for formats. 

• Statistical formats are created in two special registers using a different method. 

• Letters and multi-letters are created in the editor which is revised in some parts. 

• Serial letters use document templates (.DOT) from MS Word. 

• Data interchange formats for the import and export of data are created in spe-
cial dialogs. They will be described in the »Data Exchange« chapter starting on 
page 345. 

Formats can be saved and provided to the users on three levels: 

• System formats are available to all users. 

• Group formats are available for all members of the respective group. 

• User formats are saved separately for every user and are not available for other 
users. 

If you are working without the user administration, all changes are saved under the 
user “Guest”. 
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As a user, you can use all system formats, the formats of all the groups you be-
long to and your own user formats. If you create a new format you can save it only 
in your own user area, unless you are having group or system administrator privi-
leges. Information on how you can copy formats from one area to another can be 
found under »Managing Formats« starting at page 188. 

The Format Editor for Address Lists, Labels 
and Index Cards 
With the Format Editor you can design individual output formats for labels, index 
cards and address lists. 

If you are already familiar with common report generators, you will be able to use 
the Format Editor without any problems. 

 
Letter formats are created with a different editor. This editor is described 
in its own section in this manual. 

Permissions 

If you are logged on as a regular user, you can usually – depending on the access 
permissions – only store format within your own user area 

Group administrators can also create and edit group formats in the respective 
group area. 

Formats in the system area can only be created and edited by the system adminis-
trator, but can then be used by all users for their address lists, labels and index 
cards. 
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Overview 

 

Formats are assembled from individual elements on the Editor desktop. Among 
the available elements are database fields and formulas as well as labels or 
graphics. 

The Format Editor offers three register tabs: 

• In the Designer tab you can create the actual format. On the left border you can 
see the item selection and a toolbox bar to the right. In the top area of the win-
dows you can find another toolbar containing the most important commands. 
The major part of the window provides a schematic representation of the format 
that is created from different elements. 

• In the Preview tab you can see how the printed format will look in its current 
stage. 

• In the Layout tab you can define a printer, the paper format, various borders, 
spacing, etc. 

The Format Editor has the same set up for the three format types. Only the »Lay-
out« tab has noteworthy differences, depending on the format type. 
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Start 

Prior to starting the Format Editor, you should query for those addresses that you 
want to use for the Format Editor preview. You should also select a suitable sort 
order, since – depending on the format settings – this order is transferred to the 
Format Editor.  

Open the Format-Editor 

• using one of the commands »Format: Labels«, » Format: Index Cards« or » 
Format: Address List« 

• for the output of labels, index cards or address lists, use the buttons for format 
editing. 

Managing Formats 

Formats are managed via the »Standard« toolbar of the Format-Editor. 

 

If you want to edit an existing format, deposit it on the desktop by clicking the 
»Open« button. 

Creating a New, Empty Format 

If you want to create a new, empty format, 

• click the »New« button in the toolbar. 

• Depending on your access permissions, define the area in which the format is 
to be stored and the name under which you want to save it. 

 

• An empty desktop is provided. For an address list, it is structured in three areas 
»Page head«, »Detail« and »Page foot«. You can later on add more areas. 
(Labels and index card will have only the »Detail« area.) 
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Using an Existing Format as Template for a New Format 

If you want to use an existing format as template for a new format, the original 
format is to remain unchanged. 

• Click . 

• Activate the »Apply data from the current format« option. 

 

Saving changes 

 
Unlike the usual handling in cobra, changes to formats will have to be 
explicitly saved– these changes will not be saved automatically when 
you open another format. When exiting the program, you will be asked if 
you want to save changes. 
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The Designer 

In the Designer you define which elements (field contents, formulas, labeling, 
graphics, etc.) is to be contained in the printed document and which logical graph-
ical properties it is to have. 

Inserting Elements 

The Format Editor uses »Elements« for structuring. 

• You can drag elements from the element selection on the 
left to the respective area of the desktop by keeping the left 
mouse button pressed. After releasing the mouse button, 
the element is placed on the desktop. When you drag an 
address field to the desktop, a label field will be automati-
cally created– which also can be deleted. For address lists, 
a labeling is inserted in the page header, for index cards, a 
labeling is inserted next to the address field. 

• You can also select an element from the element list and 
then create a frame on the desktop, which defines the ele-
ment size. If the creation of a frame is possible, the mouse 
pointer appears in the shape of a cross when moved over 
the desktop. If you are inserting an address field using this 
procedure, no automatic labeling is created. 
 

     

• On the desktop, the element can be moved, edited, deleted 
or reduced and enlarged by clicking and dragging the sizing 
handles at any time. 

 

• On the actual desktop, elements are edited by selecting them (for example by 
clicking it) and then using commands from the toolbar. Alternatively you can 
double click an element, which will open a dialog for editing the object proper-
ties, depending on the element type. 

• Toolbars, amongst other things are used to control the alignment of elements 
and the optical text properties. 
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Types of Elements Example 

Database fields are identified by angle brackets. <Department> 

User attributes are enclosed in $ characters. $LastName$ 

Sub-reports use square brackets (like formulas) and are dis-
played in regular font format. They are edited in an individual 
Editor. 

[Insurances] 

You can add special fields from the element selection on the 
left. Only the fields provided here are available. Creating cus-
tom fields is not possible. 

{DateTime} 

A formula can be identified by square brackets and italic font 
format. Formulas are edited in the Formula Editor. [Contact] 

In addition, labeling, a function for inserting images and dif-
ferent types of lines are available.  

Selecting Elements 

• By clicking one individual element, it is displayed with a 
so-called selection frame. Through this, the element is se-
lected and can be edited. 

• If you want to apply alignment functions from the menu bar 
for elements, several elements must be selected. To do 
this, hold down the Ctrl key while clicking on additional 
items. All selected elements will receive a selection frame. 

 

Areas 

Below is an example how areas can appear on the desktop: 
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In this screenshot you can see different elements distributed across the areas 
page header, detail and page footer. 

• In this example, the page header contains labeling and lines that structure the 
address list as table. These elements are repeated at the top of each page for 
the printout. 

• In the detail area of the example you can see an icon and formulas defining 
which data should be added from the database to the address list. Formulas like 
these will define the content to be displayed in case a field is empty. Detail are-
as can, of course, contain different object types as well. 

• In the page footer a labeling, a special field for the current date and a user at-
tribute are contained. These elements are repeated at the bottom of each page 
for the printout. 

The format is divided in several areas that are separated by grey frames. The are-
as contain the individual elements of the respective format. In general, there are 
two different types of areas: 

• the detail area and 

• three different header and footer areas for reports, groups and pages. 

 
Labels and index cards consist only of a detail area and do not possess 
header or footer areas. 

Address lists possess header and footer areas in addition to the detail 
area. 

Detail Area 

The detail area contains all elements that can change per address. In the detail 
area you define for example which entries should be created per individual ad-
dress and then be repeated for each address. To do this, you can drag database 
fields to the detail area and add graphics, etc. 

• In the detail area within an address list, you can define which data should be 
added to the list for each individual address. The data schema will have to be 
defined only once; it will be repeated automatically for all addresses to be eval-
uated: 
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In the finished address list, the detail area looks like this: 

 

• Index cards consist of one detail area only. Index cards provide more detailed 
information for individual addresses and very often contain contacts and com-
ments. As a result each address can require an entire page or more space. 
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Above you can see the entire definition of an index card as it could be printed 
out, for example, if a field staff member is preparing for a customer visit. 

Below find an extract from the printed document: 

 

• Labels also consist of one detail area and do not provide header and footer ar-
eas. 

 

The size and spacing of the individual labels on the printout are defined in the 
layout (see page 161). 
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Header and Footer Areas (Only in Address Lists) 

Header and footer areas function in analogy to word processing programs, where 
you can place specific information that is to be repeated for each page (page 
numbers, date, etc.) in headers and footers. 

 
Per address list format you can create just one detail area but several 
header and footer areas. 

 

Here, you can see the area »Page header«, »Detail« and »Page footer«. 

Header and footer area types 
These types of areas will always be used in pairs as head and foot area. 

Page header 
page footer 

Elements which are to be stored in these areas are printed on the 
top or bottom of each individual address list page. Typical ele-
ments of this area are page numbers, for example. 

These areas can be defined just once in a format. 
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Report header 
report footer 

Elements which are stored in the report header and report footer 
areas are printed only once at the beginning and once at the end 
of the entire report. Typical elements of these areas are for ex-
ample a caption on the first page or a copyright note on the last 
page. 

These areas can only be defined once for a given format. 

Group header 
group footer 

For a print-out it can be necessary, for example to calculate sub-
totals across individual fields, or to combine addresses to groups 
by specific criteria such as postcodes, field staff, turnover, com-
pany size, etc. For this purpose, group areas are inserted be-
tween page header/footer and detail area. 

These areas can be defined several times in a format. 

Creating a New Area 

For inserting a new page/footer area, right-click the format. A context menu ap-
pears which offers the areas that can be inserted that are valid for the chosen for-
mat. 

 

By clicking the  or  buttons on the area frame you can open or close a frame for 
editing. 

As you can see, the header and footer areas are used in pairs. 

Deleting Areas 

Only header and footer areas can be deleted. The detail area is mandatory for all 
format types. 
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Please be careful when deleting areas! If you click in an area, it will be 
selected, which can be recognized when you see the grey area bar 
highlighted in blue. If you press the DELETE key, the selected area with 
all its elements and even the match (if existing) will be deleted without 
any alert! If you delete a header, the footer will be deleted too and vice 
versa. If you deleted by mistake, the only chance to undo the deletion is 
to  

• immediately use the »Undo«   command from the toolbox bar on 
the left 

• or exit the format editor by clicking the exit button  on the top right 
of the screen. You have to answer the prompt »Save changes« with 
»No«. In this case, all changes since the last time you have been 
saving will be lost. 

Editing Areas 

If you want to change an area, 

• double-click the area bar, or 

• click the area bar once (it will be highlighted in blue) and then click the proper-
ties  button in the top toolbar. 

The following dialog will be opened: 

 

The settings displayed here are the 
only available settings for all areas, 
except for group headers. 

For group header particularities, see 
the next section. 

• Define the height of the area. In the »Layout« tab you can specify under »Unit« 
if the height is measured in cm or inches. 

You can change the height at any time by 
enlarging or reducing the area with the 
mouse directly on the desktop. To do this, 
drag on the upper or lower area bar. 

 

• If you activate the option »Area can be higher in the printout«, it can happen 
that the area in case of need will be stretched vertically so that all elements 
placed within are visible in the preview and in the printout. If you deactivate this 
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option, the defined height for the area will be taken as the size for the printout 
even if this would cause elements to be cut off or not displayed at all. The op-
tion could result, for example, in a situation where contacts placed in the area 
could span across several pages. 

Group Header and Footer 

The »Group header« area offers additional settings in the properties dialogs, 
which is the grouping field. 

The purpose of this option is to combine data in the printout to groups – for exam-
ple to print addresses in a list sorted by postcodes (or sales representatives or 
turnovers, etc). 

• Let’s assume you want to group an address list by postcodes. 

• To do this, first query a sufficient number of addresses. This will allow you to 
check the grouping by postcode in the preview. 

• Open the format editor with the command »Format: Address List«. 

• In this example, we are using a new format template »System: Standard«. To 
do this, open the format »System: Standard«. 

• In the toolbar, click the  
button. Enter the name of the 
new format and apply the format 
from the Standard template 
(»Apply data from the current 
format«).  

• Now create group header and footer. 

• Right-click an area bar. Use the command 
from the context menu »Add area: Group 
header/footer«. 

• The order of the areas below each other is 
fixed. Therefore it does not matter in which of 
the area bars you are clicking. 

 

• From the element selection, drag the »Postcode« field to the group header. This 
is the field that will be used to group the information. 

• Reduce the group header size, so that only the postcode is visible. 

• Double-click the »Postcode« field. In the example, the format for the field is de-
fined as bold-italics. 
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• Right-click the »GroupHeader1« 
area bar. Select »Properties« from 
the context menu. 

• Select »Postcode« as the group 
field. The list will be sorted by this 
field. 

 

• If you are not specifying an entry in the area properties, the sorting will follow 
the current sort setting for the database you are using. If you dot not drag the 
»Postcode« field to the group header, sorting will occur by postcode, but the 
postcodes will not be shown in the list. 

 
Sorting in preview and printout 

The grouping of the format editor always has priority over the address 
sorting in the database. But within the grouping of the format editor, the 
sorting follows the address sorting in the database. 

If you do not define a grouping in the format, the addresses will be ar-
ranged according to the database sorting. 

• Using the settings as shown here (extract) 
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• the list will have the following layout: 

 

Hiding Individual Areas 

Areas always must be created in pairs, 
i.e. header and footer together. In the 
case that you will only need a header 
but no footer, you can hide the footer 
by setting the height to 0. If the area 
contains objects, these will be hidden 
too – in this case you have to deacti-
vate the »Area can be higher in the 
printout« option, because otherwise 
these objects will be printed. 

 

The respective area will still be shown on the desktop, whereas in preview and 
printout it will not be visible. 

For Experts Only: The Experts Tab 

The »Expert« tab contains additional properties. Depending on the object type, dif-
ferent possibilities for settings will be available. 

 
You should use the »Expert« tab only if you have the necessary exper-
tise! We cannot guarantee the correct functioning of this tab otherwise. 
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Here you can change the properties of the area, 
such as name, background color and the num-
ber of columns and the column spacing. 

The options »CanGrow« and »Can-
Shrink«define if the area can grow / shrink 
(True) or not (False) depending on the stretch-
ing of the contained elements. This is also de-
fined by the option »Area can be higher in the 
printout« in the »Properties« tab. 

Working With Elements 

Selecting Elements 

Single element 

• Use a single click to select a single element. The element will be highlighted. 

 

Several elements 

1. 

You can select objects via the ruler on the upper part of the desktop. 

• Click in an area (e.g. the detail area), where the objects is to be selected. 

• Click the ruler with the mouse. The curser will change into an arrow. 

• Keep the mouse button pressed. 

• Drag the mouse within the ruler area to the left or right. 

• Release the mouse button. 

The part of the ruler where you move will turn blue. All elements within range of 
the blue (even if they just extend partially into the blue range) will be selected. 
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2. 

If you want to select several elements, for example, to align them together: 

• you can do so by keeping the Ctrl key pressed while clicking on them one after 
the other. 

The last selected element is recognizable by blue sizing handles within the selec-
tion frame. This identification is important for alignment commands, because the 
other objects will always be aligned with the last selected object! 

 

Deleting Element(s)  

• If you want to delete one or several elements, select it or them and press the 
Delete key. 

Reducing or Enlarging Element(s) 

• You can change size and width-to-height-ratio of selected elements with the 
mouse by clicking and dragging the sizing handles. 

 

Moving Element(s) 

• Select an element. 

• Move it while keeping the mouse button pressed. 

• After releasing the mouse button, the element is placed at the new position on 
the desktop. 
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Toolbox Bars 

The toolbox bars (to the left of and above the desktop) are context-sensitive. This 
means that only those tools which apply to the working situation on the desktop 
will be offered in the toolbox bars. The availability of the tools depends on the cur-
rently selected format element. 

Toolbox Bar above the Desktop  

This toolbar will be familiar from word processing programs. The format bar will be 
activated for elements with text properties, including fields, special fields, user at-
tributes and labeling. For formulas, the font is defined in the Formula Editor, be-
cause a formula can consist of different fonts. 

• Select the respective element. 

• You can also edit text attributes of several elements at the same time, if the se-
lected elements are fields, special fields, user attributes or labeling. This means, 
no formula, line or image may be selected. 

• Then, define the font attributes here: 

 

This way, you define font type, font style and alignment for the text. 

The first icon to the right opens the element properties dialog box (see below), 
where you can also define the font properties. 

Toolbox Bar on the Left of the Desktop  

Undoing actions 

 
Undoes the last change(s). 

Placing elements in the foreground or background 
By foreground or background operations you can for example place text in front of 
a background image. 

 
Places an element in the foreground. 

• Select the element. 

• Click this button. 

The element (marked by the blue sizing handles) is placed in the fore-
ground. Thus, it is positioned in front of all other elements that are located 
in the same position. 
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Places an element in the background (this is done in analogy to placing an 
element in the foreground). 

A line is positioned behind the text (which is highlighted with colored back-
ground). 

Aligning elements to one another 
Alignment commands will cause the position of one or several objects to be ori-
ented with the position of a different object. The result is that objects can, for ex-
ample, be aligned exactly on the left desktop border. 

For all alignment commands the following applies: 

• Select at least two objects. 

• Select the object on which the other object(s) should be aligned as last object. 
All other objects will be aligned with the last selected object. 

The last selected element can be recognized by the blue sizing handles. 

 
Causes elements to be left-aligned. This command also works with ele-
ments from different areas. Therefore, you can also align elements from 
header and footer areas to one another. 

    

 
If you have selected several elements, they will be aligned centered on the 
element that was selected last. This command also works with elements 
from different areas. 

 
If you have selected several elements, they will be right-aligned. This 
command also works with elements from different areas.  

 
If you selected several elements, they will be aligned above the element 
that was selected last. This command does not work with elements from 
different areas. 

 
If you selected several elements, they will be aligned centered opposite the 
element that was selected last. This command does not work with ele-
ments from different areas. 
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If you selected several elements, they will be aligned below the element 
that was selected last. This command does not work with elements from 
different areas. 

Size adjustment 
You can adjust the size of objects according to the size of other objects. 

• Select the respective elements. Make sure to select the object to which all other 
objects should orient last. 

 
You can adjust height and width of all selected elements to the element 
that was selected last. This command also works with elements from dif-
ferent areas. 

    

 
You can adjust the height of all selected elements to the element that was 
selected last. This command also works with elements from different areas  

 
You can adjust the width of all selected elements to the element that was 
selected last. This command also works with elements from different are-
as. 

Adjusting spaces between elements 
You can remove spaces between elements in order to place these elements di-
rectly next to each other or below one another. 

• Make sure to select at least two elements. The element that was selected last 
will keep its position; the other element/s will be moved towards the element 
that was selected last. 

 
You can remove the vertical space between elements so that they will be 
placed directly below one another. 

    

 
You can remove the horizontal space between elements so that they will 
be placed directly next to one another. 

Adjusting elements 

 
Elements placed outside the work area will be moved to the work area. El-
ement that are too small and thus are invisible, will become visible. The 
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height of field elements, user attributes, special fields and labeling will be 
adjusted to the font size. For labeling, the element width will also be ad-
justed to the width of the text. The height of the area will be adjusted to its 
contained elements. 

Protecting elements from changes 

 
With this command you protect a work area from being moved by mistake. 
You can still move or change elements via alignment commands or their 
properties settings. 

The locking command can be removed at any time. 

Editing Element Properties 

If you want to edit an element, 

• Click it with the right mouse button 

• and use the »Properties« command from the context menu. 

• Depending on the element type, a dialog box will open where you can define 
the element properties. 

If you selected several elements by mistake, only the properties of the element se-
lected last will be changed. The name of the selected element will be shown in the 
headline of the »Properties« dialog. 

For most elements, 2 tabs will be available in the »Properties« dialog. The first tab 
contains common settings, whereas the »Expert« tab offers several additional set-
tings. The expert mode should only be used if you are experienced in working with 
report generators. The »Expert« tab is provided in English and will not be ex-
plained within this manual. 

Fields, labeling 
Field elements are displayed in the Designer in angle brackets, e.g. <Company>. 
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Name ....................... The name displayed in the title bar is defined by the program 
and cannot be changed. 

Can be enlarged in the printout [only for fields] 
This option guarantees that the entire field content will be 
displayed, even if it needs more room than you have prede-
fined for the element in this dialog. Eventually other elements 
will be overlapped 

Font .......................... The settings for font type, font alignment and background 
color are defined in the common Windows dialog boxes. The 
font attributes can also be set directly via the format toolbar  

Position .................... Defines spaces to the left and the top of the area opposite to 
where the element is placed. The position can also be 
changed with the mouse directly on the desktop  

Size .......................... Width, height. The size can also be changed with the mouse 
directly on the desktop. 
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Labeling 
Labels appear as simple text in the Designer. 

 

Name ....................... The name in the headline is defined by the program and 
cannot be changed. 

Text .......................... Enter the actual label text here. 

Font .......................... The settings for font type, font alignment and background 
color are defined in the common Windows dialog boxes. The 
font attributes can also be set directly via the format toolbar  

Position .................... Defines spaces from the left and the top of the area opposite 
to where the element is placed. The position can also be 
changed with the mouse directly on the desktop. 

Size .......................... Width, height. The size can also be changed with the mouse 
directly on the desktop  

Lines 
To insert a line, click one of the line types in the item selection. The shape of the 
cursor will change to a cross and you can draw the line. The line can be selected 
at any time and modified using the sizing handles. 
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Name ....................... The name in the headline is defined by the program and 
cannot be changed. 

Beginning / End of line 
These settings refer to the area where the line is positioned. 
Vertical lines over several areas (see option after next) ig-
nore this setting! 

Line Style ................. The settings common in Windows. 

In the printout the vertical line should be... 
With these options you can enlarge vertical lines over several 
areas. For horizontal lines, no comparable settings are pos-
sible. 

Placed as defined .... In this case, the line will be placed exactly on the position 
you have defined and will not extend the area in which it is 
located. If the area size is changed, the length of the line 
will not change. 

 
The following settings have the effect that the vertical lines extend au-
tomatically so that they always fill specific paper areas. This function 
serves, for example, for distinguishing columns in lists by lines. 

Please note that the automatic alignment of lines works downwards but 
not upwards! The upper end of the line remains in the position defined 
in the line properties when it is printed. Moving downwards, the line will 
be enlarged as specified, without a bottom and regardless where the 
line is placed, how long it is in the Designer, etc. 

Grow with the area ..  
In this case, the line automatically adjusts to changes in 
size for the area. This only works downwards.  
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Fill out the entire page 
The line stretches through all areas over the entire page 
up to the margin defined in the »Layout« tab. This works 
only downwards; an upwards space will remain. 

Fill out the entire page but not the footer 
The line stretches through all areas over the entire page 
down to the upper margin of the footer. This works only 
downwards; an upwards space will remain. 

Fill out the entire page but not the header and footer 
With this setting, the header and footer will not be filled, 
whereas the line covers the entire page downwards; an 
upwards space will remain. 

Pictures 

 

Name ....................... The name in the headline is defined by the program and 
cannot be changed. 

Picture ...................... With the »Change« button you define the path to the image 
file. Allowed file types are bmp, gif, jpg, jpeg, png, ico, emf, 
wmf. 

Position .................... Defines spaces to the left and the top of the area opposite to 
where the element is placed. The position can also be 
changed with the mouse directly on the desktop. 

Size .......................... Width, height. The size can also be changed with the mouse 
directly on the desktop. 
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Formulas 

 
When converting old formats to the new format, the old formulas cannot 
be imported, because the new Formula Editor has a smaller range of 
functions than the old Formula Editor. Make sure to control all convert-
ed formats in this new Format Editor! 

Formulas are available in the item selection and can be dragged to the desktop 
the same way as database fields and special fields. Formulas can be created, ed-
ited and deleted. Every formula has a unique name and is displayed with the name 
in the item selection. In the Designer, the name of the loaded formula is displayed; 
the formula itself is presented and can be edited in the Formula Editor. 

Formulas are displayed in the Designer in square brackets in italics: [Company-
Person]. 

In the item selection, the following formulas are available. 

 

Drag one of these formulas to the Designer desktop and edit it. 

To edit, double-click the formula in the Designer. The formula will open in an indi-
vidual Editor. 

 
System administrators can add new formulas and delete old ones. You 
can find the formulas as XML files in the System\Macros directory. The 
formulas are displayed in the element selection in the file sequence 
(sorted by name). You can irreversibly delete a formula from the ele-
ment selection by deleting the corresponding file. In the formula proper-
ties dialog you can store you modified or self-created formulas as files, 
so they become available for the element selection. To do this, click the 
disc icon in the Formula Editor. The disc icon will only be displayed 
when you are working in system administrator mode. 
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The dialog offers a field and command storage, as well as a work area. Fields and 
commands are moved to the work area by using Drag&Drop or they can be insert-
ed at the curser position by double clicking the work area. Fields and commands 
can also be entered directly as text. Formula commands will be shown in blue font 
color as usual, while database fields within a condition will be displayed in green. 
Free text will be shown in the color and font the user has defined in the Formula 
Editor.  

The commands displayed in the dialog can be used in the Formula Editor. 

You can edit the If command in a separate window by double-clicking on <If>. 
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You can compare a field with another filed or with a fixed value that is defined un-
der „Compare with“. If you enter a comparison text that matches a field name (e.g. 
´”Field2”), the program will interpret this entry as comparison with the respective 
field („<Field2>“). I.e. in the Formula Editor the text is shown in angle brackets 
(<If><Country><Unequal><Field2><Then> …). If you are really comparing with 
the text “Field2”, you can remove the angle brackets in the Formula Editor.  

The small blue rectangle in the toolbar indicates to which entry field the formatting 
tools in the toolbar refer – upper dialog (“Then the following…”) or lower dialog 
(“Else the following…”). 

Positioning 

Name ....................... The name in the headline is defined by the program and 
cannot be changed. 

Font .......................... Here you can define the text alignment for formulas. 

Position .................... Defines spaces to the left and the top of the area opposite to 
where the element is placed. The position can also be 
changed with the mouse directly on the desktop.  

Size .......................... Width, height. The size can also be changed with the mouse 
directly on the desktop. 

Sub-Reports 

Sub-reports reflect data that can consist from several data records – for example 
the contacts to an address or the service data from an additional table. You can 
select which and how many data records are to be contained in the document. 

Data for sub-records can be 

• on the one hand the additional data tables which are created in your 
system (in the sub-record they can be identified by the name; in the 
screenshot »Insurances«, »Service«, »Sales Projects«, »Technical 
Control Board«), 

• on the other hand contacts, documents, address links, and keywords. 
 

 You can drag a sub-record on the desktop to an ar-
ea (which will most commonly be the detail area) and 
edit it afterwards. 

 

Besides the graphical properties that you’re already familiar with and the ability to 
align them with other objects, etc. for sub-records there are two additional options 
for editing. 
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• The editor for sub-records where you define which data from the available data 
storage should be added to the format. 

• The dialog box with the sub-record properties. You can define here, among oth-
er things, the number of data records that is to be shown. 

Creating a Sub-Record 

The sub-record is created in an Editor which provides a reduced version of the 
common desktop. 

You can open this editor 

• either via double-clicking on the sub-report on the desktop 

• or by right-clicking on the sub-record on the desktop and selecting the »Edit 
Sub-Records« command from the context menu. 

Proceed as usual and drag elements from the selection to the left on the desktop 
where you can edit them. These elements form the sub-report. 

• After finishing, you can return to the major desktop by clicking the Close button 
in the upper right corner. At this point you can define further settings for the sub-
report. 

Sub-Report Volume 

The number of contacts that will be displayed in the preview and printout depends 
on the settings in the [contacts] properties. 

• On the desktop, right-click the element [contacts]. 

• Select the command »Properties« from the context menu. 

• The important settings are available in two tabs. 
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1. Selection of the Sub-Data Records 

This tab will have a different 
headline, depending on the data 
you are editing. Here you can fil-
ter those entries you want to print 
from the sub-data records. 

In the Print dialog under „Filter“, 
you can change the settings for 
the individual printout. 

 

2. Size 

This option in the »Sub-Record« tab is very 
important. 

This setting ensures that all selected data will 
be printed, regardless of whether the space 
assigned in the format is sufficient or not. At 
the same time, this option ensures that the 
sub-report is only displayed if data exists. Thus 
it avoids gaps in the printout for situations 
where the sub-report does not contain any da-
ta.  

 

3. Printout over Several Pages 

Be sure to activate the setting that defines that the area can be higher in the 
printout for the area containing the sub-report. 

 

Activate the option »This area can be higher in the printout« for the area contain-
ing the sub-report. 
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Layout 

In the »Layout« tab you can define the settings related to the printout, for example 
for page margins or the space between the single labels on a printed sheet. These 
settings will also be used by the Format Editor preview. Available settings will vary 
depending on the format type. 

Labels 

 

Printer ...................... This setting does not affect the printer that will later be used 
for printing. The printer defined in the layout is »only« the 
printer that will be suggested to the user. You can define the 
printer for the real printout individually for each PC. 

Paper size ................ Select the paper size. This format will also be used for the 
preview in the Format Editor. 

Alignment ................. Select between portrait and landscape. 

Unit ........................... You can select cm or inch. This unit will not only be used in 
the »Layout« tab but also for the entire Format Editor. 

Layout template ....... The program offers a selection of pre-defined formats includ-
ing common label sizes of leading manufacturers. The for-
mats can be selected from the selection list. 
Additional pre-defined formats can be downloaded via the 
»Formats from the Internet« button on the upper screen 
margin. 
Click the »User-defined« option if you want to define individ-
ual label formats. This option can be useful, for example, if 
you want to produce your own address labels for letters on 
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self-adhesive paper, or if you are working with prefabricated 
labels for which no formats are supplied by the program. In 
this case, you have to measure the labels and add the values 
manually. 

Labels ...................... The alignment option »For output […]« ensures that the line 
where the town is printed always has a fixed spacing from 
the upper label margin, regardless of the number of lines in 
between. 

 
 
If you deactivate this option, the label text is always aligned 
on the upper margin of the detail area. 

 

Margin etc.  .............. In the user-defined label layout, the number of labels in each 
row and column, as well as the spacing between each label 
can be defined. 

For measuring a label sheet, proceed as follows: 

• Open the format for which you want to determine a layout. 

• Select the »Layout« tab: 
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• Select the unit (cm or inch) that you want to use for the 
measurements. Please refer to the notes on inch meas-
urements on page 165. 

• Measure the spacing between the top page margin and 
the top margin of the first label. Enter the value in the 
»Top margin« field. 

• Measure the spacing between the left page margin and 
the left margin of the first label. Enter the value in the »Left 
margin« field. 

• Measure the horizontal spacing between two labels next to 
each other. Enter the value in the horizontally located 
»Spacing between labels« field. 

• Measure the vertical spacing between two labels on top of 
each other. Enter the value in the vertically located »Spac-
ing between labels« field. 

• Measure the label’s width. Enter the value in the »Label 
width« field. 

• Measure the label’s height. Enter the value in the »Label 
height« field. 

• In the »Number of labels next to each other« field enter 
the number of columns of the label sheet. 

• In the »Number of labels on top of each other« field enter 
the number of rows of the label sheet. 

• To check the settings, select the »Preview« tab. 

Measuring Continuous Labels 
If you use continuous labels to print your addresses, define 
the following settings in the »Layout« dialog: 

• Open the format that you want to use for printing continu-
ous labels with »Format: Labels«. 

• Select the register tab »Layout«. 

• Select the »Unit« (cm or inch), that you want to use for the 
measurements. 

• In the »Top margin« field enter the value 0. 
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• Measure the spacing between the left page margin and 
the left margin of the first label. Enter the value in the »Left 
margin« field. 

• If you are using labels on a carrier strap with several la-
bels side by side, enter the »Number of labels next to 
each other« and measure the horizontal spacing between 
two continuous labels. Enter the value in the »Spacing be-
tween labels« field that is located horizontally between two 
labels. 

• Enter the value 0 in the »Spacing between labels« field 
that is located vertically between to labels 

• Measure the label width. Enter the value in the »Label 
width« field. 

• Measure the label height. Enter the value in the »Label 
height« field. 

• In the »Number of labels on top of each other« field enter 
the value 1. 

• To check the settings, select the »Preview« tab. 

• Click »Close« to close the dialog. 

After confirmation, all settings are saved in the selected for-
mat. 

• In the printer settings select the paper size A4. 
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Notes on the Inch Format 
Many printed materials are produced using inches. Your 
measurements in cm therefore may not be precise enough. 
Since even the slightest imprecision in length adds up and 
will become obvious after a few hundred labels, be sure to 
check your measurements. To do this, enter the measure-
ments in cm, change the unit to inches, round the values and 
then change the unit back to cm. The conversion formula is: 

[inches] = [cm] / 2,54 

[cm] = [inches] * 2,54 

The most common measurements in inches is not a tenth of 
an inch but more likely a half, quarter or eighth of an inch. 
Rounded values are therefore for example 0,5 or 0,75 or 
0,375 but not 0,3 or 0,4. 

Index Cards 

 

Printer ...................... This setting does not affect the printer that will be used later 
for printing. The printer defined in the layout is »only« the 
printer that will be suggested to the user. The printer for the 
real printout can be defined individually for each PC. 

Paper size ................ Select the paper size. This format will also be used for the 
preview in the Format Editor. 

Alignment ................. Select between portrait and landscape. 
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Unit ........................... You can select cm or inches. This unit will not only be used 
in the »Layout« tab but also for the entire Format Editor. 

Layout template ....... We do not offer a selection of pre-defined formats, but here 
you can select from the preassembled layout templates of 
different manufacturers. 

Margin etc.  .............. These settings are identical to the settings for user-defined 
labels. 

Address Lists 

 

Printer ...................... This setting does not affect the printer that will later be used 
for printing. The printer defined in the layout is »only« the 
printer that will be suggested to the user. The printer for the 
real printout can individually be defined for each single PC by 
the user. 

Paper size ................ Select the paper size. This format will also be used for the 
preview in the Format Editor. 

Alignment ................. Select between portrait and landscape. 

Unit ........................... You can select cm or inches. This unit will not only be used 
in the »Layout« tab but also for the entire Format Editor. 

Page change ............ You can specify automatic paging at defined positions in the 
document. 

New initial letter .. The page is changed at the beginning of a new initial letter. 
In an address list where addresses are sorted by company 
name, the page is changed if the initial letter for company 
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names changes. Thus, the page is changed between com-
pany names starting with A and those starting with B. 

New word, new field content 
A field content, for example the company name, can consist 
of several words, such as »BF AG« or »BF Getriebe GmbH« 
or »BF vehicles AG«. 
If a new page is created by field content, a new page is start-
ed for»BF AG«, another new page for »BF Getriebe GmbH« 
as well as for »BF vehicles AG«. 
If a new page is created after a new word, the new page is 
created only if the first word of the field content is changed. 
The data records »BF AG«, »BF Getriebe GmbH« and »BF 
vehicles AG« will be placed on the same page. The page 
break is only inserted if the company field does not start with 
the word »BF«. 

Margin [top etc.] ....... This is the setting for page margins. Enter the values directly 
in the respective entry fields in the yellow area. 

Preview 

The preview displays some pages of queried addresses in the way the printed 
document will appear later on. If no address is queried, only the current address is 
displayed and will be repeated over several pages. 

• With »Print« you open the common Windows Print dialog and start the output. 

• By clicking »Export« you forward the printout in the formats HTML, PDF, RTF, 
TXT or XLS to other programs for editing. 

• If you copy the list to the clipboard you can insert it in a different place. 

• Search an entry in your lists if you need to check a specific address. 

With the different magnifier functions you can change the enlarging of details. 
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Format Editor for Letters and Multiple Letters 
Use the command »Format: Letter« or »Format: Multiple Letter«. 

 

»Macros« are accessible for system administrators only. 

Selecting an Existing Format 

Area ......................... The »Area« lists the system area, all group areas, and your 
own user area (your user name). Select the area you want. 
You may only save format changes in such areas where you 
have write permission. 

Format name ............ Select a format for this area. 
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Creating a New Format 

• Select »New«. 

The »New format« dialog is shown: 

 

• Select the area where the new format is to be saved. You can only select areas 
for which you have write permission. 

• In »Name« enter the name for the new format. 

• Click »Apply setting from the current format« if you want to use the currently 
loaded format as template. Do not use this option if you want to create a new 
format. 

Editing Formats  

Open a format by: 

• selecting the format from the »Format:« menu. 

The »Format ...« dialog is shown. 

• You will see the format used most recently. 

• Select the area where the format was saved and then the desired format, or 
create a new format. 

In the format dialogs, use the big window of the »Format« tab to compose the for-
mats you want. Add the elements you want from the lists at the left by double-
clicking them, or enter the elements manually. 

• First, place the cursor at the target position of the format. Then, in the »Fields« 
list, double-click the element you want to insert. 

• Some elements can also be edited within the format area by double-clicking 
them. 

• Open a preview using the command »Test«. 

• Save the format with »OK«. 
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Word-Processing Program 

• Select the external program for this format, i.e. which is to use the format. 

If you are creating a new document using the format you have selected here by 
the command »Output: Letter« etc., the document will be opened in the external 
program and can then be edited in this program. 

Contact Type 

If the document is added to the Document Management, it is attached to a contact. 

• Here you define which contact type is to be recommended. The contact type 
can be changed later on. 

If required, your system administrator can create additional contact types using 
»System settings: Contact type«. 

The Format Field 

For format fields the following syntax applies: 

<Company> ............. Field names are displayed in green color and in angle brack-
ets <>. 

<Line> ...................... Format modules are written in blue color and in angle brack-
ets. The automation commands also belong to format mod-
ules.  

<#ToAddress> ......... Macros are managed by the system administrator. They con-
tain for example the standardized address for the heading. 
They are written in orange color and coded by <#>. 

<$Name> ................. The user attributes apply the logged user’s data from the us-
er attributes. You can view these attributes with the com-
mand »Tools: System Settings: User Administration: Attrib-
utes«. They can only be changed in the Active Directory, if 
this is activated. User attributes are written in the color ma-
genta and coded by <$>. These attributes can be used for 
sender information. 

Blank characters ...... You have to add blank characters between the individual in-
serting positions (for example »<First name>« and 
»<Name>«) otherwise these fields will be printed out directly 
one after the other without a space in between. cobra pro-
vides an automatic blank character compensation to prevent 
the printing of two blank characters if a title does not exist. 

Text .......................... Constant texts that are printed on every label are entered 
without any delimiters. Constant texts are useful for example 
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for the own address or for the hyphen between »Country« 
and »Postcode«. 

Format Modules 

Module Meaning 
<Tab> Creates a jump to the specified tab mark. 
<Paragraph> Creates a new paragraph. 
<Line> Creates a line feed. 
<DateTime> Inserts the current date and can be formatted. 
<Command> Transfers a command to the selected text program. 
<Print format> Selects a format template in the text program (paragraph 

format). 
<If> Starts an If-Then condition. 
<Then> Continuation of the If-Then condition. 
<Else> Inserts an alternative, if the If-Then condition is not fulfilled. 
<End If> Ends an If-Then condition. 
<Area beginning> Begins an area that is repeated several times for sub-tables. 
<Area end> Ends an area that is repeated several times for sub-tables. 
<Note> Inserts a command that is not printed. 
Macros Inserts a formula that was entered by the system administra-

tor, for example the standardized address for the heading. 
User attributes Inserts information from the Active Directory user administra-

tion. 
Automation com-
mands 

Commands for remote control, for example of MS Word. 
 

Notes on MS Word 

• The commands you send to MS Word from cobra cannot contain any named 
parameters. 

• Constants that you are using in MS Word macros must be replaced by the cor-
responding number in cobra. 
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Functions for MS Word in Detail 

For defining a letter we recommend the usage of document templates in your text 
program. 

It may be necessary to use special formatting directly from cobra. Therefore, some 
commands are listed here.  

You can insert commands, fields, etc. to the format, 

• by placing the cursor at the respective position of the format 

• and double-clicking the inserted format object. 

Defining Font Settings  

With the two commands »<Print format>« and »<Command>« you have to advise 
your text program to use the correct font. 

The following command for example is necessary for advising MS Word to use the 
font type »Impact 14Pt, italics, not bold«. 

<Command Selection.Font.Name = “Impact“> 
<Command Selection.Font.Size = 14> 
<Command Selection.Font.Italic = 1> 
<Command Selection.Font.Bold = 0> 
 

Selecting Font Color 

Fonts are not available for letter and multi-letter formats. You have to advise your 
text program to use the correct font color with the commands »<Print format>« and 
»<Command>«. 

For example, you advise MS Word to use the current font in turquoise with the fol-
lowing command: 

<Command Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3> 
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Defining Line Spacing 

Fonts are not available for letter and multi-letter formats. You have to advise your 
text program to use the correct line spacing with the commands »<Print format>« 
und »<Command>«. 

For example, you advise MS Word to set the line spacing to exactly 13 pts. with 
the following command: 

<Command Selection.ParagraphFormat. 
LineSpacingRule = 4: Selection. 
ParagraphFormat.LineSpacing = 13> 

Paragraph Change 

The transfer field »<Paragraph>« effects a paragraph break for the print. Para-
graphs truncate a format template. 

Line Break 

The format module »<Line>« causes a line break for the print. The paragraph for-
mat will not be changed. 

Current Date. 

The module »<DateTime>« inserts the current date for the print. 

The »Date Format« dialog is displayed: 

 

• Specify the date format for the printout. 

• Close the dialog with »OK«. The date field is added to the format field. 
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The »<Command>« Command 

With »<Command>« you do not transfer data but commands to the text program 
that remotely control the program. With this, you cannot only adjust the desired 
font type and size for the address data but, for address transfers for example, you 
can create a new file first, then insert the address, print the document, then save it 
under a specific name and finally close it. 

The method for the transfer of commands depends on the text program used. We 
recommend automation: 

• Automation 

• DDE 

• Keyboard simulation 

In cobra you can detect the method for transferring commands to the different text 
programs by the following scheme: 

• All programs ending with “Automation“ are controlled via automation, for exam-
ple »Microsoft Word 2000 (Automation)«. 

• All programs ending with “DDE“ are controlled via DDE. 

In the following, the individual methods are described in detail. 

Automation 

The automation interface provides the user with a complete object model. With the 
object model you can influence almost all text program settings remotely. 

Currently, several Office programs are supported via automation. In the formats 
you must pay attention on the following: 

• Commands that you send from cobra to MS Word may not contain any named 
parameters. 

• Constants that you use in MS Word macros must be replaced by the respective 
number in cobra. 

Keyboard Simulation 

With »<Command>« any keyboard entries can be sent to these programs having 
the same effect as entering the corresponding key. For example, the command 
»<Command{Ctrl}f>«, i.e. CTRL+F effects the shifting to bold font in WordPad. 

All keys that are not printable have a name which has to be specified in curly 
brackets. If a key is to be entered several times in a row, you can enter the num-
ber of repetitions directly behind the name. The entry {Tab 3} for example causes 
three successive tabulator characters. 
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You can specify any number of keys in a command field. For example: 

<COMMAND {Alt}dd{Enter}> 

If you use this example in WordPad, the current document will be printed. 

These are the names of the non-printable keys: 

Area Key Name 
Shift Shift {Shift} 
 Control (Ctrl) {Ctrl} 
 Alt {Alt} 
Capital Lock Capital Lock {Caps Lock} 
 Number Lock {Num Lock} 
 Scroll Lock {Scroll Lock} 
Control of Up Arrow {Up} 
cursor Down Arrow {Down} 
 Left Arrow {Left} 
 Right Arrow {Right} 
 Page Up {Page Up} 
 Page Down {Page Down} 
 Home {Home} 
 End {End} 
 Backspace {Backspace}, {BS}, or {Bksp} 
Others Insert {Insert} or {Ins} 
 Remove {Delete} or {Del} 
 Escape {Escape} or {Esc} 
 Enter {Enter} 
 Print {Print} or {Prt Sc} 
 Break {Break} or {Pause} 
 Tabulator {Tab} 
 Function Keys {F1}, {F2}, {F3} ... 

 

Print Format 

This transfer field can be sent to the text program with »<Command>« as well, but 
because it is used so frequently, we have set up a separate field. 

Print formats have to be completed with the »<Paragraph>« command, only then 
you can use the command for another paragraph. (If you use the »<Print format>« 
command several times in the same paragraph, the paragraph is formatted using 
the format of the last command.) 

After the command you have to enter the name of the format template that was 
defined in Word. Until you use the »<Print format>« command the next time, the 
output uses this paragraph format. 
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<Print format Standard> ... <Paragraph> 
.... 
<Print format Headline1> ... <Paragraph> 

Condition 

You use these logical links to effect outputs only if a conditional statement is true, 
i.e. if a specific condition is fulfilled. 

If – Then – Else 

With this condition you can, for example, determine a country-specific formatting 
or print the content of a replacement field if the default field is empty. 

<If> <Company> <Is Not Empty> 
<Then><Company> 
<Else><First Name> <Name>  
<End If> 

The If condition can be used to compare the content of a field that contains differ-
ent relational operators with the content of another field or a fixed text; depending 
on the result it can then be used for the current address to specify format for the 
»Then«- and »Else« part. 

The syntax for the If condition looks as follows: 
<If> Condition 
<Then> Then-part 
[<Else> Else-part] 
<End If> 

»<If>« is followed by a condition. If the condition is true, everything that follows the 
»<Then>« command will be printed. If the condition is false, everything that follows 
the »<Else>« statement will be printed. 

• The Then part must be entered. It follows immediately after the »<If>« condi-
tion. This means, the If part is terminated with »<Then>«. 

• The Then part is terminated with »<Else>«, i.e. with the beginning of the Else 
part. 

• The Else part does not necessarily have to be entered. If it is not entered, the 
Then part will be terminated with »<End If>«. 

• The Else part is always terminated with »<End If>«. 

• The formats of the Then and Else parts are the same as in all other format 
fields. 

• The If conditions can contain any number of nested conditions, i.e. you can de-
fine several If conditions for the Then and/or Else branches. 
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Conditions 

cobra provides the following conditions: 

• EQUAL 

• UNEQUAL 

• Different “greater than” and “less than” comparisons 

• IS EMPTY 

• IS NOT EMPTY 

With these you can create the following conditions, for example: 

<If> <Company> <IS EMPTY> <Then> <ToPerson> <Else> <Company> 

In the example, the company name is printed and if it does not exist, the salutation 
is printed. This condition is often used for the first label line. 

For all comparisons, except for <IS EMPTY> and <IS NOT EMPTY>, the selected 
address field is compared with a different field or with a fixed text. If you want to 
compare it with a different address field, you have to select the field in the »Com-
pare with« combination field. If you want to compare with a fixed text then simply 
enter the text in »Compare with«. The compare is not case-sensitive. 

Inserting or Editing Conditions 

• Double-click the »If« field. 

• Or double-click the »If« on the desktop if you want to edit it. 

The »If Field Insert/Edit« dialog is displayed: 
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• In the »Field«, »Comparison« and »Comparison with« fields, define the condi-
tion to be checked. 

• In the »Then the following shall be returned« format field, enter the fields, com-
mands and text that are to be printed if the condition is fulfilled - i.e. is true. 

• If desired, in the »Else shall be returned« format field, enter the fields, com-
mands and text that are to be printed if the condition is not true – i.e. is wrong. 

• Close the dialog with »OK«. The condition is inserted in the format field. 

User Attributes 

 

The attributes of the user currently logged in are transferred to Word from the sys-
tem and user administration (eventually with Active Directory). 
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Areas 

Areas are used to combine format parts run by the program for several times. This 
is required to print several contacts, documents, additional data records or key-
words for one address. 

For example, if you want to print an address and its contacts on an index card, the 
format could be as follows: 

<Company1>; <Salutation> <First name> <Name> <Line> 
<Area begin> 
<Contacts.DateCreated> - Who: <Contacts.PersonCreated> - How: 
<Contacts.Type> <Line> 
<Break in> <Contacts.Comment 1,> <Break out> 
<Area End> 

This example would print the company name and contact first and then all con-
tacts in a repeating loop, with the sequence: when, by whom and how a contact 
was created and then finally the entire comment.  

»<Break in>« and »<Break out>« are required for inserting the line break for 
»Comment« and »Contacts.Comment«. 

Comments 

If you want to add comments to your formats, use the »<Note>« command. These 
comments are used as reminder only and are not printed. 
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Printing Fields 

If you want to print the content of a cobra field, you have to import the respective 
field name from the »Fields« list to the format. This can be done by either double-
clicking on the field name or by entering it directly via your keyboard, for example 
»<Company2>«. 

Printing Comments 

• Double-click in the »Notes« field list. 

The »Insert Memo Field« dialog is displayed. 

 

• Specify the number of comment lines that you want to print. 

• Close the dialog with »OK«. The selected comment lines are transferred to the 
format field. 

For example: <Comment 1,> 

In this example, only one line is printed. If you want to print all lines, the syntax is 
as follows: 

<Break in> <Comment 1,> <Line> <Break out> 

Printing Keywords 

• Open the format in which you want to print keywords with »Format: Letter« or 
»Format: Multi-Letter«. 

• Position the cursor in the format field where the keywords are to be inserted. 

• First, double-click the »<Area begin>« command in the »Command list«. 

• Double-click in the »Keywords: Keyword« field list. 

• If every keyword is to be printed in a new line, insert the command <Line>. 

• And last, double-click the »<Area end>« command in »Field list«. 

Printing Contacts 

• In the »Command list« double-click the »<Area begin>« command. 
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• Now, double-click all fields that you want to print in the »Contacts« field list. Fin-
ish with <Line>. 

• And last, double-click the »<Area end>« command in the»Command list«. 

For additionally defining the volume of contacts to be printed, do the following: 

• Click the »Contacts« button on the right side of the dialog window. 

The dialog »Select Contact Data Records« is displayed: 

 

If you want to print a specific contact from the 
Contact History, enter 1 as number. Then, click 
the contact that is to be printed and then on »Let-
ter«. 

This way you could for example print out a memo. 

• Specify either the time frame or the number of contacts that you want to print 
and transfer all contacts or just your own. 

Printing Documents 

• In the »Command list« double-click the »<Area begin>« command. 

• Now, double-click all fields that you want to print in the »Documents« field list. 
Finish with <Line>. 

• And last, double-click the »<Area end>« command in the»Command list«. 

Printing Additional Data 

• In the »Command list« double-click the »<Area begin>« command. 

• Now, double-click all fields that you want to print in the »Additional data« field 
list. Finish with <Line>. 

• And last, double-click the »<Area end>« command in the»Command list«. 

For defining the volume of additional data to be printed, do the following: 

• Click the »Additional data« button on the right side of the dialog window. 
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The »Extra data selection« dialog is displayed: 

 

If you want to transfer a specific additional data 
record to Word, enter 1 in the number field. Then, in 
the additional data table, click the data record that 
is to be printed and select »Letter«. 

Special Fields 

 In the transfer formats, special fields are available that you cannot enter in the en-
try mask because they are managed by cobra: 

»Id« This field contains the cobra internal data record number. 
It is unique for every address. 

»Created« This field contains the date on which the address was 
created. Name: DateCreated. 

»PersonCreated« This field contains the ID of the user that created the ad-
dress. PersonCreated. 

»Changed« This field contains the date on which the address was 
changed last.. DateChanged. 

»PersonChanged« This field contains the ID of the user who made the last 
change. 

»DeliveryStreet« This field contains the street of delivery. 
»DeliveryPostcode« This field contains the postcode of delivery. 
»DeliveryDestination« This field contains the destination of delivery. 

Delivery fields are filled out by cobra pursuant to postal standards. 

• If the fields »BRPostcode« und »BRTown« are filled out, they will be used. 

• If the fields »BRPostcode« und »BRTown« are blank, the PO box address will 
be used. 

• If there is also no PO box information, the street address will be applied for the 
delivery fields. 

If you use these fields instead of ‘normal fields’, you can save a large number of If-
Then conditions in the formats. 
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Free Texts 

Free texts like “Best regards“ can occur anywhere in the format and are inserted in 
the letter without any changes. 

Excessive Blank Lines and Spaces 

The option »Remove blank lines for output« causes the following: 

• Blank lines that arise in the address by mistake are automatically detected and 
deleted by cobra. If all fields in a line are blank and do not include any text other 
than spaces, line breaks are suppressed and the entire address is moved up a 
line (!). This way, unwanted empty lines can be avoided. If you enter a blank 
line with »<Line>« on purpose, for example between »Street« and »Town«, it 
certainly remains. If there is only one individual »<Line>« in a line of the transfer 
format, it will not be suppressed. 

• Excessive spaces are treated almost the same way. If one field is empty, all fol-
lowing spaces are left out until the next field or free text. 

Automation Commands for MS Word and MS Excel 

Here we provide an overview on automation commands for MS Word and MS Ex-
cel. 

MS Word 

File Commands 

Command Annotations 

<Command Documents.add "Normal.dot"> 
< Command Documents.add "Fax.dot"> 

Create new document based on the document template 
NORMAL.DOT or FAX.DOT. The document template 
must be filed in the template directory of MS Word. 
You define the template directory in MS Word with the 
command »Tools: Options: Storage Location for Files: 
User Templates or Workgroup Templates«. 

< Command Documents.add 
"N:\Team\Letter.dot"> 

Create new document based on the document template 
Letter.DOT. This document template can be saved in any 
directory (here N:\TEAM\). Enter the exact path to the 
document template. 

< Command Documents.close nosave> Close empty document that was created automatically at 
the program start of MS Word. 
This command is to be called directly at the beginning of 
the format. 

< Command Documents.close nosave> 
< Command Documents.add "Letter.dot"> 

As next, the command for creating a new file with the de-
sired document template (like LETTER.DOT) can be 
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Command Annotations 

used. 

Positioning 

Command Annotations 

< Command Selection.GoTo -1,,, "TextMark"> 
< Command Selection.GoTo -1,,, "Recipient"> 
< Command Selection.GoTo -1,,, "Date"> 

Go to text mark. The first parameter is –1 (minus one), fol-
lowed by 3 commas, one blank and the text mark in quota-
tion marks. 

< Command Selection.HomeKey 6> Go to beginning of document. 
The value 6 is fixed and represents the document. 

< Command Selection.EndKey 6> Go to end of document. 

< Command Selection.HomeKey 5> Go to beginning of line. 
The value 5 is fixed and represents the current line. 

< Command Selection.EndKey 5> Go to end of line. 

< Command Selection.MoveDown 5,1> 
< Command Selection.MoveDown 5,12> 

Move cursor one or 12 lines down. 
The first value 5 is fixed; the second value represents the 
number of lines. 

< Command Selection.MoveUp 5,1> Move cursor 1 line up. 
The first value 5 is fixed; the second value represents the 
number of lines. 

< Command Selection.MoveLeft 1,1> 
< Command Selection.MoveLeft 1,13> 

Move cursor 1 character or 13 characters to the left.  
The first value 1 is fixed; the second value represents the 
number of characters. 

< Command Selection.MoveRight 1,1> Move cursor 1 character to the right.  
The first value 1 is fixed; the second value represents the 
number of characters. 

< Command Selection.MoveRight 12,1> 
< Command Selection.MoveLeft 12,1> 

Move cursor, for example in a table, to the next cell to the 
right or to the left. 
The first value 12 is fixed; the second value represents the 
number of cells. 

< Command Selection.Find.Execute "Name"> 
< Command Selection.Find.Execute "cobra"> 

Search for character string "Name" or "cobra" in the current 
document. 

Formatting 

Command Annotations 

< Command ActiveWindow.View.Type = 3> 
1 = Normal 

Screen display setup. 
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Command Annotations 

2 = Subdivision mode 
3 = Layout 
4 = Page preview 

< Command Selec-
tion.ParagraphFormat.TabStops.Add 450,2> 

Set tabulator for example for the date. Here: 450 pts right-
aligned. 

< Command Selec-
tion.ParagraphFormat.SpaceBefore = 73.7> 

Space before the address (in pts.), if not already set up in 
the document template with the command »File: Page Set-
up«. 

< Command Selec-
tion.ParagraphFormat.LeftIndent=255> 

Indentation left at 255 pts. This places the address on the 
right side of the page (as it is standard in Switzerland). 

< Command Selec-
tion.ParagraphFormat.Alignment = 0> 
0 = Left-aligned 
1 = Centered 
2 = Right-aligned 
3 = Justified 

Define paragraph alignment. 

< Command Selection.Font.Bold =1> 
< Command Selection.Font.Bold =0> 

Activate (1) or deactivate (0) bold writing. 

< Command Selection.Font.Italic =1> 
< Command Selection.Font.Italic =0> 

Activate (1) or deactivate (0) italic writing. 

< Command Selection.Font.Underline=1> 
< Command Selection.Font.Underline=0> 

Activate (1) or deactivate (0) underlining. 

< Command Selection.Font.AllCaps=1> 
< Command Selection.Font.AllCaps=0> 

Activate (1) or deactivate (0) capitals. 

< Command Selection.Font.Size=10> Define font size, here: 10 pts. 

< Command Selection.Font.Spacing=2> Font spacing, here: 2 pts. 

Insertion or Deletion 

Command Annotations 

<DateTime %d. %B %Y> Insert current date. 
You define the date format in cobra, here: 10. Oc-
tober 2003. 

< Command Selection.Delete> Delete character on the right of the cursor or se-
lected text. 

< Command Selection.InsertBreak 7> Insert page change, the number 7 is fixed. 

< Command Selection.TypeText "Here is the text"> Insert text written in quotation marks. 
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Command Annotations 

< Command Selection.InlineShapes.AddPicture 
"DR:\path\name.bmp" ,0,-1> 

Insert graphic in the bitmap format *.bmp. Differ-
ent graphic formats are not admissible. 

< Command Selection.InlineShapes.AddPicture 
"N:\Graphics\Signature.bmp" ,0,-1> 

Insert a signature graphic (from the path 
N:\Graphics) in a document (like a fax). 

<Command Selection.Range.InsertAutoText> In MS Word, you can define AutoText fields – 
similar to the text modules in cobra. If field con-
tent is entered as abbreviation in cobra (e.g. “Dpt” 
for “Department”), and the abbreviation is defined 
as AutoText in MS Word, then the complete word 
will automatically be written in MS Word. 

<Present>< Command Selection.Range.InsertAutoText> Transfer content of the field <Present> (or a dif-
ferent field) to MS Word and write complete word 
via the AutoText function. For example. “Cal“ au-
tomatically writes “Calendar“. 

< Command ActiveDocu-
ment.BuiltInDocumentProperties("Title") = "Document ti-
tle"> 
< Command ActiveDocu-
ment.BuiltInDocumentProperties("Author") = "My 
name"> 
possible fields: 
 - Author 
 - Category 
 - Comments 
 - Company 
 - Keywords 
 - Subject 
 - Title  

Document title is written to the properties – see 
»File: Settings« in MS Word. 

< Command ActiveDocu-
ment.BuiltInDocumentProperties("Title") = 
"@<Company>"> 

Write field content of <Firma> to the title of the 
properties. 

< Command Selection.Fields.Add Serv-
er.Selection.Range, -1, "Author"> 
possible fields: 
 - Author 
 - FileName 
 - FileSize 
 - CreateDate 
 - etc 

Execute the »Insert: Field: Document Information: 
Author« command. 

< Command Selection.Fields.Add Serv-
er.Selection.Range, -1, "CreateDate \@ ""d. MMMM 
yyyy"""> 

Insert date of document creation in the defined 
format, here: 9th October 2003. As the format 
contains spaces, you have to enter it with double 
quotation marks! 

< Command Selection.Fields.Add Serv- For this format 20-10-2003 no quotation marks 
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Command Annotations 

er.Selection.Range, -1, "CreateDate \@ dd-MM-yyyy"> are necessary. 

Macros in MS Word 

Command Annotations 

< Command Application.Run "MacroName"> 
The macro could look like this: 

Starts a macro with the name: „MacroName“. 
To call a macro, you have to create it first in MS Word. This 
step of the macro can also be recorded in MS Word. 

Sub Makro1 
Macro1 Macro 
Documents.Add Template:= “C:\cobra.dot“, 
NewTemplate ActiveDocument.Unprotect 
End Sub 

Different Variant: 
sub macro 

Active.Document.Protect Password:=””, 
NoReset:=False, 
Type:=_wsAllowOnlyFormFields 

End Sub 

The macro deactivates write protection for the document. 

Prompt the parameters when reviewing the 
macro. Sometimes the macro returns Boolean 
statements instead of values.: 
True = -1 
False = 0 

See: Insert graphics 

MS Excel 

For MS Excel, select Microsoft Excel 97 English (Automation), 2000 or XP as text 
program. 

Command Annotations 

< Command Workbooks.add 
"C:\Templates\Sample.xlt"> 

Open new file based on a template. The path must be speci-
fied. 

< Command Range ("C10").Select> Select cell C10. 

< Command Selection.Font.Bold=True> 
< Command Selection.Font.Bold=False> 

Activate (True) or deactivate (False) bold writing. 

< Command Selection.Font.Italic=True> 
< Command Selection.Font.Italic=False> 

Activate (True) or deactivate (False) italic writing. 

< Command Selection.Font.Underline=True> 
< Command Selection.Font.Underline=False> 

Activate (True) or deactivate (False) underlining. 

< Command Selection.Font.Name="Arial"> Select font type. 
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Command Annotations 

< Command Selection.Font.Size=12> Select font size. 

< Command Application.Run "Macroname"> Start a macro. 

Clipboard 

Windows programs that were not mentioned here and work with texts can be sup-
plied with addresses via the Windows clipboard. To do this, in the letter format 
specify »Clipboard« as text program. You can send the current address to the 
clipboard by using the menu command »Output: Letter«. 

With the »Paste« command you can use the address in almost every Windows 
program. The transfer fields have the following meaning for the clipboard: 

 

Command Annotations 

<Line> Creates a line feed (same as ENTER). 

<Paragraph> Creates a line feed (same as <Line>). 

< Command > No function. 

<PrintFormat> No function. 
 

Since the two transfer formats»<Command>« and »<Print format>« are not avail-
able, only some formatting such as tabulators can be used. Changing of font type 
or line spacing is not possible 

Managing Formats 
Copying Formats 
→ »Format: Management« 
→ Select source area and source format 
→ Select target area 

 
Every user can copy system or group formats, which he can edit but not save, to 
his own user area. System and group administrators are authorized to copy for-
mats from different user areas to the system or group area. 
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Making Formats Available to Other Users 

• Select »Format: Administration«. 

The »Format Management« dialog is displayed: 

 

• Select the »Format type« of the format you want to copy. 

• In the »Source area« list select the area where the format you want to copy is 
stored. 

• In the »Source formats« list select all formats you want to copy with the Ctrl + 
Click function. 

• In the »Target area« list select the area to which you want to copy the formats. 
You can only see areas where writing privileges are defined for you. 

• The formats are copied. For every format that already exists in the target area, 
the »Copy format« dialog is displayed: 

 

• Decide whether the copied format is to be saved under a new name or if it is to 
overwrite the existing format in the target area. 

• Close the dialog with »OK«. 
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Exchanging Content between Different Formats 

Formats are saved under a name. It can happen quite often that you want to use 
content from a letter in a multi-letter or content from a label in a letter. 

In this case, copy the text you want to use from one format to the other. 

• Change to the source format. 

• Select the respective content. 

• Use the key combination Ctrl+C for copying the selected text to the clipboard. 

• Change to the target format. 

• Place the cursor at the position where you want to insert the text. 

• Press Ctrl+V to paste the content from the clipboard to the format. 

• The system administrator can use another method. He can define and save 
macros which can be used like text modules for formats. As an example, we 
provide the macro »ToAddress«. 

Deleting Formats 

• Choose format type and source area. 

• Select the format which is not needed any longer. 

• Click »Delete«. 

Data Templates 

Defining a Data Template 

A data template already contains specific values, which simplifies entering data. 
Such values can be data entered manually, or data from the database, or attrib-
utes. Thus it is possible, for example, to create extensive data records for specific 
devices which can be reused in case such a device is sold or needs to be re-
paired. It is then not necessary to enter new data. 

• Use the command »Format: Data record template administration«. 

• In this example, a template for a service order is entered. However, data tem-
plates can be used for all data tables existing within a database. 
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• In »Table« select the data for which the template is to be created. 

• Click »New« to create a new data template. 

• The wizard which opens will guide you while creating the template. 

 

Template name ........ Enter the name of the template. 

Area ......................... You can define within which area the template is to be saved. 
Thus you are also defining who may access the template. 

Table ........................ You can choose from all data tables and additional data ta-
bles. Select the table to which the template should belong. 
This will also define which kind of information can be entered 
in the next step. 
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• Click »New« in order to add a new line to the overview. The fields which are of-
fered by the wizard correspond to the data table selected in the last step. 

• Select the field you want to pre-allocate from the list. 

• In the column »Value« enter the values that are to be added automatically to a 
field when entering a data record. If the chosen field has a selection list at-
tached, the values contained in the selection list will be offered. 

• In some fields it is also possible to add attributes. The type of the field will de-
fine the type of the attribute.  

• If you want to use the template later, you can deactivate it in the last step before 
saving the template. 

• Clicking on »Finish« adds the template to the overview. 
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Using the Date Template 

When you are entering a service order in future you will be able to use the prede-
fined data from the template. 

 

• Select the template you want in the upper area of the service order dialog. 

• Click »Apply«. 

• The fields are filled automatically with data from the template. 
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The data inserted from the template are recommended data and can be modified. 
Should you edit a data template later on the data records that were created previ-
ously will not be changed. 
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Printing 

You can print your address data in different forms: 

• as address labels 

• as index cards 

• as address lists 

• as statistics 
 

You print by using the formats described in the last chapter. 

cobra uses the Windows printer management. 
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Printing 
Printing 
→ »Output:...« 
→ Select the format 
→ Check printer settings 

 

Printing Labels, Index Cards and Address 
Lists  
Use the command »Output: Labels / Index Cards / Address Lists« and then select 
the respective option from the sub-menu. 

As the setting options for printing are almost identical for all three document types, 
the label printing will be explained. The printout of index cards and address lists 
works the same way. 

 

Printer ...................... If you want to use a different printer than the default printer 
displayed, select the printer in the dropdown menu and click 
»Properties«. 

Area / Format name 
You see the print format that was used previous. If required, 
select a different format. 
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Edit ........................... With this button you open the »Format Label« dialog, where 
you can change the layout of the labels. 

Parameter ................ Wildcards in the print format. Here you can type in some kind 
of information (e.g. your name or telephone number). Click 
the »text« field. If the parameter is red, you must type in 
something before you can print the document. 

Print area ................. Specify the addresses that you want to print. For »All« and 
»All queried« you can restrict the printout to a specific num-
ber of pages or addresses. The test print option prints 1 page 
of addresses starting from the currently activated address 
and displays the sample as they will appear on the screen or 
the real print. If currently the last address is active, only this 
address will be used for the sample and only one single label 
is printed.  

Copies ...................... Define the number of copies to be printed. 

Skip at the beginning: 
If you already used some of the labels on the first label 
sheet, specify how many labels are missing. The program 
automatically prints on the remaining labels.  

Page Preview ........... With this button you can open a preview. 

Filter ......................... (only for index cards and address lists) 
You can include the Contact History of the respective ad-
dress. With this option you have to specify the contacts or 
additional data you want to select: 

  

 Use a filter that is known from the Contact History. 

 You can define if only the current data record is to be shown 
or the last query as well. 

Return to the Print dialog by clicking »OK«. 
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If you confirm the print in the Print dialog with »OK« a progress bar is displayed, 
showing the actual state of the operation. 

Printing Letters 
Letters are not printed directly from cobra. They are forwarded to a text program 
and printed from this program. This procedure will be explained on the following 
pages. 

Make sure to close all open documents in your text program before you create a 
letter! 

Letters 

Letter 
→ Select an address 
→ »Output: Letter (current format) or (selection)« 
→ Write the letter 

 
One of the most frequent office tasks is to write letters to a single recipient. You 
can select the desired address from a table on the screen, and with a click of your 
mouse the address will be formatted according to your settings and transferred to 
the (text) program of your choice including date, reference and salutations. 

The program can directly transfer a single address to a word processor so that the 
user can start writing the letter immediately. cobra can remotely control the word 
processor: the address is already formatted and the heading is designed. 

cobra supports a number of programs. For all programs that are not supported you 
can transfer addresses by using the clipboard. 

For the address transfer to text programs so called “Transfer formats“ are created 
with the »Format: Letter« command. See chapter “Formats“. 
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Creating Letters 

Select the address of the recipient. Then, use one of the following commands: 

 
»Output: Letter (current format)« 
Ctrl+U 

 
Click one of the icons in the »Letters 2« toolbar 
if you already assigned formats to them. 

 »Output: Letter (selection)«. 

 Or select the format from the drop-down list in 
the toolbar »Letters 'Quick'«. 

The address is then transferred in the format selected last to the defined text pro-
gram. 

Assigning Letter Icons  

You can assign up to five letter formats – each to one icon – to the »Letter 2« 
toolbar to provide quicker access. 

• Press Ctrl+T. 

The »Letter Quick« dialog is displayed. 

 

• On the left side an area is displayed. 

• You can see all formats available in this area. 

• On the right side, click a position that is not reserved yet. 
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• By clicking the  button you can add the format from the left to the selection 
on the right side. Via the  button you can remove the format from the reser-
vation. The format order can be changed with the arrow buttons  and . 

• The first five formats are assigned to the first five icons of the »Letter 2« toolbar. 

 

If you click the icon to which you have assigned a format, the current address will 
be sent to the defined text program. 

Creating Letters and Selecting the Format 

 Select »Output: Letter (selection)«. 

The »Letter -> Text Program« dialog is displayed: 

 

• First select the »Area« and then the »Format«. 

• Close the dialog with »OK«. 

The address is transferred to the text program. 

If Document Management was activated, you are asked to add the reference of 
your letter to the Contact History. cobra will save the document automatically. The 
document can be opened at any time from the contact. 

Errors During Address Transfer 

If the text program does not return a message to cobra that all commands have 
been executed correctly, an error message is prompted: “Communication with the 
program could not be established“.  

In this case, do the following: 

• Change to the text program Does the program display an error message as 
well? – In many cases, this information can be very helpful.  

• Check whether the correct text program in the correct version is defined in the 
format!  

• Save the transfer format under a new name in order to execute all following 
tests on a copy. Now, start removing one format or field after the other in the 
copy and test the format this way, until you can find the source of the problem. 
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Multi-Letters  

Besides letters and serial letters, the so called multi-letter can be used. With it, you 
can print a small to medium-sized volume of personalized letters. Knowledge in 
the serial letter function of your text program is not necessary. 

For multi-letters you can set up so called “transfer formats” with the »Format: Mul-
ti-letter« command. See chapter “Formats“. 

Creating Multi-Letters 

• First, create the letter in the text program. Do not insert the address. 

• Save your letter. 

• Change to cobra. 

• Query all addresses for the multi-letter. 

• Select »Output: Multi-Letter«. 

Your text program is displayed and the »Multi-Letter« dialog appears on top: 

 

The first address is inserted in the multi-letter. 

• Select the option »All queried addresses«. 

• Check the layout for several different addresses by inserting more addresses 
with the <<, <, > and >> buttons. 

• If there are any errors, change the transfer format via the »Format« button. 

• When you like the result, click »Print«. 
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The program now inserts one address after the other in the letter and starts print-
ing. After all letters have been printed, the original letter without any addresses is 
restored. 

For printing a single test letter, select the »Current address« option in the »Print 
area«. 

As soon as you used the »Output: Multi-Letter« command should not perform any 
changes to your letter / text program because this will not affect the printout or the 
following addresses. 

Serial Letters 

 For the Serial Mail Wizard, see below in this book. 

Via Serial Letter Wizard 

The  Serial Letter Wizard creates form letters and e-mails with MS Word or MS 
Outlook. It uses Word document templates (*.DOT) as well as Word documents 
(*:DOC). You have to create serial letters by using the mail merge function in 
Word. Some formats are already provided and you can find them in the format 
management. 

You can start the Serial Letter Wizard 

with the »Output: Serial Letter Wizard« command 

• or by clicking this icon . 
 

The Serial Letter Wizard will be started. 
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Select area and format. 

 

Here you select a Word document template or a concrete Word document, both 
formatted as serial letter. 
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Define the addressees for the mailing. If desired, create a contact for every ad-
dress. 

You may click »Welcome« to check your entries. 

Click »Finish« to start the data transfer to MS Word and from there eventually to 
MS Outlook. 

Via Data Export 

cobra can export addresses so that most of the text programs can print serial let-
ters. Although export formats vary from text program to text program, the general 
procedure is the same. 

A serial letter consists of two parts: 

• Data source: This is the address list that is created automatically – in this case 
– with cobra. You have extremely precise query possibilities prior to the export. 

• Main document: This text – the actual letter – is created in the text program and 
linked with the data source at the time of the printout. 

For the merge printing both files are combined to a merge print document. It will be 
printed or mailed. 

Should you create a serial letter in your text program you have to specify a data 
source that contains the recipient addresses. More information on export formats 
can be found under “Data Exchange” (from page 345). 

• Query all recipient addressees for the serial letter. 

• Use the command »File: Data Exchange: Export«. 
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• Select the export format. 

The »Export« dialog is displayed. 

 

Area / Name  ............ The export format that was last used is displayed here. Se-
lect a different format if desired or edit the existing format via 
the »Format« button. 

File name ................. The target file to which the addresses will be exported is 
saved in the selected export format. You can select a differ-
ent file with the »[...]« button. 

Tables ...................... If the export file type supports tables, you have to select or 
enter a table here, for example Excel. 

Sorting ...................... The addresses will be sorted by the field and in ascending or 
descending order as defined here. 

Area ......................... You can activate the »All queried« option field to export que-
ried addresses only. 

• Confirm with »Export«. 

The addresses are exported to the defined file. 

• Now, in the text program, link your serial letter with the export file. 

• If Document Management was activated, you can also link the document to a 
MS Word merge document directly in cobra and store it in the Document Man-
agement: 
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• Specify the merge document (a DOC or DOT file) and define if and how the 
document will be stored in the document management. 

Analysis and Reporting 

The Reporting Wizard 

The Reporting Wizard creates individual reports for evaluation and analysis of all 
data in cobra. 

Use the command »Reports: Report New«. 

 

• Click »Next«. 

Here you can define a report name and add a description. 

Area ......................... All areas where you have write permission will be available. 
Only users that can access the respective area will be able to 
work with your new report later on. 

Category .................. The completed report will be added to this category later on 
so it is available in the reporting selection list. 
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Here you can define which information should be contained in your report. 

Table ........................ All tables – including sub-tables and additional data – will be 
offered. 

Available fields ......... Here you can see all fields of the chosen table and can add 
them to the report. Should you select a field and click the 

, button, the respective field will be added to the report. 

It is possible to combine information from all available tables 
in one report. 
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The data filter defines which data will be used for the report. You can filter by key-
word or create individual filter by using the option »Free selection«. 

 

Here you can define how the data is to be grouped in the report. It is also possible 
to group by several criteria. You can see how the grouping will appear in the pre-
view.  

 

Here you can define the sort columns. 

After clicking on »Finish« in the next step, your report is created. 
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The report is listed in the reporting category you defined at the beginning. 

Creating and Managing Reports 

Use the command »Reports: Report«. 

 

• Select one of the report categories which are displayed on the left side of the 
dialog. Categories group your reports. Your system administrator can add more 
categories and change existing ones. 

• Select the desired report. 
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• Click »Show report«. The print preview will open. 

• Further commands are available in the context menu: 

 

With the context menu reports can also be deleted by users with the proper au-
thorization. 

 

In the print preview you can see the document as it will look in the printout. The 
preview can be modified using the toolbar on the upper border of the screen. Use 
the tooltips to find the function you need. 

 

Print settings ............ Opens the dialog for selection and setup of the printer. 
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Direct print ................ Immediately sends the document from the preview to the de-
fault printer. 

Page setup ............... The layout is defined in an individual dialog. 

 Select the paper format 
and define the page set-
tings. These settings will 
be shown in the preview. 

Click the »Printer« button 
to open a dialog where the 
printer can be selected 
and the printer settings 
defined. 

 

Headers and footers [only with the »Edit« permission] 

 Enter the text for the 
left, middle and right 
area of the header / 
footer. 

 

 Besides pure text you can also define placehold-
ers which will be filled with the current data for the 
printout. 

• Select the appropriate field. 

• Click the corresponding button from the toolbar. 
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 • With the three buttons to the left 
you can define whether the ob-
jects should be aligned in upper 
part, lower part or in the middle 
of the line. 

• Using the »Font« button you 
can define the font type for the 
line. 

 

Move preview ........... You can drag the document with the hand and move it to the 
position of your choice. 

Magnifier .................. The mouse is turned into a magnifier, so you can see details 
from the preview. 

Reduce ..................... The preview is reduced stepwise in 5 % steps. 

Define zoom factor ... Here you can manually enter the size for the output or select 
a zoom factor from a list. 

Enlarge ..................... The preview is enlarged stepwise in 5 % steps. 

Scroll forward and backwards 
You can scroll in the document. 

Display several pages 
You can show several pages within the same screen. 

Export report ............ You can export the report data. In the menu, several export 
formats are offered for selection. By clicking the list button, 
you can open the export format selection. 

 

Mail report ................ You can send the report via e-mail as file attachment. By 
clicking the list button, you can open the export format selec-
tion. This will cause a new e-mail to open with the export file 
already attached. 

Close preview .......... Exits the preview and returns to the main window of the re-
porting system. 
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Creating Analysis 

You can create your own analysis using the different cobra data. In doing so, you 
define yourself which data is to be used for the report and how the data is to be 
presented. You can only create reports for SQL databases. 

The reports are stored within the system directory of your installation in the »Re-
ports« folder. 

• First, query the addresses for the data to be evaluated. If you defined in the 
»Filter« tab that only queried addresses is to be used, the report will consider 
only queried addresses. 

• Use the command »Reports: Reporting«. 

• You will see the main window of the reporting system. Choose the report you 
want to edit from the selection to the left. 
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• Click the »Edit report« button. 

 

A report is composed of various elements, which can be edited separately in indi-
vidual tabs. 

»Report« Tab 

In this tab you can see a detailed overview of the actual data for your evaluation. If 
you have been querying data, only the queried data will be displayed – if the filter 
is activated accordingly – if no data is queried, all data records will be displayed. 
Due to performance reasons, the preview is limited to a maximum of 500 data rec-
ords. 

Grouping and Filtering Data 

• Grouping, sorting and column selection as defined here, will be applied to the 
final printout. 

• Filtering as defined here will not be applied to the printout and is only used for 
the data analysis in this dialog. 
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It is possible to group data by content criteria. For this purpose, the program offers 
context menu commands which can be accessed via right- click on one of the col-
umn headers. 

• If you want to group by one of the displayed columns, drag the column header 
to the upper area. 

• The data will now be grouped by this column. 

• To undo the grouping, move the column header 
back to the original position. 

• If you click the arrow in the grouping columns, 
you can change the sort order of the groups (as-
cending or descending order). 

• For an additional grouping within the first group-
ing, drag a second column header to the position 
next to the first one.  

 

 

• Within the sorting column you can also filter. To 
do this, click the filter icon in the column header. 

 

• You can now activate a filter. 

• If you select a specific entry (in this screenshot a 
specific address is selected), only this entry will 
be evaluated. 

• If you want to evaluate addresses having empty 
fields in the columns you selected for the report, 
please click »Blanks«. 

• If you want just the opposite (no empty fields in 
the columns for the report), click »No blanks«. 

 

• Click »Custom« to define an individual fil-
ter. Here you can combine two conditions. 

• Choose a condition from the selection list 
on the left. 

• In the entry field to the right, enter the val-
ue which is to be fulfilled. 
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If you activate a filter, additional editing options will be available when you click the 
»Edit filter« button. 

 

• Clicking this button will display the filter in a separate dialog where you can edit 
it directly. Here you can select a different function as well as different fields. 

 

• The selected filter will also be shown at the bottom left. 

Column Order 

You can change the column order. 

• Pick a column header and move it to the desired position. 
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Remove Column 

You can also remove col-
umns from the report. 

• Click the column head-
er with the mouse. 

 

• Keep the mouse button pressed, and drag the column header away from the ti-
tle area until the shape of the curser changes into a cross. Release the mouse 
button. The column will be deleted from the report. You can add it to the report 
again at any time via column selection. 

Column Selection 

Allows you to define which columns should be displayed in the report and in which 
order. 

• Click the »column chooser« button of the 
context menu. 

• A list of available columns will be displayed. 
Drag the desired column titles from the list to 
the column headers. (In the screenshot, the 
»Closing date« column is inserted). In the 
»Report columns« tab additional options for 
column selection are offered. 

 

Context Menu 

If you right-click a column header, a context menu will open to provide quick ac-
cess to the most important functionalities of the tab. 
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Summation 

You can add a summation at the end of the entire report or, if you are grouping da-
ta, at the end of each group. 

• Right-click a grouping bar to perform a summation per group. Summations per 
group are always applied for all groups, i.e. you cannot summarize only some 
groups whereas others are not summarized. 

 

• If you want to perform a summation for the entire report, click the report bar. 

 

As you can see, identical functions are available for groups and for reports. 

If you add a summation to a column, it applies to all data in this column. 
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Sum .......................... If a field contains numeric values only, the respective column 
can be summarized. 

Minimum / Maximal .. This field returns the minimum /maximum value for the group 
or report. 

Count ....................... This field contains the number of entries for the column. 

Average .................... If a field contains numeric values only, the average value for 
the respective column can be evaluated. 

None ........................ Deletes a summation field. 

Updating 

You can refresh the preview. If the filter settings have been changed, the updated 
settings will be applied to the report. 

Detail View 

Use this button to access a preview with additional editing options. In this preview 
you can use settings that apply to the preview but not to the actual report. 

Search line ............... You can open an additional line above the table. In this line 
you can enter search terms. Only those entries will be dis-
played that match the respective criterion. 
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Filter ......................... If you click a column header, the common filter options will 
be displayed. 

 

Please note that this filter will only affect the preview, and not 
the actual report! 

Export ....................... Exports the report taking into account the filters. 

Print .......................... Prints the report taking into account the filters. 
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»Report Columns« Tab 

This tab provides a convenient way to select report columns. The effect is similar 
to the column selection in the »Report« tab, but you can also use this dialog to 
search for columns. 

 

All available columns are shown on the left. The field to the right contains the ac-
tual columns for the report. 

• Select a column. 

• Move the columns using one of the arrow buttons  and  to the opposite 
group. The result is that the column is added or removed from the report. 

• The buttons  and  allow you to define the order in which 
the columns should be displayed in the report. 

• Using the selection list, you can define individual column combinations for re-
ports and diagrams. 

• The »Search column« function allows you to systematically search for a specific 
column. If you enter a search term, only those columns that contain the entered 
character string will be displayed. 
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»Diagram« Tab« 

You can also add a diagram to your report. A number of common diagram types 
are available. 

• Go to the »Diagram« tab. 

 

• If your report does not contain a diagram yet, click the »Add diagram« button. 
The button is then changed to »Remove diagram«. You can use this command 
at any time to remove the diagram from the report. 

• In the diagram selection to the left, select your desired diagram. The individual 
diagrams are sorted by categories. You can expand and close the categories. 

• After the diagram is selected, it is shown in the preview. 

• Click the »Update« button to add the data from the database to the preview. Up 
to this moment you will only see a general preview image which does not in-
clude your data. 

Design 

The design determines the color and other appearance details for the diagram. 

Settings for Axes 

A diagram always consists of one X-axis and up to three Y-axes. 

Any column from the report can be uses as an X-axis. If the report is grouped, the 
respective columns are grouped for the display as well. Grouped columns can be 
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recognized in the columns selection by their appearance in squared brackets and 
by their position at the beginning of the selection. 

 

The Y-axis can display the count or a different numerical field. If the X-axis is 
grouped, you also need to define the summation or aggregation for the Y-axis. 

Detail View 

The preview offers the essential scopes for the diagram design. In the example 
below you can see a sales diagram.  

 In order to apply the settings defined here for the report, it is neces-
sary to explicitly use the command »Apply«!  

 

Range of values ....... This option allows you to show and hide the table containing 
values in the preview. This setting also applies to the final 
printout! 

A maneuverable dividing bar is located between the actual 
graphics and the range of values. You can move the dividing 
bar with the mouse to change the graphic size. This setting 
also applies for the final printout. If you move the dividing bar 
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so far down that the range of values is not visible any more, 
the diagram and values will be printed on two separate pag-
es. 

 

Legend ..................... You can define the labeling for each individual element. 

 

Use the »Apply« button to view any change in these settings 
directly in the diagram without having to exit the dialog. 

Headline and footer of the graphic – these are the texts that 
will be displayed above and underneath the actual graphic 
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(e.g. »Turnover for 3rd quarter«). 

Show legend – an info block is displayed in addition to the 
diagram. Here you can define the type of legend. 

Position – you can select from different predefined positions. 
With the »The legend is placed within the diagram« option, 
the legend is positioned close to the graphic. In this case, it 
may be that the legend can interfere with the graphic. 

 

Headline – This is the legend headline. 

Size – Among other things, this value defines the number of 
columns in the legend.  

Formatting – Here you can define the content for the legend: 

 

Selections – The options for this setting are identical as for 
the legend formatting. 
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Axes ......................... Depending on the diagram type, these settings may have 
varying or no effect – for example, you can select that axes 
labels are not displayed within a pie chart. 

 

The »Apply« button allows you to view any change for these 
settings directly in the diagram without having to exit the dia-
log. 

X-axis 

Labeling – This is the labeling of the axis. 

Alignment – Defines the inclination of the indication text 
compared to the X-axis 

Presentation – If the markings are too close to each other, 
you can position them on the same axis but opposite to each 
other. In this way, they can be aligned multi-lined and can be 
viewed easier 

Y-axis 

Labeling – This is the labeling of the axis. 

Alignment – Defines the inclination of the indication text 
compared to the Y-axis. 
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Scaling – For standard scal-
ing, the intervals along the Y-
axis are displayed with equal 
size. For some presentations, 
however, it will be more con-
venient to use intervals with 
logarithmic powers.    

Presentation – A manual presentation can also be designed. 

Formatting – Defines the presentation of numeric val-
ues along the Y-axis, for example the number of integer 
places. 

Auto – The range of values for the Y-axis includes all 
values from the data. 

Minimum – This is the smallest value presented on the 
Y-axis. Values below this value will not be displayed. 

Maximum – This is the greatest value presented on the 
Y-axis. Values exceeding this maximum will still be dis-
played, but they will only reach until the upper edge of 
the diagram. 

Major / minor interval – This value defines the position-
ing of the most important markings along the Y-axis. 
This defines the horizontal measurement units for the 
graphic. 

Factor – You can also present intervals in 
tenth parts, decuple, etc. The applicable fac-
tor will be shown on the Y-axis. 

In the screenshot the values displayed on the 
Y-axis will have to be multiplied by 10. 

 

Design ...................... The design defines the colors and some more diagram char-
acteristics. 

Print .......................... Opens a new preview where you can define the print options 
for the diagram. 

Export ....................... Allows you to export the analysis to different formats. In par-
ticular you can copy the graphics via this option to the clip-
board. 
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»Filter« Tab 

You can use sophisticated filter functions for the report. 

 

In this dialog you can define the conditions that will have to be fulfilled for the data 
to be displayed. 

These filters are created separately for each report. 

Functionalities Across Register Tabs 

Authorizations 

Access permissions are assigned separately for individual reports and per user 
group. 

• Click the »Authoriza-
tions« button in one of 
the tabs. 

All groups from user admin-
istration will be displayed. 
You can select the desired 
permission for all members 
of this group from the list to 
the right.  

Authorizations are additive. This means that if a user via his group membership 
possesses the »Edit« permission, he/she can edit any report, regardless of his/her 
settings for any other group. 
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The end result is that each user obtains the highest permission which was as-
signed to one of the groups he belongs to. Additionally, all users are members of 
the virtual »Anybody« group. 

The system administrator has the general permission for editing. 

Printing 

 

• Select from the list which parts of the analysis should be printed. 

• Click »Print«. 

The report is created and printed. 

Saving 

You can save a report under a new name. 

• Enter the new name as »Report name«. 

 

• If you want to save changes to an existing report under the current name, click 
»Save«. 

• If you want to rename the report, enter a new report name and then save the 
data. 

• If you want to save the report in addition to the actual report under a new name, 
enter a number in the »Save under new name«field and the report name. It is 
important that you adhere to the syntax: NNN – report name. 

• First enter a number. This number defines the sequence for displaying the 
categories. Thus you can define a non-alphabetical sequence. 

• Then a blank is entered, followed by a dash and another blank. 

• Finally the report name is entered. 

• Clicking »Save« will save the report under a new name. 
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Report Output (Print or Export) ) 

Use the command »Reports: Report«. 

 

• Open one of the report categories on the left side. Categories are used for 
grouping the reports. 

• Select the desired report. 

• Click »Create report«. The print preview will open. 
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In the print preview you can see the document as it will look in the printout. The 
preview is controlled via the toolbar on the upper border of the screen. 

Overview of selected functionalities: 

• The print settings allow you to call the dialog for printer selection and setup. 

• »Direct print« allows you to immediately send the document from the preview to 
the default printer. 

• »Page layout« allows you to define paper format and page margins. 

• The buttons on the right allow you to send and export the report. 

Statistics 

The scope for designing statistics is similar to the design options for the report 
creation, e.g. for ERP system vouchers (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht 
definiert. ff.). 

• Use the command »Reports: Statistics«. 
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• If you have not yet integrated statistics in your view, the system will ask you to 
do this now. 

 

Managing Statistics 

 

On the left you can select the statistics you want to show in the view. The statistics 
are sorted by category. 

Depending on the rights assigned to you, you can choose the following options by 
right-clicking on the statistics in the overview: 

• Edit – this is only possible if the statistics was created with the current version of 
cobra. 

• Delete. 

On the right of the desktop you will see the data – possibly grouped and sorted. 
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Sorting and Grouping 

• You can change the column order by dragging the column header with the left 
mouse button to a new position. 

• Should you want to change the sorting, click a column header . 
The arrow in the column header indicates that this column is used for sorting. It 
also indicates whether the sort order is ascending or descending. 

• Should you want to group data, drag the column header to the upper free area, 
as shown. It is also possible to group by several criteria. 

 

On the upper right you can find a tool bar with additional functions – depending on 
the type of statistics: 

 Data refresh. 

 You define the addresses for the evaluation. 

 This option queries all addresses contained in the current 
statistics, using the common query options. 

 You export the data from the current statistics to a differ-
ent file format. 

 You reset the layout if the statistics. 

 You print the statistics. Here you can choose between list 
print and individual layouts 

List Print and Layouts 

Lists are predefined layouts where the basis properties cannot be changed. By us-
ing an individual editor you can apply settings such as data export, individual 
headers and footers, individual page settings and additional “cosmetic” layout 
changes for the lists. 

In contrast to lists, layouts will allow you to create completely new printouts that 
can be saved for re-use. 
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• Define a name for the layout. 

• If you save the layout in the system directory, it can be used by all other cobra 
users. If you deactivate this option, the layout will be saved in your user directo-
ry. 

The Layout Designer is a powerful tool.  

 

The following elements are important for working with layouts: 

• The desktop is the central part of the Layout Designer. Here the individual ele-
ments are arranged to a printout. 

• On the right side you can switch between the field list and the object properties 
window, amongst other functions. The field list offers the database fields that 
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are available in the current statistics. You can drag the desired elements to the 
desktop. 

• You can edit the element properties with right-click or via the properties bar on 
the right. 

• On the left you can see additional available elements for the printout. Besides 
graphical element other objects are available such as barcodes, tables and dia-
grams. 

• Many of the Layout Designer functionalities are similar to the functionalities of 
the address lists, labels and index cards editor (see page Fehler! Textmarke 
nicht definiert.ff.). 

Filtering Data 

Various filter possibilities can be applied to documents and reports. 

Depending on the permissions defined by your system administrator, it may be 
possible that you can select from different address areas. 

 

• Select the desired area from the list. 

Additionally, specific filters are available per column. 

• When moving the mouse over a column header a filter icon will appear. 

By left-clicking on the filter icon, the list of available 
filters for this column will be opened. 

The filters that can be selected depend on the con-
tent of the column. 

 

There are three default entries for all filters: 

Custom ..................... This option will open a window where you can define an indi-
vidual filter. 
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Here you can enter your filter criteria. 

Empty fields ............. This setting allows you to filter for all data records where no 
entry is contained in this column. 

No empty fields ........ This setting allows you to filter for all data records containing 
an entry in this column. 

Additional Options 

If you right-click a column header, a context menu opens. 

• The three options listed at the top of the menu 
define the sort order for this column. 

• The »Grouping field« command will hide and 
show the grouping area above the table. 

 

The »optimal column width« command changes the width of this column so that it 
displays the entire content of the column, 

• »Clear filter« deletes all existing filters for this column. 

• The »Filter Editor« command opens a 
window where you can define individ-
ual filter criteria. 

If you click the entry in red font color, 
the list of all logical links will open. In 
addition, you can create other condi-
tions and delete the filter. 

 

Click the + icon  to create an additional filter condition. 

Click the x icon  to remove a single condition from the filter. 

Click the entry in blue font color to open a list of all available conditions. 

If you click the entry in green font color a list of all comparison options will open. 

If you click the entry in grey font color, you can enter a value such as a data, 
text or a numeric value. 

• The option »Optimal width (all columns)« will change the width of all columns to 
be optimized to fit their content.  
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Editing Statistic Diagram 

It is possible to change the diagram type of statistic diagram. 

Click the […] button next to the statistics selection. 

 

• Select the corresponding statistics. 

• Click »Edit«. 

The diagram selection is shown. Select a new diagram. Then click »Next« and fol-
low the wizard. 
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Internet / E-Mail / 
Notifications 

If the address you saved contains an e-mail address, cobra can start your e-mail 
program directly and insert the e-mail address. The program can also call an In-
ternet address directly. 

If your system administrator does not alter the set-up, you must determine the e-
mail program in the user settings via the menu command »Tools: User Settings: E-
mail« menu command (see page 420). 

Prerequisites 

To successfully use the two commands »Write E-mail« and »Browse«, the re-
quired programs must be installed and correctly configured on your computer. It is 
important that your browser is able to connect to the Internet independently or that 
you establish the connection before you use the »Browse« command. 

cobra can transfer e-mail addresses directly to the common e-mail client pro-
grams. 
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Browsing the Internet 

Internet Field 

The system administrator can integrate Internet fields in your view. You will recog-
nize Internet fields by the icon to the right of the field.  

 

• If you click the icon, the browser will open and display the selected Internet ad-
dress. 

Context Menu 

To visit an Internet address: 

• Go to the address mask. 

• You can select Internet addresses in any cobra fields and change to this ad-
dress via right-click and the context menu by using the command »Browse«. 

Exchanging Addresses as vCards  

Forwarding vCards to Outlook 

Addresses can be mailed as vCards. For the recipient, this powerful approach fea-
tures the immediate integration of the address in the Outlook address manage-
ment. In the file settings, your system administrator can define which information is 
to be included in the vCards. 

• In the address table, go to the address you want to mail as vCard. Use the 
command »Output: Send vCard«. 

Or 

• Right-click the address. 

• Use the »vCard« command from the context menu. 

• The following sub-menu will be offered: 
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»Attach to E-mail«: A new e-mail with 
the address as vCard attachment is 
created. 

 

If you »Copy« the address, you can 
insert it as vcf file in Outlook or other 
programs. 

With »Paste« you add a vCard as own 
address to cobra. 

»Insert From vcf File« will open the 
Windows Explorer so that you can 
search for a vcf file on your hard disk. 

With »Save As« you store the address 
as vcf file on your hard disk. 

cobra supports vCards in both directions. 

Dragging vCards to cobra  

Simply drag a vCard from a different application – like Outlook – to cobra and a 
new address will be created here. If the information is not clear, the program will 
reply with a prompt asking you to assign the data to the correct fields. 

You can also drag every address that can be selected in a different program di-
rectly to cobra. If not all fields are detected automatically, you can assign them 
manually. 

If Hierarchy is activated, you have to define if the new address is a primary or sec-
ondary address and to which group it will belong. 
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cobra as MAPI Address Book for E-mails 
In addition to the possibilities mentioned, you can integrate cobra completely as an 
address book in your e-mail program. To do this, set up a MAPI address book and 
select it in your e-mail program. 

Setting up a New Address Book for E-mail 

• Use the command »Communication: Windows Address Books Settings«. 

 

• Click »Add«. 

 

• Enter a name for your address book. 

• Define how many addresses shall be displayed. 
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• Select a »Sorting« for the address book displayed. 

• Select the appropriate »Address type« for the e-mail or fax program: 

Program Address Type 
Outlook or Exchange SMTP 
Normal fax FAX 
Microsoft fax MSFAX 
RVS fax RVSFAX 

If you are using a different e-mail or fax program, please refer to the program 
documentation for the supported MAPI address type and enter this type here. 

• Select the field which contains your e-mail data. You can also define an alterna-
tive field that can be used if the e-mail field is empty. 

If you are setting up a fax address book, you have to select fax fields here. 

• Close cobra now. 

Integrating the Address Book in Microsoft Outlook 

Depending on the Outlook version the configuration can vary. 

Older Versions 
• In Outlook select the command »Tools: Services« or »Tools: E-mail Accounts«. 

• Select the »cobra Address book« service. 

• Click »OK«. 

Outlook 2003 and later 
Use the command »Tools: E-mail Accounts«. 

 

Select the option »Add a new directory or address book«. 
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In this step, select »Additional address books«. 

 

Here you can see the type “cobra address book”. 

Next Step 

The next step looks like this for all Outlook versions: 

• Define the cobra database that you want to use in this address book. If cobra is 
active, the currently loaded database is used as default. The database defined 
here will only be used, if cobra is not activated at that time and has to be start-
ed. 

• If user administration is activated in cobra, please enter your username and 
password. 

• Close both dialogs with »OK«. 
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• Before you can use the address book in Outlook, you have to close Outlook and 
restart it. 

cobra Address Book as Standard Address Book 

• In Outlook, select the command »Tools: Services« and click the »Addressing« 
register tab. 

• In Outlook 2003 you can find this setting under »Tools: Address Book«. 

• Under »Display this address list first« select your previously defined address 
book. 

Selecting Addresses for E-mails 

• Write a new e-mail and open the address book in Outlook. 

• If your cobra address book is not displayed yet, you can add it to the selection 
under »Display names from«. 

• Select the address. 

• If you are writing a new address and click , the address book will be 
opened as well. You can add several addresses to the field “To:”, “Cc:” or 
“Bcc:”. 

• If a query exists in cobra and it is activated, the address book will display the 
queried addresses only. 

Sending a Single E-Mail 

Context menu 

You can send an e-mail directly from cobra: 

• Go to the address mask. 

• You can select e-mail addresses in any field you like. Use the context menu 
command »Write e-mail« to open the selection dialog for serial e-mail tem-
plates. The »E-mail transmission« dialog is shown. Further steps are described 
in the following chapter. 
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E-mail Field 

The system administrator can add e-mail fields to the views. E-mail fields can be 
recognized by an icon at the right field margin. 

 

• Clicking on this icon will open the dialog for selecting e-mail templates. These 
templates have actually been created for serial e-mails, but can also be used for 
single e-mails. 

 

Use serial e-mail template 
Via this dialog you can use such templates for single e-mails 
that were intended for serial e-mails. Select the area and 
name of the template. 

Do not use template 
The e-mail program will be opened showing a new e-mail, 
where the e-mail address from the cobra database has al-
ready been inserted as recipient. 

Do not show this dialog again 
The dialog will not be shown any longer and the e-mail is di-
rectly transmitted to your e-mail program. 
Should you want to change this setting later on, go to the us-
er settings and select the »E-mail« tab. Click the option »Se-
lect e-mail template for sending single e-mails« to activate 
the dialog again. It will be shown again when sending e-mails 
the next time. 

E-mail Template Management 

The e-mail template management can be accessed directly from the »E-mail 
transmission«  dialog. Only e-mail templates activated in the template manage-
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ment can be used for single e-mails. For more details please refer to the next par-
agraph. 

Toolbar 

Using the toolbar, serial e-mail formats can also be used as templates for single e-
mails. 

• Click this selection list in the »Letters, quick« toolbar. 

 

The following dialog will be opened: 

 

• Select the »Area« from which the serial e-mail formats are to be added to the 
toolbar selection list or to the e-mail transmission selection list. You can select 
here e-mails from different areas to which you have access. 

• Click the respective formats in the »Serial e-mail format« list to the left. You can 
use the search line to look up a specific format. 

• Click the arrow button  to add the format to the list of available formats. 
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• Use the »Settings« but-
ton to open the dialog for 
creating serial e-mails. 
Here you can create new 
templates or edit existing 
ones. 

 

• Use the  buttons above the template list to define the order for the tem-
plates. 

• The »Send e-mails via« command defines the way of transmission. This setting 
applies to all e-mail templates contained in the list. 

• Via the  button an SMTP account can be defined, if you have sufficient per-
missions. 

• You can create a contact automatically. 

• If you activate the »Mailing preview« option, the e-mail is shown to you directly 
before transmission and you can edit it. If you are using a serial e-mail template, 
and the »Mailing preview« option was deactivated, the e-mail is transmitted di-
rectly as soon as you click »OK«, without being shown for review. For all other 
settings, the e-mail is shown directly before being transmitted. 

• If the Document Management was activated, the e-mail will be saved there and 
can be accessed any time via the associated contact. 

• If in future you want to use the toolbar to send an e-mail with one of the formats 
from the list, proceed as follows: 

• Go to the desired address in the address table or the address mask. 

• Select the format from the list. An e-mail containing the data from the current 
address will be created automatically. 
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Sending Non-Personalized E-mails 
I. 

You can also send several e-mails at once. To do so, query the addresses that 
should receive an e-mail in the table view. 

• Use the command »Output: Send e-mail«, 

• or click the  icon. 

 

• Specify whether you want to send this e-mail to the current address or to all ad-
dresses queried. 

• For queried addresses, define whether the addresses is to be written to the To:, 
CC: or BCC: line of the e-mail. – If you are going to send one e-mail to several 
addresses and want to hide the addresses, go to your own address, define the 
»Type: BCC« and activate the »Current address in "To" field« option. Your own 
address will be written to the To: field, all other addresses will be hidden. 

• Specify the »E-mail database field« where the e-mail addresses have been 
stored in cobra. 

• If Document Management was activated, and after the mailing to several ad-
dresses has been completed, the program will ask you whether this e-mail is to 
be added to the addresses as contact. After clicking on »Yes« you can enter the 
subject. Single e-mails will always be added automatically as contact. 

II. Single E-mail with Data Record 

• Right-click the address table. 

• Use the »Send e-mail together with data record« command from the context 
menu. 

A new e-mail with a link to the address data record is created. 
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Sending Personalized Serial E-mails 

Using the Serial Mail Wizard 

Serial e-mails can be sent by cobra: 

• either with Outlook 

• or directly via an e-mail provider per SMTP. 

The e-mails can be created in HTML or text format. You can personalize the e-
mails, i.e. you can add information from the database by using placeholders, e.g. 
name or residence of the recipient. E-mails of this kind can be used for example, 
for press information, or mailing activities for clients. 

 
Query first the recipient addresses for the serial e-mail. Only in case all 
addresses from the database should receive an e-mail, this query can 
be skipped. 

The Wizard 

Query the recipient addresses, if applicable. 

• Use the command »Output: Serial Mail Wizard«. 
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Step 1 – Selection 

Select the addresses 

 

• Use »Select e-mail field« to indicate the database field(s) where the e-mail ad-
dresses are maintained. The existing e-mail fields will be offered for selection. 
Fields are queried in the sequential order you indicated. Should the first field 
you defined not contain a valid e-mail address, the wizard will proceed to the 
next field until a valid e-mail address is found. 

• After all e-mail fields have been analyzed, it will be shown how many addresses 
do not contain a valid e-mail address. You can then query these addresses and 
edit them. 

• E-mails containing a lock flag will not receive a serial e-mail. The lock flag is 
shown in the address mask. You can also query and edit these addresses. 

Step 2 – Creating E-mail Formats or Editing them 

You can open an existing e-mail format and edit it, or you can also create a new e-
mail. 

• You can use the »View« button and switch between table view and layout view. 
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All existing formats that you can use will be shown. 

• You can search formats with specific properties and use filters. 

• The graphical reproduction is controlled via the  toolbar. 

The format management is called via the toolbar or an object menu that opens 
with a right mouse click. 

 You create a new format. 

 

• In the left column the format for the e-mail is defined: HTML or text 
format. 

• In the right column please enter the name and define in which area 
the e-mail format should be stored. The areas that can be selected 
are depending on your individual access rights. The area however 
defines who can use the format. For example, formats that can be 
accessed by all users of the system will be stored by the system 
administrator in the »System« area. 

• After click on »Create« the editor is opened and you can start to 
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create the format. 

 The format which has been selected in the overview is opened in the 
editor. With click on this button, the selected e-mail is opened in the 
editor. 

 You can copy the selected format for storing it under a different name. 
Depending on your individual user rights, you can also save the format 
in a different area. 

 You can import a format into one of the areas that you can access. 
The format needs to be a text or HTML file. After the import is com-
pleted, you can edit the format. 

 You can delete the selected format. The format is not only removed 
from the wizard, it is irreversibly deleted. 

The Editor 

The setup of the editor is similar to common office program solutions. 

 

• You can assign an individual contact type to the e-mail. 
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• Both e-mails in text format and HTML format can be personalized. This means 
that field content from the database can be added to each e-mail individually. 
Thus it is possible to address the recipients personally with their name, resi-
dence and other personalized information. 

• Create the e-mail in the Edit view. Using HTML you can access the code. 
Check the e-mail in the preview. Use attachments to manage graphics and oth-
er file attachments. 

Personalizing Serial E-mail 

You can personalize the subject as well as the text of the e-mail. The database 
fields, all sub-tables and additional tables, and the user attributes offered in the di-
alog box, can be used for personalizing the e-mail. 

• Click the subject field or the actual text area. 

• Select an entry from the serial field selection lists (fields of the address data-
base), or from the user attributes. You can either click directly on the list entry, 
or the  icon next to the list. 

• The field is added to the e-mail. Later, when sending the e-mail, the field will be 
filled with the data belonging to the corresponding address or the user. 

• A database field can be recognized by the following placeholder: 
{Letter salutation}. 

• A user attribute has a different placeholder: {$First name} 

• You can also add placeholders for 
data from the additional data ta-
bles and the contact tables. The 
entry is done in tabular form. Go 
to the Insert tab and then click the 
»Serial table fields« button. 

• Thus you can e.g. add data for 
devices purchased from your 
company for which you want to of-
fer specific service features. 
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Additional Possibilities for Editing 

You can add text and other elements from the clipboard to the e-mail. 

• It is possible to assign an individual contact type to each template. The contact 
type is considered when a contact is created. 

• You can use the »Add graphics« function and insert images from your computer 
or from the Internet to the e-mail. If possible, you should use an image from the 
Internet, because this can remarkably reduce the Internet traffic when sending 
mass e-mails. 

• It is also possible to edit the HTML code directly. To do so, click the »HTML« 
button in the lower part of the editor. 

 

Use the preview command to review the e-mail. The e-mail will be presented just 
as it will be sent later. 

Step 3 – Options 

In the last step you can assign keywords to the addresses, and keep record of the 
e-mail via a contact. This will enable you to find data records with invalid e-mail 
address via keyword query at a later time. 
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Step 4 – Time-Controlled Mailing 

It is possible to send the serial e-mails at a defined point in time, e.g. at night, 
when the data traffic on your system is not high. 

 

• You can send the e-mails automatical-
ly not only once, but also have the e-
mails sent regularly at a certain date 
and time. This can be done daily or in 
longer periods such as certain days of 
the week. 
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Step 5 – Sending the E-mails 

You can also send out several serial e-mails at the same time. 

 

• If you click »Send serial e-mail« the wizard will start to send out the e-mails. 

• You can continue working while the e-mails are transmitted. An icon in the Win-
dows task bar will indicate that the wizard is processing the data. 

• When the transmission is completed, the »Outbox« will contain those serial e-
mails which have not been sent. Open the outbox by clicking the button: 

. 

• Should you have sent out the e-mails via Outlook, the e-mails might still be in 
the Outlook outbox, depending on your Outlook configuration. In this case, 
please use the »Send/Receive« command in Outlook to actually send the e-
mails. 

After the mailing has been completed, you can view a detailed error log. The log 
file is opened with a click on the »View errors« button. In case of errors this com-
mand is shown next to the outbox button. 

Adding Serial E-mail Formats from Former Versions 

The data import from a former version to the current installation will also include 
serial e-mail formats. When you open such a format for the first time in the Serial 
Mail Wizard, a security query is shown. 

• Confirm the query with »Yes«. 
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Adding an HTML- E-mail from MS Word 

• Design the desired HTML document in MS Word. 

• In MS Word, copy the e-mail to the clipboard. 

• Go to the cobra Serial Mail Wizard. 

• In the cobra Serial Mail Wizard, create a new, empty HTML e-mail. 

• In the cobra Serial Mail Wizard, use the command »Edit: Paste from Word«. Us-
ing CTRL+V (paste from the clipboard) might not lead to the result you want. 

Adding an HTML- E-mail from MS FrontPage 

• Design the desired HTML document in MS FrontPage. 

• In MS FrontPage, go to the »Code« tab. 

• Copy the entire HTML code to the clipboard. 

• In the cobra Serial Mail Wizard, create a new, empty HTML e-mail. 

• In the cobra Serial Mail Wizard, go to the »HTML« tab. 

• Copy the code via CTRL+V to the »HTML« tab in the cobra Serial Mail Wizard. 

• Go to the »Edit« tab and review the e-mail. 

The Messaging System 

Sending Messages and E-mails 

Registered users can use a messaging system within cobra to exchange messag-
es and also send e-mails. The messages will be shown to the recipient directly in 
cobra. 

• If the system administrator integrated a »Message« tab in your view, you can 
click »New«. 

• Or use the command »Communication: New message«. 

• Or use the »Create new message« command from the context menu of the ad-
dress table. 
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To ............................. Select the message recipient from all users and groups reg-
istered in cobra. 

Subject, Comment ... Enter the message texts. 

Links ......................... You can link the message with different information from the 
cobra database. The recipient can then call the information 
directly by clicking the link. 

A link is added via the »Add address« button in the middle 
upper area. If you click the arrow, a menu unfolds. Use this 
menu to add not only addresses, but also contacts, additional 
data, sales projects, documents, etc. to the message. The 
data is related to the currently selected data record. 

The dialog is designed so that while you are selecting the 
cobra data to create a link in the background, the messaging 
dialog will be shown in the foreground. 

New task / new appointment 
Use this button to directly create a new task or 
new appointment. The corresponding dialog 
from the Appointment Manager is opened. 

 

Additionally send per e-mail 
You can additionally send the message per e-mail, if a 
standard SMTP account has been set up. 

Send ......................... This command sends out the message. 
At the same time, a new entry in the 
Appointment Manager can be created. 
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Receiving and Managing Messages 

The messaging system will show those messages that have been sent to you by 
other cobra users. 

• Incoming messages can be shown on your Welcome screen if a message dis-
play has been set up. 

 

• The messages will also be shown in the »Messages« tab of your view. 

• Or use the command »Communication: Message list« to call an overview of re-
ceived and sent messages. 

 

• You can read and manage your messages in this window. 

• In the upper area you can select if you want to view incoming or sent messag-
es. 

• If the  button next to a message has been activated, you can access data from 
the cobra database via a link within the message. 

The Event Management 
Event Setup 

This system will inform you automatically in case specific events will occur that 
have been defined by you. In this example the key account manager Bernd Schle-
gel wants to be notified once per day about all new and changed contacts that 
other employees are having to the customers he is serving. 

• Use the command »Tools: Notification service«. 
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A wizard for the definition of notifications will be started. 

First, enter a name and descrip-
tion for the event. 

Available »Data record types« 
are the tables from the data-
base, i.e. address data as well 
as additional data. 

One event can only be linked to 
one data record type, but not to 
several. 

 

Here you can select the data 
that is to be supervised. Availa-
ble filters can be combined in 
any way. For example, you can 
automatically add all addresses 
with a yearly turnover exceed-
ing 20.000 EUR to a campaign. 

In the shown example, click 
»Free selection« and »Edit fil-
ter«. 
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This filter defines the conditions 
mentioned previously. 

 

Define how often the data stock 
is to be filtered. 

It will also be possible to start 
the event later on manually, at 
any time. 
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The resulting activity regulates 
what is to happen if the previ-
ously defined conditions occur. 

• For address data there are 
two possible resulting activi-
ties: you can either add the 
address(es) to a campaign 
or you can send a message. 

• For other data you can send 
a message. 

• In the »To« field you can se-
lect all users that are regis-
tered in cobra as message 
recipient. 

 

• The setting »Message link to address« in this example will cause that besides 
the link to the contact, a link to the address is sent as well. 

• When you close the wizard, an overview window for the messaging service is 
shown. Here you will see all defined events. 

 

• The selected messaging service first needs to be activated with click on the 
 button; otherwise the service will not work. 

• With click on  the messaging service is deactivated. 

• With click on  the selected service can be executed right away. 
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You are notified 

If the conditions you defined are fulfilled, you will automatically be notified. If the 
program is running, an incoming message is indicated by the following popup: 

 

• You can lock the message. In this case it will be shown permanently until it is 
deleted. 

• When you open the message, 
you will see the notification text 
you defined previously. 

• In the area »Links« you can di-
rectly go to the changed contact 
and eventually the associated 
address. 

 

• All messages will be added to the message list, where they can be called at any 
time. 

• The messages list is shown in your view, 

• or you can open it via the command »Communication: Message list«. 
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Managing Documents 

There are several possibilities for assigning documents to an address: 

Example: 

• You assign an insurance policy to the address manually in the »Documents« 
window. 

• If Document Management was activated you assign the correspondence with 
the insurance company – manually too – in the »Contacts« window to the con-
tact. 

• If Document Management was activated, this process can be executed auto-
matically. 
 

Documents are assigned either to an address or to a single contact of an address. 

Automatic Document Management 
Predefined Settings  

The Document Management will be configured by the system administrator via 
»File: Settings: Document Management«. In this dialog the system administrator 
defines settings such as: 

• Should documents like letters, e-mails, etc., created using cobra, be automati-
cally stored in the system, 

• should the program ask you whether you want to save the documents, 

• which path the documents should be stored in. 

This type of document management offers the advantage that you can access 
documents at any time. Your entire written communication will be recorded, com-
pletely and clearly structured. The system administrator can also integrate a doc-
ument search in your views allowing you to easily find and view documents. Allo-
cating accessing rights will define which documents and addresses you may view. 
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If the system administrator specified that documents are to only be stored after 
you confirmed a respective query, depending on the document type, the following 
prompt will be shown: 

 

• Click »Yes« to have the document stored in the folder of your hard disk as soon 
as the document has been created. 

• In addition the text-processing program you selected is opened with the tem-
plate you defined. 

• A contact window is opened simultaneously. Within this window you can create 
the contact data. You can save and close the contact, even if the document you 
want to attach to the contact has not been saved yet. 

• Once the letter has been written and stored and the word-processing program 
has been closed, the link to the document will be saved in the contact. 

• The cobra Document Management will handle other document types the same 
way. 

You can call the document at any time via the related contact. 
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Manual Document Management 
You can open the list of documents to the current address with 

• the»Documents« button, 
• the function key F6 
• or the command »View: Documents«. 

 

The document window consists of Table and Entry mask. The individual docu-
ments are created and changed in the entry mask: 
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Assigning Documents to Addresses 

Button »New« 

• Click »New«. The »Open File« dialog is displayed. 

• Select the document that is to be assigned to the address. 

• Close the »Open File« dialog with »OK«. 

• In the »Edit« register tab, enter a description for the new document. 

Drag & Drop 

• Click the »Explorer« button. 

• Search for the desired document. 

• Reduce or move the Windows Explorer so that you can see the cobra document 
window as well. 

• Drag one or several documents or a complete folder with the mouse to the 
Document dialog. 

• As soon as you release the mouse button, the document/s or the folder is as-
signed to the current address. 

• Enter a description for the new document or folder. 

Clipboard 

• If you are currently editing the document that you want to assign to the address, 
copy any part of it to the clipboard. 

• In the »Documents« dialog, click »Insert«. 

• The entire document is assigned to the current address. 

• Enter a description for the document. 

The clipboard is supported only by OLE capable applications. 

Opening Documents 

• Select the document that is to be opened from the list. 

• Click »Open«. 

The application required for the document is started and the document is loaded. 
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Change Document Description  

• Select the document where you want to change the description from the list. 

• Click the »Edit« tab. 

• In the »Description« field, perform the desired changes. 

The document description is saved as soon as you go back to the table or close 
the »Documents« window. 

Removing Links 

• Select the document where you want to delete the link from the list. 

• Click »Delete«. 

Only the link in cobra is deleted but not the document. The file itself remains. If re-
quired, you have to delete the file manually in the Windows Explorer. 
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Telephony, Telefax 

This chapter describes how you can use cobra for telephone calls, faxes and all 
other communication tasks. 

With cobra the following communication functions are available to you: 

Calling ...................... cobra can automatically dial the telephone number of the cur-
rent address. 

Incoming calls .......... cobra recognizes if a telephone number is forwarded and 
searches the current database for this number immediately. 

Appointment Manager 
According to predefined appointments, the Appointment 
Manager can call subscribers for you. The calls can be post-
poned when they are due and when a call is completed it can 
be added as a contact. This possibility is described starting 
on page 281. 

Telefax ..................... Together with a word processor, cobra can forward the fax 
number and company name of the current address to any fax 
program. 

Making Phone Calls 
If you are being called, or you are calling someone, and you are using the default 
settings, a popup window will be opened and brought to the front. 

 

If you do not want to view this window, you can also hide it. 

• Right-click the telephony  icon in the Windows task bar. Deactivate the popup 
for incoming and outgoing calls. 
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Calling an Address 

Making telephone calls with cobra: 

Go to the address you want to call 

• Use the command »Communication: Dial Telephone Number«, 

• or, right-click a telephone field and select the »Dialing« command from the con-
text menu, 

• or, click the telephone icon  next to the telephone field, 

• or, click the telephone icon  in the »Communication« toolbar. 

The respective number is dialed. In the Windows task bar a window with several 
tabs is expanded from the telephony icon . In the »Call« tab you can see the ad-
dress of the person you are calling. 

 

You can call the following functions using the icons in the address line: 

 You can go to the currently shown address in cobra. This functionality facili-
tates your work, for example when adding a comment text or changing ad-
dress data. 

 You can create a contact for documenting the telephone call. 

You are Being Called 

If you are receiving a call, an identical window will be opened and the address of 
the caller is shown – if it could be found in the database. Otherwise, »Unknown« is 
displayed. 

Managing Incoming and Outgoing Calls 

At the bottom of the dialog you can see several icons that you can click to cancel 
the call, forward it, etc. Icons with functionalities that cannot be used in the actual 
context will not be accessible. 

 You are accepting the call. 
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 You are hanging up the phone. If the functionality for automatically creating 
phone calls as contact is activated, the contact dialog is opened. 

 You are forwarding the call. The telephone directory with the forwarding num-
bers will be opened. There you can select the respective phone number. While 
you are forwarding the call, a blue icon indicates the waiting queue of incoming 
calls. 

 You are creating a new address. 

If your telephone system supports accepting multiple calls at the same time, these 
calls are listed here. 

 

In this dialog you can see the phone number of the currently connected caller. It is 
indicated by »Current«. 

• If you want to change the conversation partner, you need to hang up first. The 
current phone call will be disconnected. 

• The connection to the next caller will be established automatically. 

Redialing 

If you have been trying to make a phone call without success, the callee’s address 
is automatically added to the »Redialing« tab. By this you are reminded of the call 
so that you can repeat the call right away. 

 You are dialing the respective telephone number. 

 You want to see the address in cobra. 

 You are creating a contact.  

 You are deleting the entry from the list. 

 You use the telephony’s search function to look for the address belonging to 
the telephone number. 
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Calls During Absence 

If you are being called but cannot pick up the phone in time, the call is added to 
this list. If the caller could not be identified, perhaps because the phone number 
has been suppressed or does not exist in cobra, »Unknown« is stated. 

 

 You are dialing the respective telephone number. 

 You want to see the address in cobra. 

 You are creating a contact. 

 You are deleting the entry from the list. 

Caller cannot be reached 

The »All« tab lists incoming calls as well as your own outgoing calls. 

 

The icons have the following meaning: 

 This is a call you missed, i.e. an incoming call that you have not an-
swered. 

 This is an incoming call that you have answered. 

 This is a call you placed, regardless if the person you called has 
picked up the phone or not. 

Searching 

You can enter a telephone number in the »Search« tab. The search for the ad-
dress to the number is started as soon as you click on the green checkmark. 
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The telephone icon on the left indicates how closely the respective address 
matches with the search term. A green telephone indicates a complete match with 
the searched number; a yellow telephone indicates a partial match. 

 You are dialing the respective telephone number. 

 You want to see the address in cobra. 

 You are creating a contact. 

Searching 

You can enter a telephone number in the »Search« tab. The search for the ad-
dress to the number is started as soon as you click the green checkmark. 

 

The telephone icon on the left indicates how closely the respective address 
matches with the search term. A green telephone indicates a complete match with 
the searched number; a yellow telephone indicates a partial match. 

 You are dialing the respective telephone number. 

 You want to see the address in cobra. 

 You are creating a contact. 
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Adding Favorites 

You can create your own list of favorites, a list of those contacts you call frequent-
ly. These shortcuts will save you searching the database repeatedly for the phone 
number. 

1. 

• In one of the overviews for incoming 
and outgoing calls, right-click an entry. 

• Use the »Add to favorites« command 
from the context menu. 

• The entry is added to the favorites. 

 

2. 

You can also add the current address from the database as favorite, or create an-
other entry independent from the database. 

• Right- click the »Favorites« tab. 

• Use the command »Add favorite«. 

• Select the respective option. 

• By clicking »OK« the entry is added to 
the favorites.  
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Result 

In future you can select the phone num-
ber directly from the favorites. 

You can also go directly to the address in 
the database, and create a new contact. 

 

Making Phone Calls via Skype 
If your system administrator has added a Skype field to the view, you can make a 
phone call directly from cobra via Skype. Prerequisite is of course a working Skype 
installation. 

• Click the icon to the right of the field. 

 

Faxing  
You send a fax by this: 

• Select the address. 

• Create the letter with a word-processing program. 

• Print the letter on a fax printer driver. 

• The fax number is entered by cobra. 

• Send the fax. 
 

cobra transfers the fax number and company name of the current address to any 
fax program. You can define the required settings under »Tools: User Settings: 
Fax« or under »Communication: Fax Settings« (see page 423). 

Additional fax programs can be added to cobra via the »Learn Mode«. 
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Prerequisites 

The following prerequisites have to be fulfilled: 

• A »Telefax« with the corresponding »Telefax program« must be installed. 

• The Windows word-processing program must be able to direct printouts to the 
fax program. Therefore, a specific printer driver for the fax program is required. 
(Most fax programs set up this driver automatically during installation.)  

• cobra must be open when the word-processing program sends the document to 
the fax driver. 

• When the fax program opens the dialog for entering the fax number and further 
addressee information, cobra inserts the values from the current address. 

Defining Fax Fields 

To define the fields that you are going to use for fax numbers in your database, 
proceed with the following steps:  

• Use the command »File: Settings. Database Structure«. 

• Activate the »Fax field« checkbox for all fields containing fax numbers. 
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A detailed description of the field settings can be found in the System Administra-
tor Manual. 

Activating Fax Number Transfer to a Supported Fax Program 

• Select »Communication: Fax Settings«. 

The »Fax Settings« dialog is displayed. 

 

• Activate the »Automatic transfer of the fax number to the fax software« check-
box. 
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• In the »Fax field« list, select one of the available fax fields from the cobra data-
base. 

• In the »Fax software« list, select your fax program. If you program is not listed, 
you can set it up with the »Learn Mode« button. 

• Click »OK« to close the dialog. 

Setting Up Fax Number Transfer to a Fax Program that is not Supported 

• Select »Communication: Fax Settings«. 

The »Fax Settings« dialog is displayed. 

• Activate the »Automatic transfer of the fax number to the fax software« check-
box. 

• If your fax program is not listed in the »Fax software« list, click »Learn Mode«. 

The »Fax Program Learn Mode for Simulated Keyboard Entries« will be started: 

 

• Switch to your word processor. Select your fax software with the command 
»File: Printer Settings«. Start the fax software with the command »File: Print«. 
The dialog of your fax software is displayed while the Learn Mode dialog re-
mains in the foreground. 

• Make sure to enter in the »FAX program title« field exactly(!) what the title bar of 
your fax program displays. 

• In the »FAX number entry field« enter the keyboard combination for positioning 
the cursor in the fax number field. This is usually done with a shortcut (like 
Alt+N) or repeatedly entering the tabulator key. Enter the Alt and tabulator key 
in curly brackets so that cobra can identify them: 
 
Alt   {Alt} 
Tabulator {Tab} 
Shift   {Shift} 
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If you are using the tabulator key you have to define the necessary number of tabs 
{Tab} for the »FAX number entry field« immediately after opening the Fax dialog, 
without using the mouse to position the cursor anywhere else first. 

• In the »Company entry field« enter the keyboard combination for positioning the 
cursor in the company field.  
Note: If you are using the tabulator key you have to define the necessary num-
ber of tabs {Tab} for the »Company entry field« starting from the fax number 
field. 

• Click »OK« twice to close the »Fax Program Learn Mode« and »Fax Settings« 
dialogs. 

• The first learn process is now completed. If cobra does not enter the fax number 
and company name automatically in the fax program window when sending a 
fax, try the »Fax Program Learn Mode for Direct Keyboard Entries«. To do this, 
use the »Communication: Fax Settings« command and then the »Learn Mode« 
button and in the following dialog the button »Different Learn Mode«. You are 
now in the »Fax Program Learn Mode for Direct Forwarding«: 

 

• Enter the name of your fax program. 

• Now, again switch to your word processor. The Learn Mode dialog of cobra re-
mains on the screen. Select your fax software with the »File: Printer Settings« 
command and start the fax software with »File: Print«.  

• When the window for entering the fax recipient is displayed, place the cursor in 
the field of the fax program where you have to enter the fax number. In the co-
bra fax learn window, click »Set Fax Window« and repeat the step for the 
»Company« field. 

• Click »OK« twice to close the »Fax Program Learn Mode« and »Fax Settings« 
dialogs. 

Sending Faxes 

• Start cobra and look for the address that you want to send the fax to. You can 
select the address in the table view or in the address mask. 

• Go to the respective application and create your document.  
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• Print the document with the print driver of your fax program.  

• When the fax program displays the dialog for entering or selecting the fax num-
ber, the corresponding fields are filled out by cobra. 

• If you selected the wrong address by mistake, change to cobra, select the cor-
rect address and go back to the fax program dialog. The fax number is applied 
again. 

• Click the respective button to send the fax. 
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Scheduling 
Appointments 

The Appointment Manager can remind you in time of meetings, calls and other 
tasks. In addition, the Appointment Manager offers some more convenient func-
tions such as creating appointments for other staff members or naming a substi-
tute for meetings in case you are unavailable. And of course, the sophisticated 
rights management will protect your appointments from unauthorized viewings. 
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In the cobra 2013 version the appointment manager has been completely rede-
signed. This guarantees seamless cooperation between cobra and the appoint-
ment manager and, if required, the appointment manager will also cooperate 
seemless with Outlook. 

The Appointment Manager knows two types of entries: appointments and tasks. 
The difference between these two is that appointments - like a meeting – have a 
defined time frame with start and end time, while tasks are not assigned with a 
clearly defined time frame. According to this, appointments and task are displayed 
separately: the appointments as calendar entries, the tasks as list. Defining mat-
ters as a task or an appointment is entirely up to you. 

The appointment manager runs as a stand-alone program independent of cobra. 
You can start the Appointment Manager from the Windows Start menu and run it 
in the background even if cobra is closed. It can also be integrated into a cobra 
view. 

Predefined Settings for Appointment Management 

There are two different predefined settings of the system that will affect your ap-
pointment management. These are: selecting the software to be used for the ap-
pointments in the cobra system settings, as well as specifying the data source in 
the cobra system settings. 

• In cobra, the system administrator specifies at »Tools: System settings: Gen-
eral« which software is to be used to manage appointments. 

 

If the cobra appointment manager is selected here, a system or appointment man-
ager defines where appointments are to be stored. This is done in the cobra ap-
pointment manager using the command »System settings: Data source«. 
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These are the settings available:  

1. »Without appointment manager« is selected in the cobra system settings. 
 Appointments are not managed, the relevant commands in the cobra 
»Communication« menu are hidden. The settings made at »Tools: User admin-
istration« to start and exit the appointment manager are ignored.  

2. The »cobra appointment manager« has been selected in the cobra system set-
tings as appointment manager. »cobra« is selected as data source in the sys-
tem settings of the cobra appointment manager. 
 Appointments and tasks are maintained within the cobra appointment man-
ager and stored in the cobra database.  

3. The »cobra appointment manager« has been selected in the cobra system set-
tings as appointment manager. »Outlook« has been selected as data source in 
the system settings of the cobra appointment manager. 
 Appointments can be edited in the cobra appointment manager as well as in 
Outlook. The dates of the appointments are stored in Outlook. Outlook must be 
running to be able to work with appointments. If necessary, it is started automat-
ically. In this case no access rights to calendars can be awarded in the cobra 
appointment manager. Instead, the calendars accessible in Outlook for a specif-
ic user must be included in the cobra appointment manager using the user ad-
ministration function instead.  

4. »Microsoft Outlook « has been selected in the cobra system settings as the ap-
pointment manager.  
 Appointments are administered and stored in Outlook only, the cobra ap-
pointment manager is not used. 
The view element »Appointment-/Tasklist« works with Outlook. 
The view element »Appointment manager« does not work with Outlook.  

Security System and Access Rights 

When Outlook is used as data source, rights management is of no signifcance. In 
this case the Outlook settings apply. 

Administrative rights 

The system administrator awards user rights for the appointment manager in co-
bra direct. To do so, the cobra security system must have been activated. 
• Use the command »Tools: System settings: User Administration: System secu-

rity«. 
• In system security, go to the tab »Roles«. The option »Restrict functional rights« 

must have been activated. 
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• The rights for the appointment manager can now be assigned using the tab 
»Functions«. 

 

This is where the following rights for the appointment manager are assigned: 

System settings ........ The right to set system settings within the appointment man-
ager. 

Group management  
The right to create and edit appointments and tasks in group 
calendars. Should you be working with the cobra appoint-
ment manager, but are using Outlook as data source, this 
setting will have no effects. 

Resource manager .. The right to share calendars and create new ones in the ap-
pointment manager.  

User rights 

All users registered in the cobra user administration have their own calendar. Us-
ers can access their own calendar and may at least read it. The resource manager 
will determine whether users may also write in their calendars and whether they 
may permit access to other users. 

There is a calendar for each group registered in the cobra user administration. All 
members of one group can read their own group calendar. Users registered as 
group administrators for appointments in the system security function have write 
access. 

Users may also access all other user/group calendars which they were explicitly 
enabled to access by a system or appointment administrator. 
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Start Appointment Manager  

If the appointment manager has been integrated into a cobra view, it will start to-
gether with cobra. 
To run it as a separate program, start it 

• in cobra using the command »Communication: appointment manager«, 

• in the Windows Start menu using the cobra program group, 

• simultaneously with cobra using this command at »Tools: User-specific settings: 
General«: 

 

As soon as the appointment manager has started, an icon will appear in the Win-
dows taskbar, depending on the settings and the Widows version.  

 

 

 If you (double) click this icon, the appointment manager will open.  

We recommend that you let the appointment manager start automatically when 
starting Windows so that you will not miss any appointments. To do so, create a 
link in the autostart folder of the Windows Start menu. The link points to the file 
SchedulerUI.exe in the subfolder \Programm of your cobra installation. Thus you 
will be reminded of all your appointments as long as your computer is running, 
even if cobra itself should not be running. 
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Predefined Settings 

The settings specific for the appointment manager are to be found in the »Tools« 
register tab. 

Categories 

Appointments can be classified using categories. 
For example, all the tasks of a specific project 
can be labeled accordingly, appointments can be 
marked as urgent etc. 

• To define a new category, click »New catego-
ry«. 

 

 

• Enter the name of the category and assign it to a calendar. 

Click »Add«. The category is created in the calendar specified. 

Calendar Management (only with cobra as data source) 

Only those users can manage calendars who are 
• cobra system administrators 
• or resource managers. This privilege is entered in the cobra system security file 

where there is a special function »Appointment manager: Resource manager«. 

There are several types of calendars: 

User calendar ........... cobra creates a calendar for each of the users registered in 
the system settings as soon as the user opens the appoint-
ment manager for the first time. A system or resource man-
ager can also create a calendar for a new user by reorganiz-
ing the calendars in the calendar management after restart-
ing the appointment manager. 

Group calendar ........ cobra creates a group calendar for each of the groups regis-
tered in the system settings as soon as one of the members 
of the group opens the appointment manager for the first 
time. A system or resource manager can also create a group 
calendar for a new group by reorganizing the calendars in 
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the calendar management after restarting the appointment 
manager. 

Other calendars ....... Besides these calendars, other calendars can be created 
manually that are independent of users or groups. Thus, e.g., 
all rooms, use of the company cars or the dates of inhouse 
sports activities can be administered without calendar man-
agement becoming too confusing. 

 

Clicking on this icon in the dialog will also show group calendars.  

Access rights to calendars are also administrated via the calendar manager. 
To enable other users to access a calendar, 

• on the left, highlight the calendar you want to have shared, 

• click the option »Share« besides that calendar, 

• and on the right-hand side enter the right to share for users and groups. 

Please note that whenever a user is assigned rights via the group he belongs to, 
he will always have the most comprehensive of these rights regardless of the 
rights he has personally. That means e. g.: If the user Hans has the right »None« 
regarding the calendar of Karl, he cannot view Karl's calendar. However, if Hans is 
a member of the group »Marketing« and this group has the right »Write« for Karl's 
calendar, Hans may not only view Karl's calendar, but even write in it.  
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In the example shown here the access rights for the calendar highlighted in the 
left-hand side are assigned to users. 

Sharing ..................... The option »Share« determines whether a calendar is ac-
cessible at all for other users.  
Access rights for a specific calendar may only be assigned if 
this option was activated. If the calendar is a user calendar, 
its owner can alway read the calendar. However, the admin-
istrator can assign a user the right to read only and not the 
right to write for his own calendar. That means that other us-
ers assign appointments to this user and he himself may not 
enter nor delete appointments in his own calendar. If the cal-
endar is of the »Other calendars« type, it must be explicitly 
released for use by other users. Otherwise nobody can view 
or edit such a calendar. 

New .......................... You create more calendars of the »Other calendars« type. 
Give the new calendar a name. 

Edit ........................... You can give the highlighted calendar a new name. 

Delete ....................... If you delete a calendar, all appointments and tasks of this 
calendar will be deleted also. 

Reorganize ............... If a user or group is deleted or created in the cobra user user 
administration, the appointment manager must be started 
again and the command »Reorganize« issued so that such a 
change is applied to the appointment manager. Please note 
that this should be always be done after such an operation. 
This will delete the calendar, together with all appointments 
and tasks. 
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Color ........................ By default, calendars are assigned colors by the system. 
However, you can also assign them a different color. To do 
so, click the field »Color« of the calendar. Select the color 
you want in the color scheme. The header and the appoint-
ment entries are shown in the color selected. 

 

User Settings 

Use the register tab »Tools« to customize calendars to individual needs. 

General Settings 
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Core hours ............... Core hours will show your working hours in the appointment 
manager. If it has been started, the appointment manager 
will also be active outside your core hours. 

Time unit .................. Define the time periods to be shown as slots in the appoint-
ment display. 

Recording data via cobra  
Time for ... Processing Later: If you perform a query and add 
all queried addresses to the Appointment Manager – for ex-
ample, for a telephone campaign – you will probably not want 
to contact all addresses at the same time. If you are pro-
cessing several entries using the query function, the ap-
pointment manager will automatically provide the interval be-
tween the entries included here and will set the starting 
and/or reminding times accordingly. 

Substitute ................. Should you not be in your office when an appointment is due, 
you can specify a colleague to whom the appointment is to 
be forwarded to. 
Select a group or user from the list. If you define a group, the 
program chooses a group member randomly. 
In the »Time for appointment editing« field you define how 
long the system will wait after the appointment is due before 
it forwards the appointment to your substitute. 

A tone sounds .......... When the reminder dialog drops down there is a sound. 

Default button is ....... If you are reminded of a contact, you can just press the re-
turn key to activate the button defined here. 

Assign priority and/or category for all newly entered appointments/task. You can 
alter this value at any time. 

Closing the appointment manager down 
Here you can specify how the appointment manager is to re-
act when the close button is activated. If you do not enter an-
ything here and close the appointment manager, there is a 
prompt asking whether you want to minimize the appoint-
ment manager or close it down. 

Properties of the data source  
If Outlook has been selected as data source in the system 
settings of the appointment manager, this is where you can 
integrate manually the calendars of other users you have ac-
cess to. To do so, click the button »Open shared calendar«. 
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Assign access rights 

Should you be using Outlook as data source, this function is not available. 

The following options to share a calendar will only be available if one of the re-
source managers has explicitly made them available to you in the system settings. 
Should that not be the case, this dialog will be disabled. 

 

In this dialog you can award access rights for your own calendar. To do so, here 
you will be offered all users and groups created in the system. 

Special dates 

Here, users can enter their own special dates in addition to those specified in the 
system. 

The syntax for entries is as follows: 
07/08/2014;Erwin’s 20th Birthday 

If the appointment is to be displayed on this day for every year, set the date to the 
year 1900. 
01/01/1900;New Year’s Day 
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Special dates will always be shown in the calendar at the upper margin, above the 
time slots. 

 

System Settings 

Only such users may administrate calendars who are system settings administra-
tors. This privilege is entered in the cobra system security file where there is a 
special function »Appointment manager: System settings«. 
Of course, a system administrator also has this prvilege. 
System settings are valid for all calendars. However, user settings are valid for the 
user they were set for only. 

• In the register tab »Tools« click system settings. 

General 

 

Appointments can be linked to different cobra data (addresses, contacts, supple-
mentary data etc.).  

• Specify whether links are to be shown in the comment texts of appointments 
and tasks. 

• If this option is active, there are several ways of taking over the automatic or 
user-specific link into a comment text. If the link was copied into the clipboard, it 
can be pasted from there to any position within the comment text or any other 
programs such as MS Word, MS Outlook etc. by right-clicking and then select-
ing the command »Insert« or by keying in Ctrl + V. 
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Calendar Settings 

 

Access rights ............ Specify whether users may, on their own, permit other users 
access to their calendars. If this option was not activated, on-
ly system and resource managers can set calendar sharing 
options. Should you not be using the appointment manager, 
but Outlook or some other eMail software, this option is not 
active. 

Holidays 

 

Enter here any holidays that are to be shown in all calendars. Movable holidays 
are entered using the syntax 07/08/2014;Erwin’s 20th Birthday, for holi-
days recurring annually select 1900 as the year, such as 01/01/1900;New 
Year’s Day. 

Data Source 

This setting is decisive for the way the appointment manager will work. Here you 
specify whether your appointments are to be entered in the appointment manager 
or in Outlook.  

 Any changes of this setting done while the appoint-
ment manager is running will only be effective after 
cobra as well as the appointment manager were re-
started.  

If you are using Outlook as data source, 

• to synchronize the appointment manager with Outlook you must always click 
the »Update« button in the cobra appointment manager; 

• any entries and changes you do in the cobra appointment manager will auto-
matically be entered in Outlook. So you do not have to do anything in Outlook, it 
will be synchronized automatically with cobra. 
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If you are using cobra as data source, 
• there is no synchronization with Outlook. 

Working with the Appointment Manager 

 

Working with the appointment manager is mainly done in the register tab »Ap-
pointment Manager«. 

Appointment Calendar  
In the middle you can see one or more appointment calen-
dars. 

Toolbar ..................... At the top, in the tabs »Appointment Manager« und »Tools«, 
you can find the toolbar. Use the toolbar to access the most 
important functions for administrating appointments and 
tasks. 

Tasklist ..................... The tasks of the active calendars, or of all calendars dis-
played, are shown at the bottom. 
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Navigating dates ...... In the middle and below at the right there are date calendars. 
Here you can see which dates are being highlighted and on 
which dates there are appointments. You can navigate to a 
specific date by clicking on this date in the appointment 
manager. Press and hold the Ctrl-key to highlight several 
dates that are not side by side. Thus you can e.g. have May 
23, June 25 and July 30 shown together in the calendar. 

Selecting a calendar  
Select the calendar you want to view at the top right. By de-
fault, your personal calendar will be displayed. 

To find a calendar more quickly, right-click it and thus mark it 
as a favorite. If you have such favorites, they will shown sep-
arately in the calendar selecting block. 

To open a context menu where you can edit the order of cal-
endars in the favorites, right-click a calendar in the favorites. 

 

Creating Appointments and Tasks 

You can create appointments and tasks without any address reference. Such as, 
for example, entering a meeting with your department in the conference room to-
morrow; a birthday party will also not have a reference to a specific address. 

You can also link appointments and meetings to addresses. This can be the case 
if you are preparing a telephone campaign for selected customers only or you 
want to be reminded of visiting a supplier. 

Entering appointments with links to a specific address 

You can create appointments without links to an address  

• in the appointment manager, by right-clicking the calendar and selecting the 
»Create Appointment« command in the context menu, 

• by double-clicking an empty field of the appointment calendar, 

• by pressing Ctrl+T,  

• or by clicking the »Appointment« button. 
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Reference, Location . Enter here the details of the appointment.  

Together with ........... Here you can enter further participants of 
the appointment manually. You can also 
link to an address in the cobra database.  

 

To do so, go to the address you want within cobra. Then 
switch back to the appointment manager and create an ad-
dress link. The address is entered in the Together with... line 
and, depending on the settings, also in the comment text. 
Should there be a link already, you will be asked how you 
want to proceed.  

 

 

Begins, Ends ............ Enter the duration of the appointment. 
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Full-day .................... This will automatically be entered for the entire day. But you 
can still enter additional appointments for this day. E.g., you 
might enter visiting a fair as full-day schedule and enter 
some appointments you made for the fair as individual ap-
pointments. A full-day schedule will not cover a complete 
day, but is set to the top, at the beginning of this day. It will 
be differentiated from the holidays shown there also by its 
color: it will be the color of that specific calendar. 

Comment field .......... Enter your notes for this appointment. Any links available will 
also be displayed here, depending on the settings. 

You can access other features using the toolbar at the top of the dialog.  

 
When you have entered the appointment data, click on this button to close 
and save it.  

 
You are deleting the appointment. If this is a series of appointments, you 
will be asked whether you want to delete only this appointment or the en-
tire series. You cannot undo this operation.  

 
Your email software is opened. The software creates a new mail contain-
ing the text of the appointment's comment field. The appointment is at-
tached as an ics file so that recipients of the mail can take over the ap-
pointment into their schedule software directly. 
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You can link an appointment to diverse cobra data such as address-
es, contacts, extra data etc. 
If you click the icon at the top of the list, a link is created pointing to 
the current address of the cobra database. 
If you click the arrow at the bottom of the list, a list of additional links 
available is opened. 
In CRM PLUS you can link appointments with data from sales pro-
jects, additional tables etc. 

In CRM PRO you can also create links to data in free tables. 

• To do so, first, in cobra, go to the data record that you want to add 
the appointment to. 

• Go back to the appointment and create the link you need. Your 
system administrator will define whether, and if so, how, the link is 
taken over into the comment text of the appointment. 

Links are stored in an appointment in two ways: 

• An address with a link is shown in a block of its own; using the 
link, it can be activated directly from the appointment. 

• Others have their own links in the »Link« selection list, so that they 
can be activated directly from the appointment. Clicking on the 
button will delete specific links.  

 
  

Using the other buttons of the »Address« block you can send mails 
to that address, call the addressee, enter contact persons for this ad-
dress and delete the link again. 

Appointments can thus be linked to service technicians, customer 
addresses or support tasks. The main link can always be an address 
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only.  

 If the reminder function is active, you can enter 
here whether you want to be reminded of the 
appointment; and if so, how long before the be-
ginning of the appointment a reminder is to be 
shown. If you are reminded of an appointment, this will be shown 
in the appointment itself by an alarm icon.  

 If you do not confirm the appointment as being handled within the 
pre-defined handling time yourself, here you can specify the per-
son who the appointment will be forwarded to. Select a group or 
an individual colleague from the list. If you choose a group, the 
appointment is forwarded to a group member selected randomly. 
In the user settings for your calendar you can select a default entry 
for this field. If you select a user without write privileges, you can 
award the privileges required in the dialog shown now.  

 This is where you can enter for whom you are creating this ap-
pointment, in whose calendar(s) it is to appear. You can mark 
several entries in the selection list. 

 

This creates inidividual appointments in each of the calendars that 
can only be edited one by one. 

 
Typical examples for recurring appointments are, e.g., a monthly 
internal meeting, watering the flowers every two weeks or anniver-
saries or birthdays. Clicking on this button will open a window 
where you can define the time intervals. 
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After having entered a »normal« appointment, you cannot change 
it to an appointment series afterwards.  

 
Categories are entered in the »Tools« tab of the appointment manager. 
This is where you assign them to appointments. If you have appointments 
displayed in a list, you can sort and filter them according to categories.  

 
If you have appointments displayed in a list, you can sort and filter them 
according to priority.  

 In addition, the importance of an ap-
pointment is displayed graphically in 
the calendar. However, appoint-
ments with priority »Normal« will not 
be specifically indicated in the calen-
dar.  

 

 You can have appointments dis-
played as free, absent etc. You can 
sort and filter them according to this 
criterium in the list view.   

 In addition, appointments are marked in the appointment calendar, at their 
left margin. Free appointments are not marked bold in the date navigator.  

 The status indicates how far editing of the appointment 
has proceeded. If you have appointments displayed in a list, you can sort 
and filter them according to their status. The status is also visualized in the 
appointment calendar.  

 
Private appointments are created by users for themselves only (in their 
own calendars). Appointments marked private can only be viewed by the 
user who created them. Any other users with write privileges can see that 
there is a private appointment, but cannot open it nor read the text of that 
appointment.  

 This is what a private appointment of 
a user looks like: 

 

This is what the private appointment 
of different user looks like: 
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You can attach any files you want to an appointment. 
The file is stored together with the appointment and not just linked to it. 
Click on the close button to delete attachments . 

 

Creating a Task 

Tasks are displayed in the appointment manager in a list of their own . 

To create a task, 

• click the »Task« button in the appointment manager, 

• or press Ctrl+A, 

• or right-click in the task pane and issue the command »Create task«, 

• or, in cobra direct, use the command »Communication:Add task to address« to 
attach a task to an address, 

• or, in cobra direct, right-click a data record and use the context menu to issue 
the command »Create task with data record«. 

 

Compared to appointments tasks have an additional feature: 
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% done ..................... You can specify how many percent of the task have been 
completed already. So if, for example, you want to organize a 
staff day, you raise the percentage whenever you have 
booked the destination, have distributed the invitations, all 
colleagues have accepted or declined etc. If you change the 
status, the percentage is raised or lowered accordingly. 

Apart from that, tasks have less editing and classification features than appoint-
ments. The following features are not available when editing tasks: 
• Series 
• Start and end time 
• Display as 

You can administrate tasks in all calendars you have write privileges for in the 
tasklist below the appointment calendar. 

Create Appointments and Tasks for a Single Address 

To create an appointment for a single address, select this address in the cobra ta-
ble or editing form. 

• Then issue a command: either »Communication: Attach appointment to ad-
dress« or »Attach task to address«. 

• Or right-click a data record in the address table and select »Create appointment 
together with data record« or »Create task with data record«. 

A dialog to enter appointments or tasks is opened. 
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Create Appointments and Tasks for Multiple Addresses 

To attach an appointment or a task to multiple addresses, query the addresses in 
cobra. 

• Use the command »Communication: Begin query«. 

• The dialog to create appointments and tasks is opened. 

 

Add ........................... Clicking this button will add the current address as appoint-
ment/task. 

Do Not Add .............. Clicking this button will skip the current address. 

Add all ...................... Clicking this button will add an appointment/task to all ad-
dresses, including the current one. 

Add query ................. This information is displayed at the lower margin of the dialog 
to show how many addresses there are in the query and how 
many you have already edited. 

Creating Appointments and Tasks for Optional Data Records (in CRM PLUS 
and CRM PRO only) 

Appointments and tasks can be linked to optional data records of the cobra data-
base by opening them in cobra or by linking them to an appointment when it is 
created. 

• In cobra, right-click the data record. 

Almost all cobra data records have such a 
context menu.  
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Creating Appointments and Tasks for Contacts 

While you are creating or editing a contact, you can add appointments or tasks in 
the active calendar by clicking the buttons required. This will create a link to the 
contact in the appointment. 

The Appointment Calendar 

Selecting Calendar(s) 

You can select which calendar(s) you want to view.  

• In the calendar selecting block, click all calendars 
you want to view. 

All calendars for which you have at least write privi-
leges will be offered for selection. Your own user cal-
endar will be shown as default.  

 

• Should you not be content with how the calendar 
selecting block is displayed, you can use the 
mouse to zoom it in or out. 

At the left side of the appointment manager view all 
calendars you selected here will be shown side by 
side. 

• You can deactivate displaying a calendar at any 
time, it will then be hidden immediately.  
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Favorites 

Favorites will help to keep track of calendars in installations with numerous users, 
groups and, accordingly, many shared and displayed calendars.  

• Right-click a calendar that is to become a favorite 
in the calendar selecting block. Use the com-
mand »Show in favorites«. 

 

• The calendar is added to the favorites. 

 

• You can alter the order of calendars within 
the favorites and also remove a calendar 
from the favorites. Right-clicking will open 
the context menu. 

• Changing the order of favorites can also 
change the color of calendars for which no individual color was specified in the 
calendar manager.  
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Hiding and Showing Calendars 

Should you have selected several calendars in the calendar selecting block, a 
toolbar is shown at the right, beneath the calendars. Use this bar to show and hide 
a calendar and to switch from one to another. 

 

Zooming Calendars In and Out 

In the user settings you have specified the time slots (15 min., 30 min. etc.) to be 
used for your calendar. If the schedule is large-scaled, appointments, especially 
short ones, are not visible very well. 

To be able to view appointments better, scale calendars. 

• Click the »Zoom in« or »Zoom out« button in the toolbar. 

• Or press and hold the Ctrl-key while scrolling with the wheel of your mouse until 
it has the size you want.  

  

Toolbar for Appointments 

 

 

Create a new appointment or a new task.  

 

For information on views see the next section of this manual.  

 
Use this button to update the appointment data. This is especially 
important if you are using Outlook as data source.  
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Grouping defines how appointment data are to be arranged when 
several calendars are displayed. Clever grouping makes it easy to 
detect time slots that are free in all calendars. 

Overlapping – appointments of all calendars selected are shown in 
a calendar side by side.  

Day by day – This view is similar to that of overlapping, but ap-
pointments are also arranged in columns headed by the name of 
calendar. 

Side by side – The individual calendars are shown separately, side 
by side.  

 
Use this icon to switch the period of time. If you are having ap-
pointments shown day by day, you will be switching to the 
next/previous day; if you are having appointments shown month 
by month, you will be switching to the previous/next month etc.  

 
Use this icon to go to this day (today).  

 
Smaller or larger periods of time are displayed. To do so, you can 
also left-click into the calendar, keep the Ctrl-key pressed and turn 
the wheel of your mouse forwards or backwards.  

 

Information on the comprehensive printing and exporting features 
can be found in a later chapter of this document.  

 

 

When you create an appointment, you specify whether you want to 
be reminded of this appointment and if so, how long before the 
date and time. If these reminders are bothering you, you can turn 
them off here and turn them on again later. 

Please note: 

• This setting is saved and retained even after the software is 
started, e.g. the next day. When you begin working check 
whether you still want the reminder turned off so as not to miss 
an appointment. 

• The function is not available if you work with Outlook, since in 
that case the Outlook reminder feature is used.  
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Views 

 

There are several predefined views for your appointment calendar. 

• You can access these views either via the context menu or the toolbar at the 
upper margin of the calendar. 

Using the date navigator, you can also have time slots shown that were selected 
individually. 

List View 

The list view is helpful especially because of its comprehensive filtering and sort-
ing features. It is used to combine appointments and tasks. 

 

Calendar .................. Here you select which entries of which calendar entries are 
to be listed.  

Period ....................... Choose here the period of time in 
which the entries to be listed must 
occur.  
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Printing ..................... Use this button to open an editor to 
arrange and print the list. Here you 
can also find numerous exporting 
features to export and mail the en-
tries required in standard file formats 
such as PDF, HTML, CSV and oth-
ers. 

 

Excel-Export ............. Use this button to export the list in 
an Excel-Format as of version 
2007 (*.xlsx).   

Delete entries ........... If you press and hold the Shift-key and then click two entries, 
the entire range between these entries will be marked. If you 
press and hold the Shift-key and then click a single entry, it 
will be marked.  

Right-clicking now will delete all ap-
pointments marked in the context 
menu.   

Filter and sort entries 
Besides the search line, your familiar 
filtering and sorting options are also 
available in the column headings.   

Group entries 
If you drag a column heading into the 
upper area, the list will be grouped ac-
cording to this column. You can also 
group in several levels by dragging 
further column headings into the area.  

 
To deactivate grouping, drag the column heading back to its 
previous position. Or right-click the grouping and use the 
context menu command »Deactivate grouping«. 

Messages ................. In the line at the lower margin of the list view you can see 
which filter is presently active and set filters of your own.  

 

Context menu 
Right-clicking into a column heading will open a context 
menu with different options. Above all, here you can specify 
which columns are to be included in the list. 
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Chronology  

The chronology function will arrange the 
appointments horizontally on a time bar. If 
several calendars were selected, this is a 
good way to get a quick overview of when 
time is available in all calendars and when 
there are double appointments.  

 

• Use the functions of the chronology »Grouping« button to display several cal-
endars below each other or together in one calendar.  

• In this view, you can also see details of an ap-
pointment if you let the cursor hover over the 
appointment for a short time.  

 

• By right-clicking you open a context menu 
where you can call further functions. 

There are some functions specific to this view. 

Time scale ................ Here you define the struc-
ture of the time intervals of 
the view.  

 

Legend of the time scale  
Specify what you want to have the columns of the time scale 
labeled with: date of a year, quarter of a year, etc. These la-
bels will be displayed at the upper margin of the calendar.  

 

Features of the Appointment Calendar 

Editing Appointments 
To edit an appointment, 

• you can double-click it, or use the command »Edit Date« from the context menu 
and then enter other data in the appointment dialog,  

• or, using the mouse, move, ex-
tend or shorten the appointment.   
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Details of an Appointment  

Details of an appointment are shown when you hover the 
cursor over an appointment. 

 

Context Menus 

In the appointment calendar you can work with context menus to e.g. change the 
view or create or edit an appointment. 

It was specified in the calendar management function or in Outlook which rights 
you have in a specific calendar. If you may only read, but not write, in a calendar, 
or you are handling the private appointment of another user, some items of the 
context menu will not be available.  

• If you right-click an appoint-
ment, several features will be 
unfolded.  

 
• You can copy one or more selected appointments of a calendar within this cal-

endar or to another one. To do so, use the commands »Copy« or »Cut« and 
»Paste« of the context menu as well as the shortcuts Ctrl+C, Ctrl+X and Ctrl+V. 
• Appointments are now pasted to exactly the point where the cursor is. So 

take care to position the cursor precisely so that the appointment is entered 
at the correct time. 

• Should someone have been appointed as your substitute, this will not be en-
tered in the pasted appointment. If required, edit the appointment according-
ly. 

• Using these commands you can also paste an appointment to an email. The 
appointment will appear as attachment in the email.  

• If you right-click in a free area of 
an appointment calendar, a con-
text menu with other features 
drops down. 

 

• Use the function »Go to Date« to view a specific day and, at the same time, 
change the view. This change is taken over by all calendars displayed at the 
moment. 
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Reminders 

Whenever you start the software, check whether the reminder is set the way you 
want it to. 

• In the register tab »Appointment Manager« click the reminder 
button. 

   

• If you switch off this function, you will not be reminded of appointments. 

• If you switch on this function, an icon is displayed at the time entered, reminding 
you of an appointment.  

If reminders were activated, a message will be displayed when the time scheduled 
for an appointment has come. 

 

In case there are several appointments (for instance, because you were out of of-
fice unexpectedly), these appointments will be displayed in a list. 

 

The editing features of these dialogs are similar. If you want to edit a specific ap-
pointment in the reminder list, mark it in the list. 

Close all ................... This will close all reminders. Simultaneously, the reminder 
function for all appointments is deactivated, so there will 
never be a reminder for any of these appointments.  
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Close ........................ The appointment marked is closed. Reminding is deactivated 
for this appointment. 

Open an element ..... You are opening the (highlighted) appointment and can edit it 
in the familiar appointment dialog. 

Status ....................... This is where you can view the status of the appointment 
and, if required, change it. 

Remind again ........... From the list, select a date and time when you want to be 
reminded of this appointment again. If you click »Remind 
again«, reminding is repeated at the new time selected. 

Date Navigator 

The date navigator will inform you about:  

• The period now shown in the calendar, highlighted in gold. 
• The present day (in this example: May 6) is also highlighted 

in gold and marked by a shadow. 
• The calendar weeks are numbered at the left. 
• Days for which appointments were entered in the calendars 

displayed are marked bold. Dates shown as »free« are not 
displayed here.   

These are the editing features of the date navigator: 

• If you click a day, the calendar view will switch to this day.  

• Use the arrow-shaped buttons between month and year to 
switch the calendar view. If you click the number of a calen-
dar week, this calendar week is selected. If workweek was 
set as view option, the workweek will be displayed.   

• If you highlight a period by dragging while keeping the left 
mouse key pressed, this period will be displayed in the cal-
endar to the left. In this way calendars for e.g. three days or 
eight weeks can be displayed. 

If you select six or seven days of a week while it is being dis-
played as »workweek«, only the workweek will be displayed. 

If you select a period of more than seven days or at least two 
days of two different weeks, complete weeks will be selected 
automatically. So it will not be possible to have periods of nine 
or eleven days displayed; instead, two weeks will be selected 
automatically.  

 

 

• Press and hold the Ctrl-key to highlight several dates that are not side by side. 
Thus you can e.g. have May 23, June 25 and July 30 shown together in the cal-
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endar. In this way it would be possible to have periods of nine or eleven days 
displayed in the calendar.  

• If you want to move an appointment, 
you can just drag it to the day you want 
in the date navigator, keeping the left 
mouse key pressed.  

• When you release the mouse key, the appointment is moved to this day. 

• If you drag and broaden the area for the 
date navigator, you can navigate in a 
larger period. 

 

Administrating Tasks 

Tasks are displayed in a list below the appointment calendar. Tasks are also as-
signed to specific calendars. 

 

If you have several calendar shown, this is where the tasks of the calendar select-
ed in the appointment area are displayed. 

If you want to have tasks from all calendars displayed, click the option »Tasks of 
all calendars selected« above the task list (this will not work with Outlook). In this 
case, tasks are grouped according to calendars. 

 

• In the column headers you will find the familiar filtering options to narrow down 
the display to specific tasks. 
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• To access more features, right-click the context menu. 

 

Printing and Exporting Appointments and Tasks 

The appointment manager has its own print manager with many features to design 
the look of the printout. Open the print manager by right-clicking the »Printer« but-
ton in the appointment manager. 

 

You can access the tools to configure the export format by clicking the buttons at 
the upper margin of the print manager. 

Calendar Selecting Block of the Print Manager  

This selection is similar to that of the appointment manager. 
Select here the calendars you want to have available for 
printing. You will be offered all calendars for which you have 
at least read privileges. 

Use the options to specify which calendars are to printed.  
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Daily View 

This view will display all the appointments of a specific day in one column.  

The settings you define 
in the print manager 
toolbar at »Options« will 

determine how the day is dis-
played. 

• This is where you select how 
many days are to be printed 
per page in the overview. 
You also define the period to 
be printed as well as the time 
scaling. 

 

• Besides the options, you will find buttons you can use to specify whether you 
want to print appointments or tasks and/or holidays.  

Private appointments of other users will also be printed, but marked as »Private«. 

Weekly View  

Among the features for the week view there 
is also a layout option. You can use it to 
spread the appointments of a week across 
two pages to provide a better overview.   

Monthly View 

Among the features of the monthly view is the option to display weekends in a 
smaller size or hide them completely. 
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Querying Appointments in the Print Preview  

Due to lack of space, texts in the appointment 
overviews to be printed are often not displayed 
completely. When you query texts please note 
that only text that is being displayed can be 
found so that it might be wise to enter only the 
first letters of a search term in the dialog.  

 

Printing Appointments  

• »Print« will open the familiar Windows-Dialog where you can se-
lect and configure a printer. Here you also restrict printing to spe-
cific pages.  

• »Quick Print« will put out all pages of the document in accordance with all the 
options set at this time. 

Exporting Appointments and Sending them as Emails  

• You export the appointment lists in one of the formats of-
fered. Depending on the format, a dialog opens where 
you can define additional settings. 

• Use the email function to export data to the format se-
lected. After exporting, your email software is opened 
and an empty email generated with the export file at-
tached.   

Showing and Editing Appointments 

Predefined Settings 

The system administrator can integrate appointments and tasks in cobra direct in 
two ways: 

• The complete appointment manager can be displayed in a register tab or part of 
it with the functions most important for your daily work. It can be integrated only 
once in any view. 

• In addition, an appointment-/tasklist can be integrated into a view showing rele-
vant appointments and/or tasks. Such a list can be integrated several times into 
a view. 

Both modules are integrated into a cobra view in the view editor. 
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Access rights for appointments and tasks are still awarded in the cobra appoint-
ment manager and not in the cobra view. And user-, calendar and system settings 
can only be awarded and changed in the cobra appointment manager directly. 

Integrating the Appointment Manager in cobra  

In the view editor, the appointment manager 
element is dragged into a register tab, part of 
a tab or any other optional area, and then con-
figured. 

 

In the configuration dialog you specify whether the calen-
dar selecting block and the date navigator are to be shown 
at the right margin of the appointment manager. You can 
alter these settings at any time.  

 

Working with the Appointment Manager in cobra 

As soon as it has been integrated into cobra, the appointment manager is availa-
ble in cobra with almost all of its functions. However, the operating elements differ 
from the stand-alone cobra appointment manager. And there is no printing feature. 
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Use the toolbar of the appointment manager above 
the calendar to access important features via the 
context menu of the view. 

• Open the context menu by right-clicking into a 
free field of the calendar. 

• Any appointment changes you make here will be 
entered in the database and will also be dis-
played in the appointment-/task lists and the ap-
pointment manager.  

 

• Use the menu item »Reminder« to switch the reminder on and off for this view. 

Individual context menus are used to handle appoint-
ments and tasks. 

• if you right-click an appointment or a task, the corre-
sponding menu appears.  
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Integrating an Appointment-/Tasklist in cobra  

In the view editor, drag a list element 
onto a tab and then configure it. 

You can position the appointment-/ 
tasklist in any area of the view. 

 

Specify the connection to the data-
base table in the first two steps of the 
configuration process. 

 

Then specify the reference to a cobra-
table. By selecting a reference table 
you define that in this appointment-
/tasklist only the entries concerning 
specific data records (such as service 
orders or contacts) will be displayed. 

 

You can integrate any amount of such lists into a view. So for a register tab with 
service orders you might have displayed service appointments only, and in a tab 
with contacts only the appointment manager entries regarding contacts. 

The last step of the configuration pro-
cess is of specially interest. This is 
where you define how data of the ap-
pointment-/tasklist are to be updated. 
This can significantly affect the pro-
cessing speed of cobra and the entire 
system performance, especially in 
networks. 

 

In principle, there are two ways of accessing appointment data: 

• If data are stored in the temporary storage, system load is not very high; how-
ever, the data displayed may not always be the latest data. The user must al-
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ways click the »Update« button to have his data updated and to have displayed 
any changes made by other users in the meantime. As long as the user does 
not update manually, the data will remain as they were when the software was 
last opened, or they will be updated automatically every five days. 

• If the appointment data are accessed directly, they will be uploaded again from 
the database whenever the user goes to another address in cobra. This will, 
however, lead to a significant increase in system load, especially in systems 
with many users. 

• User-defined access will allow the user to choose which type of access he 
wants to use. 

 

Working with the Appointment-/Tasklist in cobra 

The appointments or the tasks of a calendar are displayed in the appointment-
/tasklist. 

 

Appointment-/tasklists can be integrated into your view at different positions and 
thus refer to different data records. In this figure you can see an appointment-
/tasklist referring to an addresstable. A list referring to servicetickets has less func-
tions and will look like this. 

In the calendar selecting block you specify which 
calendar is to be shown in the appointment-/tasklist 
at this point. 

• To add another calendar to this selection, click the 
last entry »More calendars« of the list and select 
this calendar.  
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• The calendar selecting block has two register 
tabs: appointments and tasks. Select all cal-
endars you want to view in the corresponding 
tab. 

These calendars will now be available in your 
appointment-/tasklist.  

 

• Specify the period you want displayed. You can only se-
lect one of several predefined periods.  

 

• Highlight an appointment or a task. If you now click the »Edit« button, the dialog 
for editing appointments opens.  

• By clicking »Refresh table« you are reading out the latest data so that any 
changes done by other users in the meantime will be taken over.  

• A view manager can also permit you to set synchronization to automatic. Data 
will then always be synchrnoized when you go to another data record. However, 
it could be that cobra will thus become much slower. This is where you switch 
automatic synchronization on and off.  

• If automatic synchronization has been set as default, this setting will show that.  

• Click this button to display only those appointments or tasks 
that belong to the current data record. Only such entries will then be displayed 
that have been linked to this data record (e.g. a primary address or a secondary 
address). 

• If you activate this button, all entries will be displayed in the list that were 
linked to the primary and secondary addresses (a complete address structure). 
This applies only to address tables defined as reference table in the view editor. 

• In the upper part of the appointment-/tasklist, in the con-
text menu, you can find the usual options to group, sort, 
filter and select a column.  
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Managing Appointments and Tasks with Outlook Only 

This feature is available as of Outlook 2003 and higher. 
In the cobra system settings, »Microsoft Outlook« has been selected as the ap-
pointment manager. Appointments are administered and stored in Outlook only, 
the cobra appointment manager is not used. 
No data will be displayed in a view element of the appointment manager linked to 
a cobra view. But the appointment-/tasklist will also work if you use Outlook. 

Managing Appointments and Tasks with Outlook as well as the 
cobra Appointment Manager 

This feature is available as of Outlook 2003 and higher. 

In the cobra system settings, the »cobra appointment manager« has been select-
ed as the appointment manager. 

»Outlook« has been selected as data source in 
the cobra appointment manager system settings. 

In this case, appointments and tasks can be edit-
ed from both programs, but data are stored in Out-
look only. 

 

When this setting is active there is no rights management available. 

Also, any calendars shared in Outlook must be integrated into the cobra appoint-
ment manager. 

• To do so, click the »Specify settings« button in the register tab »General set-
tings« at »Data-source specific settings«.  

• In the settings, select that Outlook calendar you want 
to use as default in the cobra appointment manager. 

• Also add other Outlook calendars you have access to 
by clicking the »Open shared calendar« button.  

 

Some cobra appointment manager features are not available when working with 
cobra and Outlook: 

• The system performance goes down. 

• There are no group calendars. 
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• Private appointments and tasks are not supported. Private Outlook-
appointments are not shown. 

• Appointments cannot be assigned a status. Tasks may have a status. 

• Categories are taken over from Outlook. 

• In the cobra appointment manager there is no calendar management, no shar-
ing etc. 

• The option »Show tasks of all calendars selected« is not available. 

• If the option »Take over links in comment fields« has been activated in the sys-
tem settings of the cobra appointment manager at »General«, addresses and 
other links are imported to Outlook as text only. If this option is not active, links 
are not shown in Outlook. 

Appointments and tasks cannot be edited in cobra Web CRM nor in cobra 
Mobile CRM. 
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Campaign Management 

With the Campaign Management you plan marketing campaigns and other work 
processes integrating your addresses as well as your staff. It maps a workflow. 
Every campaign belongs to a specific database. 

You can use the Campaign Management for planning work processes consisting 
of several steps. In general, the Campaign Management indicates to you and your 
colleagues what has to be done in which sequence and when. 

Campaign Management is structured in three parts: 

• Planning 

• Execution 

• Evaluation 
 

 

1. A campaign consists of a predefined workflow which specifies the individual 
work steps. The work step is built by an If → Then pattern. In our Campaign Man-
agement, this scheme is called activity → reaction  → resulting activity. Also re-
sponsibilities and a time schedule for the individual staff members or user groups 
are defined in the workflow. 

2. Addresses are assigned to the workflow. These can be addresses of potential 
customers that would like to be called or recipients of a mailing or participants of a 
competition and so on. 

3. The workflow is split into individual activities. This indicates which employee has 
to deal with which address and how. Employees of all departments are involved. 
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Everyone handles his/her task and forwards the address to the next step of the 
process. Which step this is, depends on the reaction of the former activity. 

For an address, the campaign is completed when it has reached a final activity 
without a resulting activity. 

Planning a Campaign 
• For planning – but not for working on a campaign at a later time – you need the 

privileges of a system administrator. 

Planning is the most complicated part of working with the Campaign Management. 
In general, only one person deals with this. But you if at least read this chapter in 
order to get some information and understand the Campaign Management in prin-
ciple.  

The following campaign describes what has to be done in-house if a customer 
calls the marketing department of a software company and orders informational 
materials or a demo version or full version of a specific software.  

Become familiar with the Campaign Management by a short tutorial and follow 
some of the steps directly on the screen. 

For more complex campaigns we recommend planning them on paper first. 

Let’s start ... 

• Use the command »Campaigns: Managing: Planning«. 

• Click »New«. 
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A blank campaign editor appears. 

 

• Enter the name of the campaign. 

• It is possible to save campaigns, like formats, in areas and thus define who will 
be allowed to access a specific campaign. 

• If you want to add an address multiple times to a campaign, click the »Allow 
repetition of identical addresses« option. This makes it possible to add the 
same addressesto several steps of a procedure. 

A new campaign always starts with an empty »Start« activity. 

• Double-click the »Start« box. 
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»Start« is an activity and you define 
its details here. 

Define a name for this activity, for 
example »Waiting«. It is the state 
you are in prior to the customer’s 
call. You can define »Type« and 
»Task description« of the activity as 
you like.  

The editor can be an individual user 
or a whole user group. Here you 
decide to whom this activity will be 
assigned. 

 

Allow removing address from campaign 
If this option is activated the editor can delete addresses 
from the campaign if further follow-up is not interesting. 

Automatic removing of the address 
This option is available only for final activities. Final activities 
are activities where no possible reaction has been defined 
and they are therefore placed at the end of a campaign. If for 
a final activity this option is activated, the address is removed 
from the campaign as soon as it has reached the last step. 

Allow to repeat the activity 
Define how often the activity can be repeated, if it can be ex-
ecuted more than one time at all. For example it can be use-
ful to restrict the number of calls when following up on a con-
tact that has not been reached. 

Variable rights ...... If variables have been assigned to a campaign, here you can 
define for each single activity the behavior for the variables. 
For example you can hide variables for certain steps or block 
them for entries. 
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• Click on a field in the 
»Authorization« col-
umn. 

• The field is changed in-
to a selection list. 

• Select the value for this 
activity. The following 
values are available:  

Entry required ...... The variable field must be filled, other-
wise the editor cannot finish this step. 

Hidden ................. Hides the variable for this step. 

Write-protected .... Shows the default value or the value 
entered in a previous step, but it blocks 
any changes for the value. 

The »Reactions« area is interesting because it is here that the crucial information 
which defines the work process is listed: 

1. Reaction: What is the customer doing? 

2. Resulting activity: What will we do in reaction to the customer’s activity? 

The complete Campaign Management proceeds by the logic: reaction → resulting 
activity. Besides mapping customer relations you can of course map all workflows 
that are suitable to an action – reaction scheme. 

*** 

In this case, the first customer’s first reaction is the ordering of informational mate-
rial. 

• Under »Reactions details« in the »Name« list field, enter »Customer asks for in-
fo«. 

 

• Under »Execution by« the following settings are possible: 
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• The task is assigned to the user or user group which is defined in the »As-
sign to« area. 

• Or an automatic reaction is created that is executed independently by the 
system. For example if an explicit reminder is needed to revert to the cus-
tomer, an automatic reaction could be that an internal e-mail is sent after two 
weeks, or a keyword is assigned to the respective addresses. 

• Costs can be assigned to every resulting activity so that you are able to control 
the (up to now or final) total cost of a campaign.  

• Click on »New« next to »Resulting activity«. Define the name »Send info« for 
the resulting activity. 

• Under »Execute on« specify when the resulting activity has to take place, in this 
case within 2 days. This is where you decide how much time the employees will 
have to handle the task.  

• You can assign events to the individual reactions. These are assigned to the 
address automatically when the reaction takes place. Possible reactions are the 
adding of a keyword or a contact. This way, the address can be easily queried 
later on. 

*** 

As »Events of the Reaction«, some predefined automatic events are available. 

 

•  Define a »Name«. 

• The following event types can be used: 

Add keyword When the reaction is executed, a keyword is assigned 
automatically to the respective address (in this case, it 
could be for example »Potential customer«). 

Remove keyword When the reaction is executed, a keyword is deleted 
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automatically from the respective address. For exam-
ple, if somebody’s address belongs to the category of 
potential customers and he/she places an order now, 
the keyword »Potential customer« can be deleted and 
the keyword »Customer« assigned instead. 

Modify field content By this, event specific content is inserted in specific 
fields of the database. 

 

Add contact You can define the automatic creation of a contact. If 
calling a customer is a step of the campaign, the con-
tact is created automatically. 

Create message A message is sent automatically to one or several of the 
users registered in cobra. If you select this option, a dia-
log is opened where you can create the message. 

 

Create additional data You can create an additional data record, for example 
for a service order, a device, or something else. 

• Select the respective additional data table. 

• Click on »Add«. Now you can define the data record. 
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*** 

Send e-mail You can send out an e-mail containing, for example, 
additional product information. 

 
Click »Add e-mail« and select the type of e-mail you are 
going to send. You can add several e-mail fields. The 
program will then search within the database for an en-
try in the upper field of the list. If an e-mail address can 
be found, this address will be used, If not, the program 
will go to the next entry in the list, etc. 
The order of the e-mail addresses can be changed by 
clicking the address and then using the »Priority« com-
mand. 
You can also add an individual address of a recipient 
manually. 
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*** 

• Confirm with OK. 

The campaign has changed. 

• The start activity is renamed to »Waiting« and a responsible person has been 
assigned: <Marketing>. 

• The arrow going downwards is the customer’s reaction. If you click on the 
»Waiting« box, the name of the reaction »Customer orders information materi-
al« appears. 

• The lower box indicates the resulting activity: the shipment of informational ma-
terial. With these two boxes a small workflow is defined: We answer the phone 
– the customer orders a prospect – we ship the prospect.  

*** 

There are two more reactions with respective resulting activities: 

Reaction: customer orders demo – resulting activity: shipment of demo version 

  and 

Reaction: customer orders product – resulting activity: shipment of product. 

They are created in analogy to the first reaction. 

 

This has the following effect in the editor: 
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*** 

Now double-click the »Shipment of informational material« activity. 

Assign two possible reactions to the activity: 

Reaction 1: The customer doesn’t react. As resulting activity he/she will be called 
after 1 week. 

Reaction 2: The customer reacts and orders the product. As resulting activity the 
product is shipped immediately. You already defined this resulting activity »Ship-
ment of product« in the first step and therefore you can select it from the list of re-
sulting activities. 

The editor displays the following process. 

Now that you understand the principle, you can finish the campaign by adding a 
few more steps. 

A campaign may look like this example in the end: 

 

Variables 

In the Campaign Management you can assign variables to the campaign. Varia-
bles are entry fields that can be found at the individual activities. By this, you are 
reminded to make specific entries. Click on the »Assign Variables« button in the 
campaign editor. 
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With the  and  buttons you add these variables to the campaign or remove 
them again. 

The variables are displayed in a tree structure by a category and a name. 

Since the employees gather data here during 
a campaign, there are 3 types of entries: 

• Yes/No 

• Date 

• Text. 
 

Activating a Campaign 

The campaign must be activated in order to assign addresses to it. 

 

Click on the campaign an then 
on »Activate«. 

Close the window with »Exit«. 

You can run any number of 
campaigns. If no more address 
in the campaign can be found, it 
can be defined as finished and 
stopped. Campaigns must not 
necessarily be stopped; they 
can be filled continuously with 
addresses and you can also 
create statistics on them con-
sistently. 
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Executing a Campaign 
You can work with the toolbar: 

 

Assigning Addresses and Linking Data 

If you plan a marketing campaign where you contact the potential customers, you 
have to query the addresses first and then assign them to the campaign. 

If you are having a campaign like in the example, where customers are contacting 
you to gather information, you will add the customer addresses to the campaign 
after every single call. If you want to contact a specific market group, you will as-
sign the addressed directly to the campaign and work through the addresses. 

 

 In order to assign addresses, 
click the »Add address to campaign« 
button in the »Campaign« toolbar, or 
use the menu command »Cam-
paigns: Add address«. 

If you want to assign several ad-
dresses, query the addresses first 
and the select the »Queried ad-
dresses« option. 

The dialog shown here will be 
opened. While the dialog is opened, 
you can continue working in cobra, 
for example to go to a different ad-
dress. 

• You determine the start activity for the campaign. 

• You can also specify the starting time for the cam-
paign. 

• You can also fill in variables. The variables can be 
found in the “Variables” tab. 

• Within the »Links« tab you can create links to data 
from the database. If you click »Add addresses«, a 
selection is opened where you can define the target of 
the link (see figure at the right). 
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• Links can also be created di-
rectly in cobra. Right-click a 
contact table, additional data 
table, or a similar one in order 
to call the context menu. 

• Us the command »Create ac-
tivity together with data rec-
ord«. 

• The »Addresses to campaign« 
dialog is opened. You can find 
the link to the corresponding 
data from the database within 
the list of available links. 

 

• Now use the command »Campaigns: Activities« or click on the  but-
ton in the »Campaigns« toolbar. 

• The list of activities appears and the addresses are set to the start activity 
»Waiting«. 
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In this window the necessary work steps are shown. Various filters can be used in 
order to select specific tasks. The filters can be found in the window header. 

 

 You open a selected activity for editing. Alternative you can open the ac-
tivity via a double click. 

 The address that is assigned to the selected activity is shown in the 
background of the address table. 

 This command refreshes the activity list. The command is used in 
case additional addresses have been assigned to the activity. 

 The top line of the activity list is a search line. 
When a term is entered in a search field, the re-
spective column will only show entries that are 
matching to the search term. 

 

 The window with the graphic display of the cam-
paign is shown or hidden. 

 

 The »Filter« is shown or hidden. By this it is possible to filter the 
displayed activities for specific due dates, editors, etc. 

You can also filter in the column headers. Which filters will 
be available depends on the entries in the respective col-
umn. 

• Click on the small funnel icon in the respective column 
header. Select the desired filter.  

The filters can be combined in any way. The activities that will be shown are only 
those that meet all filter criteria. 

You can add variables to the activity list. 

• Right-click a column header. 
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• Within the context menu, go to the column selection. 

• The variables will be shown. You can drag a variable to the columns of the ac-
tivity list while keeping the left mouse key pressed. 

 

A context menu will offer additional possibilities for editing. To open it, right-click 
the list. 

In this example you can use 
the »Query addresses« 
command. All addresses, be-
longing to the selected activi-
ty, will be queried in the da-
tabase.  
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Assigning Resulting Activities 

• Double-click the »Waiting« activity. Edit it by defining the next step. In this case, 
the customer has ordered a demo version. Click on this reaction. As the ship-
ment is to follow instantly, it will immediately appear in the activities list of the 
responsible employee. 

 

Via the buttons in the upper right part of the dialog you can immediately contact 
the address. 

Call .............. This option is of interest only if you are using the cobra telephony. 
If the telephony is not set up, no telephone numbers are displayed 
in the dialog to the right, even if the telephone numbers are en-
tered for the address. 
 
All telephone numbers stored for this address are displayed. Se-
lect one telephone number and confirm with »OK«. The number 
will be dialed. 

E-mail .......... The »Send e-mail« dialog appears. 

Letter ........... The »Letter -> Text program« appears. 

Appointment The Appointment Manager will be started and you can create an 
appointment. 

• Confirm with OK. 

New addresses are automatically assigned to the software shipping department. 
Every staff member checks his/her activity list regularly. . The software 
shipping department must ship the demo version. 

Two hours later the order will have been shipped. 
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In cobra it is recorded that the prospective customer should be contacted to find 
out if the product quality was satisfactory. 

 

• Via the buttons to the right you can contact the respective address at any time. 

• Click on the reaction of the customer. 

The »Others« reaction allows going back to the campaign planning, where you 
can select another resulting activity, while still speaking to the customer. This is 
helpful if the customer comes up with new expectations. 

The »Assign resulting activity to me« option will ensure that for activities assigned 
to a group where you are member of, the resulting activity is always assigned to 
you. This can be helpful for example, if you know the customer well. 

You can create links to the different data tables from the database. Click the »Add 
addresses« tab and open a selection. 
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While working in this dialog, you can simultaneously continue your work in cobra. 
This means that if you click a link in this dialog, the corresponding data record is 
called and shown in the background. If you are going to create a link to a device, 
you can go to the cobra record in the background. It is not necessary to close the 
activity first. 

If you defined variables, they will be shown within a separate tab. 

 

• Select the desired entries from the variables selection lists. If a variable requires 
an entry, it is mandatory to make a selection. It could be that different variables 
were defined for each activity or that variables are shown in write-protect mode 
so that you can read but not change them. 

• Enter any comments you require in the »Comment« tab. 

• In the »History« tab the individual steps of the address in the campaign are 
listed. 
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Querying within the Campaign 

You can query addresses where a specific activity was assigned within a cam-
paign. 

 

*** 

Every address is active in a campaign until a final activity is reached. With this ac-
tivity, the address is removed from the campaign. Of course the address can be 
added to a different campaign now, for example, a campaign that informs the cus-
tomer regularly on new product releases and new versions. An address can be-
long to any number of campaigns simultaneously. 

Evaluating a Campaign 

At a Glance 

Use the command » Campaigns: Managing: Evaluating«. 

 

Campaign: define the campaign that is to 
be evaluated. 

Type of evaluation: Several types of statis-
tics are available to you. The table statis-
tics with export to Excel creates a data ta-
ble covering all campaign activities. This 
table will then be exported and can be 
evaluated statistically in MS Excel. 

Limits of evaluation: These limits can be 
helpful for the exact statistical evaluation. 
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Via Reporting System 

Via the command »Reports: Reports« you can start the cobra Reporting System. 
In the »Campaigns« category individual, detailed evaluations can be created. 
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Sales Projects 

The Sales Module supports you in the task of individual customer care. While 
Campaign Management is used to define a workflow with several employees for 
many addresses, the Sales Module has a different purpose: it manages individual 
commercial offers to individual prospective clients or customers, and therefore 
captures detailed data for the quotation as well as the current project status. It also 
supports a precise sales forecast, and functions together with the cobra Appoint-
ment Manager as a reminder for the next work step. 

 
Individual employees can use the Sales Module to manage their own 
sales activities, whereas the Campaign Management assigns clearly 
defined and standardized work steps within an action to many em-
ployees. 

Basically this module can be used to support the exact documentation of all your 
sales activities for every individual address stored in the database. It allows you to 
capture information, for example,»I am trying to sell article Z to company Y – my 
chance of success is approximately 75 % - remind me for this one or this other 
appointment to inquire at company Y«. In addition to this information you can store 
further details about the Sales Project, such other involved partners. From this in-
formation you can create evaluations that provide an exact overview on the suc-
cess of your activities. 

The module can be divided into 

• Creating and editing Sales Projects 

• Managing Sales Projects 

• Settings (for group and system administrators, therefore details can be found in 
the System Administrator Manual) 
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Creating and Editing a Sales Project 
A Sales Project describes a single task (for example the attempt to sell a specific 
product and / or a specific service to a certain customer), assigns different activi-
ties to this task, and eventually addresses of the other people involved. Therefore 
the name of the editor for such a project contains, among others, the address of 
the prospective customer as well as sales-related information. 

 

You can only consider creating Sales Projects for primary addresses. 
This will ensure that the projects are assigned correctly even after the 
contact has left the company. 

• Use the command »Sales: Create Sales Project«. 
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Project Information 

The Sales Module can be changed by system and group administrators, so maybe 
your sales projects look quite different. You find further information in the system 
administrator’s manual. 

Name ....................... Define a name for the Sales Project (e.g. »Update«). The 
name describes the project in short. Every project must have 
a name. 

Address .................... The customer to whom you want to sell something should be 
listed as address. Only one address can be defined as cus-
tomer for each Sales Project. It is possible, however, to de-
fine any number of Sales Projects for each address. The 
program will suggest the currently activated address. 

 Clicking the icon with the person to the right of the address 
display opens a search dialog. Here you can select an ad-
dress. 
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• You can search in the two fields, by which the address is 
displayed in the Sales Project. Enter the search term. You 
can combine the entries from each field, for example to 
search for a specific contact within a specific company. 
You can use the * character as wild card. *bel return 
“Abel“,“Sobel“, etc, *bel* return Abele, Beleuchtung, Mül-
lers Möbelhaus etc. 

• Click on »Search«. 

• In the search results, click on the desired address. 

• Click »OK« to confirm. This address will be entered in the 
Sales Project. 

 

A click on the list arrow on the right side of the person icon 
opens a context dialog. 

Select – Opens the address search which is described here. 

Go to – Jumps to the selected address in the address table. 

Call – Calls the number of the specified address, if telephony 
is installed. 

Writing letter – Opens the word processor specified in the 
system settings and enters the address in the document. 

E-mail – Opens the e-mail program specified in the system 
settings and enters the address in the e-mail document. 

Arranging appointment – Opens the appointment calendar 
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and offers a new appointment that is pre-filled with the ad-
dress data. 

Editor ........................ If you are a regular user, your name is already entered here 
and no changes are possible. 
 
If you are a group administrator, you can select between all 
cobra users whose groups you are managing. For example 
you can assign a Sales Project to a different group member 
as editor. 
 
If you are a system administrator, all cobra users are offered. 
You can assign a Sales Project to a different user as editor. 

Classification ............ This defines the lead quality. This field has no impact on oth-
er fields. 

Lead source ............. The lead source describes how the contact leading to this 
project was established. 

Planned turnover ...... This value describes the volume of sales that will be gener-
ated if the project is completed to its full extent. This value is 
automatically calculated from the sum of all positions which 
are entered in the lower part of the dialog. 

Sales Phase/Feasibility/Expected Turnover 

 Sales phases reflect the probability for the success of the 
project. 

 

These phases are defined by the administrator in the config-
uration. 

For each phase, a specific probability is specified. It is possi-
ble to manually change the probability for a phase. 

From this probability and the value for the created positions, 
the program calculates the sales forecast. 

If you click on the left button, the sales phase selection is 
opened. In this selection you can see detailed information to 
the individual phases. 

Priority ...................... Describes the importance of the project. You can select from 
the predefined priorities. 
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Details 

Created on ............... Shows the date of creation for the sales project. 

Status .......................  Click on the icon  on the right of the field to select one of 
the possible values. 

 

In process – This is the initial status of a new project. This 
status remains until you select a different status. At this sta-
tus, all project properties can be changed. 

Won – If the project has been finished successfully, you 
change it to this status. The project will be put to a probability 
of 100% and locked for modifications. 

Lost – If the project has failed, you change it to this status. 
The project will be put to a probability of 0% and locked for 
modifications. 

In this dialog you can specify the cause associated with won 
and lost projects in the »Cause W/L« field. 

 
Won and lost projects are protected from modifica-
tions. You can only change the fields »Cause W/L«, 
»Closed on « and »Forecast«. 

Only an administrator can reset the project status to 
»In process«. Only when it is in this status can the 
project be edited. 

 

Cause W/L ............... This is the reason why the project has been won or lost 
[compare the »Status«field]. This field is active only if a sta-
tus »Won« or »Lost« has been assigned to the project. 

Closed on ................. This selection is accessible if the project status has been set 
to »Won« or »Lost«. Here you enter the actual closing date. 

Project start .............. Select the time frame within which the project should be 
handled. 
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If you are handling a construction project, this is the time 
span for building. 

Planned completion 
You do not have to enter data into this field. If you want to 
enter a date, click on the checkbox. A calendar selection will 
open from which you can select a date. If the project is 
closed due to win or loss, this selection will be blocked. 

Forecast ................... You can add a project to the forecast. This causes the sales 
values for this project to be shown in the evaluations. This 
selection is only activated if a » Planned completion « has 
been defined. 

Register Tabs 

Contacts 

Here you can enter all contacts involved in this project. Any number of contacts 
can be added to a sales project. 

 

• Clicking »New« will open the contact window and add the contact and additional 
information to the sales project. 
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• To define settings for the sales project, click on the  button: 

 

There is a special feature for sales projects: open and closed contacts. The re-
spective settings are defined during the creation of the contact. 

Planned contact date 
You can also plan contacts for the future. To do this, define 
the planned date for the contact during the creation of the 
contact.   

The contact is listed in the sales project in the »Contacts« 
tab under the »Open« category. If the point of time when you 
planned to establish the contact has past, then the contact 
will be highlighted in red as a reminder. 

 

Completed ................ When the contact has been established (or you are creating 
a contact from the past), click on the »The contact has hap-
pened« option. This adds the contact to the completed con-
tacts. 
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These contacts are stored in the sales project as well as in the »regular« contact 
history. 

Additionally, you can also work with the Document Management. If a document is 
assigned to a contact, you can open the document directly from the »Contacts« 
tab without having to open the contact itself. You can recognize documents by an 
icon on the left margin, as shown in the screenshot. 

• Click on the contact. 

• Click on the »Documents« button. 

The document will be opened in the respective application. 

Contacts can be edited and removed using the buttons or the object menu. The 
object menu can be opened by clicking on the contact with the right mouse button. 

Positions 

This list includes all positions (e.g. products and services) that will be sold within 
the scope of this sales project. From these entries, the planned sales shown in the 
upper dialog area is calculated. 

• If you want to add a new position to a sales project, click »Add«. 
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• Click the  button to open the posi-
tions created by the system administra-
tor. Select a position. If you may 
change for example the name of the 
position, or the price, this will not impact 
the master data of the position. 

• Make sure to always select the correct 
unit of quantity (in the example shown 
here this is »Meters«). 

 
• If the desired position does not exist, you can create it manually. Type in the 

name, amount and price, and eventually the discount. The field for the ID must 
be blank in this case. Manually created positions are not added to the position 
master. 

• When you confirm the selection, the position is added to the position list for this 
sales project. The corresponding sales figures are also updated at this time.  

• Click the »Edit« button to open a selected position. In the »Edit positions« but-
ton you can change all properties for a position. 

• If you want to delete a position, select it and click »Remove«. 

• Positions can also be edited or removed via the context menu. 

• With the »Up« and »Down« buttons you can modify the position order in the list. 
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Forwarding Positions 

You can forward the position list and customer information directly to a letter in MS 
Word. 

• To do this, click the »Output« button. 

• Select the format template you want to use. 

• After you confirm with »OK«, the selected 
template will open in the corresponding 
word-processing program. Positions and 
recipient address will already be entered in 
the text. 

 

If the program is configured accordingly, the offer will be automatically filed in the 
Document Management, and the contact for the sales project will be created. This 
contact will then be shown in the »Contacts« tab of the sales project. 

Creating Individual Document Templates for Output 

Format templates for output are stored in the system directory of your cobra-
installation in a \OFFERS.DOT directory. You can place any number of individual 
document templates here. 

The document templates use bookmarks containing the name of a database field. 
As field name the user level name or a logical field name can be used. For each 
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bookmark, the program searches for a corresponding field in the addresses. If the 
field can be found, its content is written to the document. 

If you want to use a field – for example »Last name« – 
repeatedly in a document template (for example in the 
address and letter text), you have to use a work-
around. MS Word does not allow the use of several 
bookmarks with identical names in a single document. 
To work around this you can use underscores. Define 
the names »Last name«, »Last name_«, »Last 
name__« for the bookmarks. In each case, the content 
of the »Last name« field is added to the document. 

 

Specific bookmarks Effect 
APOM_OFFERNUMBER With this bookmark the quotation ID is entered. It 

consists of YearMonthDay-HourMinute. 

APOM_POSITION Here, all positions of the quotation are added to 
the document. 

APOM_SUMMARY This bookmark inserts the total amount for the 
quotation. 

APOM_USERNAME At this point, the name of the users which is cur-
rently logged in is entered. 

APOM_FIELD_[Name of 
the field] 

Herewith you can add additional field defined by 
your system administrator to the document. 
If the field name contains blanks, they will have to 
be replaced by underscore _ in the bookmark. 
If the identical additional field (e.g. »Realized 
turnover«) is used several times in the same doc-
ument, the bookmarks will have to be numbered 
consecutively, using an underscore in front of the 
number: 
APOM_FIELD_Realized_Turnover_1 
APOM_FIELD_Realized_Turnover _2 
APOM_FIELD_Realized_Turnover _3 

APOM_NOTES Herewith you can add the text from the sales pro-
ject comment field to the document. 

APOM_USERATTRIB_ With this bookmark user attributes can be added 
to the document. One of the following Logical Us-
erlevel Names will have to be added as suffix to 
the bookmark in order to call the corresponding 
attribute. 
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 Logical Userlevel Name 
sn  ............................................  
givenName  .............................  
mail  .........................................  
telephoneNumber  ...................  
streetAddress  .........................  
postOfficeBox  .........................  
postalCode  .............................  
l  ...............................................  
 
 
co  ............................................  
homePhone  ............................  
mobile  .....................................  
facsimileTelephoneNumber  ....  

User attribute 
Last name 
First name 
E-mail address 
Phone number 
Street 
P.O. Box 
Postcode 
City [The name is 
a small L, no cap-
ital i] 
Country 
Private phone 
number 
Cell phone num-
ber 
Fax number 

 If you want to add your last name to the docu-
ment, the complete bookmark will have to be en-
tered: 
APOM_USERATTRIB_sn 

Comments 

Here you can add any text. In the context menu, which opens with right-click you 
can edit text, copy it or paste it from the clipboard. 

Involved Addresses 

In the case that other companies and persons – such as architects, service pro-
viders or construction managers – will be involved in the sales project, in addition 
to you and the prospective customer, you can enter these addresses here. 

• Click »Add«. 

• In the »Involved Addresses« dialog click the 
magnifier icon. 

 
• The dialog for the address search will open. 

• Enter a part of the desired company or person name in the »Company« or 
»Last name« field. In case your administrator has defined different fields, these 
will be offered here. 
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• You can use the * character as wild card. *bel return “Abel“,“Strobel“, *bel* re-
turns “Abel“, “Abele“, “Beleuchtung“, “Müllers Möbelhaus“, etc. 

• Click »Search«. 

• All addresses matching to the search criterion will be listed. 

• Select the desired address and confirm with »OK«. 

• Assign a function from the list to the address. 
This function describes the involvement of 
this address in the sales project. 

 

• Confirm with »OK«. The address will be added to the sales project. 

• Addresses can also be edited or removed via the context menu. 

Log 

 

This register offers two sub-tabs. 

Log entries  

The log records the changes for important sales project fields in detail. The entries 
are grouped by date and time. The log records the changed fields, old and new 
values. 

You can copy entries to the clipboard via the context menu. 

You can export entries to a HTML file via the context menu. 

Phase cycle 

Here you can see at which point in time the project has reached a phase and how 
long it remained within a phase. 

Printing 

Via the »Print« button on the bottom left the sales project can be printed. A dialog 
is opened where you can use the editing possibilities that you already know from 
the Reporting module (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert. ff.). 
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Use the command »File: Export document« to create a different data format for the 
output. Now the data can be imported to other applications and further edited 
there: 
• PDF 
• HTML 
• Rich Text (RTF) 
• Excel 
• XLSX 
• Graphic (BMP, EMF,WMF,GIF,JPEG, PNG, TIFF) 

Managing Sales Projects 
The sales projects list is the central tool for your work with sales projects. 

• Use the command »Sales: Sales Projects List«. An overview on all sales pro-
jects is opened. 

• Your system administrator can add this list to the view. 

 

In the left area of the dialog you can find the sales projects list. A maximum of 400 
sales projects can be displayed.  
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If more than 400 sales projects are stored, only 400 will be shown when the pro-
ject overview is opened, but the program will indicate that more projects exist and 
you can decide if all sales projects are to be displayed. 

In the right area of the dialog you can find the list administration and project 
search. Here you can create new lists and delete unnecessary ones. You can also 
define the search criteria that will find the sales projects shown in the list to the left. 

The Object Menu in the List 

You can access important functions via the object 
menu. For example, functions for managing data, 
data output and list design. 

• In the sales projects list to the left, select an entry 
with the right mouse button. An object menu will 
open. 

Opening Sales Project 

The sales project you clicked on will open for edit-
ing. It is also possible to open sales projects by a 
double-click. 

New Sales Project 

The dialog for new sales projects will open. 

 

Use as template 

With this command a duplicate of the sales project is created. The related ad-
dresses and contacts will not be added to the duplicate. You can edit the duplicate 
and use it as starting point for new sales projects. 

• If you want to see the duplicate in the list, select is from the »Update list « con-
text menu. 

Go To Address 

The program switches to the specified address in the address table. 

• If you close the dialog box with the sales project overview and go to the address 
table, the respective address will be selected. 

• If you have embedded the sales projects in a view, the change to the address 
table will occur automatically. 
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Query 

You can query addresses linked to sales projects. The following options are possi-
ble: 

Select one or several projects in the sales projects list. To select several projects, 
hold the Ctrl key down as you click on them.  

Customers to … ....... In the address table, customer addresses for the selected 
sales projects are queried. After the query is finished, go the 
address table to view the query result. 

Involved addresses .. In the address table, the addresses involved in the selected 
sales projects (construction manager, service provider, etc.) 
are queried. After the query is finished, go the address table 
to view the query result. 

Consider all sales projects in the list 
With this option, the respective query is not only performed 
for the currently selected project, but for all existing sales 
projects. 

Quick Search 

The first row of the list can be used as search line. 

• Enter a search term in one of the search line fields.  

• Only the sales projects matching to this search criterion 
will be shown. 

• If you want to undo this filter and shown all projects again, 
it is sufficient to delete the search term in the first line.  

• In some cases you can select the search criterion from a selection list. 

• If you want to show all sales projects again, click on the fil-
ter icon in the column header and select »All«. 

 

Column Selection 

You can define which information for a sales project should be shown in the sales 
project administration. 
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• Drag the selected category into the top line 
which contains the column headers. 

• If you want to release one of these columns, 
drag it back to the column selection. 

 

• You can also change the column sequence di-
rectly in the list. To do this, keep the mouse 
button pressed while moving the column 
header to the target position. 

 

• Probability or status of the project is displayed graphically in a separate 
column. 

 

Automatic / Manual Column Width 

With this setting you can define that either the column width is set manually or you 
define that it is done automatically by the program. 

List Selection 

With this option you can hide the search area to the right. 

Refresh List 

This command updates the content of the list. 

Print / Export 

Via these two object menu commands you can initiate the output for the active list 
of sales projects. The output is restricted to a maximum of 400 data records. 

• With »Print« you can send the data output to a printer installed on your PC. 

• With »Export« you can send the data output to a file. One of the following export 
formats must be selected: 
– Excel (*.XLS) 
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– PDF (*.pdf) 
– Rich Text (*.rtf) 
– HTML (*.htm) 
– Text (*.txt) 

Creating a New Message 

This command from the object menu opens the program-internal messaging sys-
tem. 

Create Activity with sales project 

You add addresses to an activity. 

Grouping Sales Projects in the List 

You can group the sales projects in the list as you wish. 

• Drag the column header of the se-
lected column into the dark grey 
field on the top of the overview. 

• The list will now be grouped ac-
cordingly. The individual groups will 
be delimited from each other by 
grey bars. 

 

• Grouping across multiple levels is possible. To do this, drag another column 
header into the upper area. Within the first grouping, the sales projects will be 
grouped by the second criterion. 

• You can release the grouping by dragging the column header back to its original 
position. 

• You can delete an entire column by dragging it over the project list until a cross 
is displayed. 

List Administration and Sales Project Search 

The entire area on the right of the dialog is used to manage the lists and for the 
search function. 
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List Administration 

 

There are four lists supplied with the program that cannot be deleted: 

• All sales projects 
• Sales projects edited recently – this list includes all sales projects from the last 

four weeks, independent of their status. 
• Top sales projects – these are sales projects with the status »In Process«. They 

are sorted by the »Sales forecast«. 
• Open contacts – these are sales projects with open contacts. 
The following options for managing lists exist: 

 
Saves a list under a different name. This list is the starting point for a new 
individual list. 

 
Irreversibly deletes a complete list. 

 
Updates the active list. 

 
Resets the list to its original status. Changes to the number of columns or 
the column order will be lost, as well as user-specific settings. 

List Settings 

You can filter the sales projects in a list so that only those sales projects that 
match certain criteria will be displayed. 

 
Please note that the sales projects list can show a maximum of 400 
sales projects. If the project you are searching for cannot be found, 
please improve the search criterions. 

• After you define your settings for the areas listed below, click on the  
button. The list will be filtered accordingly. 

You can define a specific time frame or point in time for 
a specific event within a project. 
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• You can filter for sales projects belonging to certain 
addresses using the address reference. If necessary, 
you first have to query for addresses in the address 
table. An address family will be used to find the sales 
projects for the primary and the associated second-
ary addresses 

• Under prognosis you can define whether the project 
will be included in the forecast or not. 

• The other fields have already been explained in the 
sales project definition. 

 

Evaluating Sales Projects 

The evaluation of the sales projects is possible in the »Reports: Reports« menu. 
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Clients and Projects  

Creating clients and projects can help to evaluate customer relations based on 
economical points of view. 

In a “Project” you collect data and activities for a specific customer. Every contact 
can be assigned to such a project and entered according to timely and economical 
points of view. The data can be evaluated and mirrors the history and cost of the 
project. 

A "Client" is the customer of a project. Project data is assigned to him in the end. 
Every project belongs to a client and every client can of course order any number 
of various projects. A call center where customers can call, will define an individual 
call number for every project and by this number, incoming calls can be assigned 
as project costs and evaluated.  

Under »File: Settings: Database« the Client and Project Management must be ac-
tivated. This is obliged to the system administrator. 

In our example, the company Direktmarketing Schneider placed an order with a 
call center that is supposed to be evaluated as a project. 
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Creating Clients 
First, the company has to be created as a customer. 

• Select the client address in the table view or the editing mask and use the 
command »Tools: Clients/Projects: Edit«. 

 

• Click the »Insert as Client« button and create a new client from this address. 

 

• Assign an ID to the client. This ID will be used for the telephony and Document 
Management. It cannot have more than 6 characters and cannot be changed 
later on. 

• This company is now listed in the »Managing Clients/Projects« dialog box under 
clients. 

• With »Delete Client« you can remove a client. 

• With »Display Address« the entire address for the selected client will be dis-
played in cobra in the background. 
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Creating Projects 
A project bundles all cost-related data for a later evaluation. Calls, letters, conver-
sations, etc. related to a specific order of the client, will be gathered and evaluated 
in the project. In the »Manage Clients/Projects«dialog select the client and then 
click »Insert Project«. 

 

• Enter the name and required data for the project. You can assign a telephone 
number to every project. With this call number, incoming calls having this num-
ber in the database are automatically assigned to the project. Outgoing calls 
can be added manually to the project. 

• The »ID« characterizes the project. This ID is used for telephony and Document 
Management. It cannot have more than 6 letters and cannot be changed at a 
later time. 

• The cost values, displayed at the bottom of the dialog, are used for the project 
evaluation at a later point of time. With »Fixed costs« you can specify an 
amount that will automatically be charged for every contact in addition to work 
time and telephone costs. 

If you change the cost values for a running project, changes will apply to future 
contacts only, project entries prior to the change remain unchanged!  
If a contact is established to the caller now, or you call somebody regarding this 
project, the contact is automatically recorded for later evaluation or, if you are call-
ing, you can add it manually to the project.  

When you are creating contacts, you can specify project data (see page Fehler! 
Textmarke nicht definiert.). 
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Evaluations 
Via the »Tools: Clients/Projects: Evaluate« command you can evaluate your pro-
jects. 

 

For the evaluation of different projects you can define different evaluation formats. 
These formats will be stored in areas just like all other formats.  

Page Preview ........... With this button you open a preview of the selected format. 

Edit ........................... Change the selected format. 

New .......................... Create a new format. In this case, the Format Wizard ap-
pears as described in the following box. 

 

Enter the name and area of the new format here. 

 

In the Format Wizard you describe which data you wish to evaluate and in which 
form. You can limit the evaluation on determined criteria and evaluate only specific 
data or create data sums. 
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Under »New page at« you determine where the new page is to begin: per client, 
project or address. 

Under »Work time« you define whether the work time only or the telephone time 
only or the telephone time in addition to the work time is to be evaluated. 

 

The layout defines the presentation of your evaluation. The printer selected under 
»File: Default Printer Setup« will be used. The paper size was defined in this dia-
log as well. Here you specify the page margins. The »Preview« button opens the 
preview where you can check your settings anytime.  

 

This window lists you settings for a final check. With »Finish« the format is creat-
ed. 

Check the format in the preview or print it. 
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The Efficiency Module 

The Efficiency Module will support you to improve the efficiency of your sales de-
partment. 

The idea of the efficiency methodology is to focus sales resources on those cus-
tomers and prospective customers with the highest potential, and to contact them 
at the best possible moment. 

Prerequisite for using this method is that a potential value for your customers and 
potential customers as well as a threshold value is defined. The Efficiency Module 
will ensure that the customers and prospective customers with the highest poten-
tial are offered for editing. 

 
You can only work with the Efficiency Module if your database contains 
a number field where the customer’s potential is stored. 
The definition of the values for your potential addresses is done via a 
wizard. The wizard is described in the system administrator manual. 

Working With The Efficiency Module 

The possibilities to use the module always depend on your assigned user rights. 

Showing Potential Addresses 

1. Use the command »Tools: Efficiency Module: Show Potential addresses«. 

2. Or open the »Efficiency Module« toolbar. Click here: . 

In the address table only those address hierarchies are shown where the prima-
ry address exceeds the defined threshold value and you are the person in 
charge. So you can concentrate on those customers having potential. 

 
Please note that the “person in charge“ field has to contain the ID of 
the user and not the user name! 

3. If you want to see all addresses again, use the command »Extras: Efficiency 
Module: Show all addresses«. 
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4. Two icons on the bottom screen bar indicate which addresses are currently 
shown: 

 All addresses are shown. 

 Only addresses with potential are currently shown. 

If you are running a query or a search while only the addresses with potential are 
shown, the system will execute the query only within the addresses having poten-
tial. 

If you exit cobra while only addresses with potential are shown, this filter is stored 
so that after restarting cobra you will once again only see the addresses with po-
tential. 

Statistics 

The Statistics Module contains specific evaluations for the Efficiency Module. In 
order to use these functions, the statistics must be integrated in your view. 

Your system administrator defines if you can only access your own statistics, or if 
you can also view statistics from different users. 

 

For more information about the buttons above the work area, please see page 231 
ff. 
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Data Exchange  

In this chapter you will be informed about the exchange of data with different data-
bases and different programs – and on related themes. 

If you want to edit specific addresses of a database separately, you can save them 
in a new database. 

Data stock in different databases can be joined or compared. 

Additionally, the program can import addresses from different applications or store 
them in a format, so that they can be further edited with other applications (data 
import and export). 

The synchronization  between different cobra databases and the joining of cobra 
databases is in the responsibility of the system administrator and described in the 
System Administrator Manual.  
This chapter provides an overview on the data synchronization between cobra da-
tabases, the Palm and Outlook. 

With Other cobra Databases 
Synchronization between different cobra databases enables teamwork and the re-
grouping and new grouping of address data. 

 
You can save all data or queried data only in a different database. This da-
tabase can then be edited separately or filed as backup. 

If you do not want to save all addresses in a different database, query the ad-
dresses first.  

Saving Addresses in a Different Database 

Step 1 

Select »File: Save As«. The Data Backup Wizard appears and you are welcomed. 
Click »Next«. 
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Server name ............ Specify where the selected SQL Server is located. 

Authentication etc.  .. Define how you want to log in to the SQL Server. 

The »Windows login« will be the optimal choice if the data-
base is accessed only within the domain. 

The »SQL Server login« is used if also external users access 
the database or you are not working with Windows domains. 
In this case a valid user and the respective password will 
have to be entered. 

SQL database .......... Define a name for the database. 

ADL file .................... The access to the database is realized via the ADL file. This 
file is stored by default in the subdirectory \data of your cobra 
installation, but it is also possible to select a different storage 
location. 

Connectivity test ....... The system checks if the specified server exist and if you are 
authorized to access it. 

Step 2 

Specify if you want to copy all or only the queried data to the new database. 

Step 3 

Click »Start«. 

The new database is created and the selected data is copied to the database. 
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Synchronizing 
The synchronization helps mobile users to match their data between their laptop 
and a central database. More information can be found in the System Administra-
tor Manual. 

You perform the synchronization from your laptop when you are online.  

• Use the command »File: Mobile Users: Synchronize«. 

 

• Activate the checkboxes for all objects you want to synchronize. You can only 
access the data where the system administrator has defined the privilege of 
synchronizing for you. 

• With » Synchronize « the data exchange is started. 

With this step, the synchronization is completed. 

Data Exchange with Other Programs 
If you edited your addresses with a different program before and want to import 
them to cobra, you can use the »File: Data Exchange: Import« command for the 
most common data formats. You can also use this command if you receive ad-
dress data from anywhere else that does not have a cobra format. 

If you want to export your address data from cobra to another program, use the 
»File: Data Exchange: Export« command. This command is also required for cre-
ating serial letters since most word processing programs demand so called »Con-
trol files for the serial letter function« in their own data format. 

These formats are saved as system, group or user formats, just like all other for-
mats. 
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Importing 

Importing Data 
→ File: Data Exchange: Import 
→ Select or assign a format 

 
For data import, so called “Import formats“ are defined that save all import settings 
like directory, name and format of the source file as well as field assignments. You 
can create and save any number of import formats. 

For the actual data import, an existing format must be selected; further settings are 
usually not necessary. This procedure simplifies the import, above all when you 
import data from the same source on a regular basis, i.e. if you receive new ad-
dresses for import every week that overwrite the old data. 

Importing Addresses  

• Select »File: Data Exchange: Import«. 

The format selection is opened. 

 

The »Import« dialog is displayed. 

 

• The previously used import format is displayed in »Area« and »Name«. If re-
quired, select a different format. 

• The source, from which the addresses will be imported, is saved in the selected 
import format. If desired, you can select a different file by clicking the small but-
ton [...] which is located to the right of »File Name« 
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• If the »Import file type« supports tables, you have to select a table from the 
»Table« list. 

• Before you import a large number of addresses you can check whether the im-
ported data will be saved as desired. This can be tested by importing just a few 
addresses. Activate the »Import the first.... data records« checkbox and enter 
the number of addresses for the testing in the next field.  

• Make sure to always activate the »Query imported records« checkbox. In case 
of an error the imported data records can easily be deleted. Do not forget to de-
lete an existing query prior to this action! 

To avoid errors during the import, it is recommended to create a new database 
with the new import formats first and import the data to that database. Then, you 
can start importing to the actual database.  
When you import records, you can always perform an immediate query for them 
so that they can be easily deleted in case of an error. Make sure you delete the 
existing query prior to performing this new one!  

• For defining further import settings, click »Format«. The »Format Import« dialog 
appears. 

• Close the dialog with »Import«. The data is imported. 

• During the import a progress bar with a »Cancel« button is displayed. 

• If you click »Cancel« the import is stopped immediately. Addresses that have al-
ready been imported remain in the cobra database, however. 

• If duplicate checking is activated, duplicates are identified during the import and 
the »Duplicates« dialog appears for editing them.  
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Duplicate Checking During Import 

If duplicate checking is activated, duplicates are recognized during the import and 
displayed for editing. The fields that are used to identify addresses can be defined 
under »File: Settings: Duplicates«. Here, you can also activate/deactivate phonetic 
search. 

If a duplicate is found, a dialog is displayed (see page 35). 

 

Deleting Imported Data 

If you imported data that you do not want or if the imported data is displayed incor-
rectly, maybe due to a wrong setting of the character set, you can delete this data 
immediately.  

Make sure to always query imported data while importing them and delete an 
eventually existing query. (See »Importing Addresses«.) 

Deleting Addresses that were Queried During Import 

• Select »Edit: Delete Queried Addresses«. 

Querying and Deleting Imported Addresses 

• Select »Query: Querying«. 

• Enter the current date in the »Created« field. 

• Enter your user name in the »Created by« field. 

• Click »OK«. 

• Select »Query: Activate«. 

• In case you have added new addresses to the database prior to the import and 
since you opened the database for the last time, make sure to remove these 
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addresses from the query by clicking the respective addresses while keeping 
the Shift key pressed. 

• When the query contains only the previously imported addresses, you can click 
»Edit: Delete Queried Addresses«. 

Defining and Saving Import Settings 

For the address import, you can set up so called »Import formats« with the »For-
mat: Import« command. A description to work with formats can be found in the 
»Formats« chapter. 

• Select »Format: Import«. 

The »Format Import« dialog appears. 

 

• The import format that was used last is displayed with all of its settings. 

• All changes that you define in this dialog always refer to the format selected un-
der »Area« and »Name«. 

• First, select the area in which the format is saved and then the desired format, 
or create a new format first.  

File Format and Import Target 

• In the »File type« list, define the file format in which the imported addresses 
shall be saved. You can select from all supported file formats. If you need the 
file type »Text«, please note the possibilities for extended settings of the »Op-
tions« button in the following paragraphs.  

• In »File name«, you define where and under which name the data you want to 
import is saved. 
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• For file formats that include tables, you have to select the table that contains the 
data from the »Table« list. 

Import Fields 

• As next step, you have to select the fields that are to be imported. The database 
is shown in the »Available fields« list with all respective fields to which the data 
can be imported. 

• To view the individual fields of the table, click the '+' character in front of the ta-
ble name. 

• Select »Link Identical Fields« to connect all import fields that have an identical 
name in the database and the import data. 

• Select a field that has not yet been assigned from the »Import« list and in the 
»Available fields« list select the field to which the data shall be imported. 

• Click »Link«. The field selected in »Available fields« is displayed in the left col-
umn of the »cobra / Import« list. 

• Repeat the last two steps for all other fields you want to import. 

• If you have chosen a field by mistake, you can select it in the »cobra / Import« 
list and click »Release«. 

The »Keywords« field can be linked to several fields of the import file. Accordingly, 
several new keywords will be created then.  

Save Settings 

• Click »Close« to close the dialog. 

• All settings are saved in the selected format. 

Save Settings and Start Import 

• Click »Import« to close the dialog. 

• After confirmation, all settings are saved in the selected format. 

• The »Import« dialog is displayed. 
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Importing Text Files 

• Select »Format: Import«. 

The »Format Import« dialog is displayed. 

• Select the format for which you want to define settings. 

• In the »File type« list, select the »Text file« entry and specify the name of the 
import file under »File name«. 

• Click »Options«. 

The »Text File Import Settings« dialog is displayed: 

 

• Determine whether the import file fields are separated by a »Field separator« or 
have a »Fixed field width«. For the import of files with fixed field width, please 
note the following paragraph. 

• Specify the »Character set« of the import file. 

• Select the »Field separator« or enter it. 

• Close the »Text File Import Settings« dialog with »OK«. 

• Now, the first data record is displayed in the right column of the » cobra / Im-
port« list and you can link the fields as described. 

• Close the »Format Import« dialog with »Close«. Changes are saved. 
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Importing Additional data 

Importing Additional data 
→ File: Data Exchange: Import Additional data 
→ Select or assign format 

 
The import of additional data is performed in the same way as the address import.  

Additional data Format 

When you import additional data you have to be able to assign every imported 
record to an already saved address. This requires at least one field of the respec-
tive address as well as the additional data fields that can be used for the assign-
ment during the import. You define which data will be used for address identifica-
tion and which fields are saved in the additional data when you create the format 
for additional data import. 

Determining and Saving Import Settings for Additional data 

The formats for additional data import are identical to address import formats. The 
only difference is the definition of key fields: 

 

On the »Key Fields« register tab, you have to determine at least one field that co-
bra can use to identify the address for which you want to assign the complete ad-
ditional data record.  

After this, you can assign the remaining fields to the additional data fields as usual. 
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Exporting 

The software can save the data of a database completely or partially so that they 
can be edited in other applications.  

For example: You can prepare serial letters in a word processor, forward address 
data to an invoicing program or to a Desktop Publishing program. 

Information on the creation of serial letters can be found in the “Letters“ chapter in 
a separate paragraph, describing address connection to the word-processing pro-
gram. 

In case you do not want to export all addresses, query the desired addresses be-
fore you start the export with one of the »Query« commands.  

Exporting Data 
→ Query addresses 
→ »File: Data exchange: Export 
→ Select or define the format 

 
→ Use »Format: Output« to open the format definition dialog, 
→ »Output: Export« to open the export dialog offering an option for for-

mat definition. 

Exporting Addresses 

• Query the desired addresses, if nedded. 

• Select »Output: Export«. 
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The »Export format settings« dialog is opened: 

• In »Area« and »Name« the recently used ex-
port format is shown. You can select a differ-
ent format, if needed. 

• Use the […] selection button at the right of the 
»Name« field to create a new format, or edit 
an existing one. 

• The target for the address export is stored in 
the export format selected. If required, you 
can also select a different file by clicking the 
»New« button located next to the »File name« 
field. 

• In case the export file type supports tables, 
you can select or enter a table in the »Table« 
list. 

• When the export has been completed, the 
»Open output file« command will show the 
newly created file in the application selected. 

• If required, ensure that the »Queried address-
es« option field under »Area« has been acti-
vated. 

 

• Close the dialog using »Create export«. The data is being exported now. 

• If you click »Cancel«, the export is stopped immediately. However, addresses 
which were already processed will remain in the export file. 

Defining and Storing Export Format Setting in a Format 

For exporting addresses it is possible to set up so-called »Export formats« by us-
ing the command »Format: Export«. A general description of how to handle for-
mats can be found in the “Formats” chapter. 

• Select »Format: Export«. 
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The »Format Export« dialog is shown: 

 

• You will see the export format used recently with all its settings. Any changes 
you apply in this dialog will always refer to the format selected in »Area« and 
»Name«. 

• Therefore, always select the area first in which the format is stored and then the 
desired format, or create a new format with »New«. 

File Format and Export Target 

• In the »File type« list, define the file format for the addresses you are going to 
export. 
If you you select file type »Text«, please observe the enhanced settings possi-
bilities of the »Enhanced« button described in the following paragraphs. 

• Use »File name« to define path and name where the exported addresses are to 
be stored. 

• For file formats containing tables, you need to select an existing table in the 
»Table« list, or enter a new one. 

• If you activate the »Confirm overwriting of file/table« option, a security query will 
be shown if you are trying to replace an object of the same name. 
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Export Fields 

 

• In the lower part of the dialog, select the fields for the data export. You will see 
all cobra database tables that may be exported in the list of »Available fields«. 

• Click the ‘+’ sign in front of a table name to view the single table fields. 

• In the upper area a search line is shown. If you enter a search term here, only 
fields will be shown containing the search term in the field name. If you want to 
see all fields again, simply delete the search term. 

 

• Select the first field for the export and click » «, or simply double-click the 
field. The field is now added to the list of »Selected fields«. You can add a field 
only once. 

• Repeat the last step for all fields you want to export. 
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• Use the context menu if you want to remove one or 
all fields, or if you want to change the field position 
within the list. You can call the context menu by 
right-clicking on any field from the list. 

• The sequential order of fields within the list can also 
be changed using the arrow keys located next to 
the list of available fields. 

 

Filter 

• If you right-click a table (not a 
field!) under »Selected fields«, 
the filter dialog will be shown. 

• You can choose one of the 
available filters for this data ta-
ble. 

 

Save Settings 

• Click »Close« to close the dialog. 

• All settings will be saved in the selected format. 

Save Settings and Start Export 

• Click »Export« to close the dialog. 

• After a security query all settings will be saved in the selected format. 

• The »Export« dialog is shown. 
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Export to Text Files 

• Click »Format: Export«. 

The »Format export« dialog is shown. 

• Select the format for the data export. 

• Click »Options«. This button is only available if the selected format exports the 
addresses in text format. 

The »Settings for text file export « dialog will be shown: 

 

• Select the desired character from the »Field separator« list, or enter a different 
character. 

• Select the desired »Charset«. 

• Activate the »Field names in first row« checkbox. 

• Close the dialog »Settings for text file export« with »OK« and the dialog»Format 
export« with »Close«. The changes will be saved. 

Exporting Sub-Tables 

• Activate »All« if you want to export all data records from a table. 

• Activate »Exact« if you want to export a defined number of data records. If the 
export is not started with the first record, enter the first record to be used in the 
»Start« field. If you want to skip the first data records, enter the record to be 
started from in the »from« field. Enter, for example, 5 if the export is to start be-
ginning with the fifth data record. 

• Activate the »The last…. data records« option field, if you want to export a de-
fined number of records, counted backwards from the last record. In the entry 
field in between enter the number of records to be exported. The first data rec-
ords usually contain older information while the last records usually contain re-
cent information. 

• Use the »Last query« as a filter. This option will export only additional data rec-
ords queried. Thus it is possible, for example, to add a table with queried device 
data to a serial letter. If you select this filter although there is no query, all data 
records will be exported automatically. 
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• Close the dialog »... export« with »OK« and the dialog »Format export« with 
»Close«. Changes will be saved. 

For each field of the sub-table, an individual column is created during the export, 
This can quickly lead to exceeding the allowed number of columns, resulting in an 
error message. 

The settings applied here always refer to the entire table, but not to a single field. 
For example, the setting defined for »Contact.Date« will also be valid for »Con-
tact.Type« and vice versa. 
Of course, the settings applied here only refer to the fields of the table listed in the 
»Selected« list of the »Format export« dialog, i.e. refer to those fields you have de-
fined as export fields. 

Export to Excel 

The toolbar provides a button with Excel icon. 

 

• If you click this button, a dialog is opened, where you can enter the name of the 
Excel file. 

• Click »OK« to start the data export to the Excel file. The data will be shown in 
Excel. 

 

If during the export filters or queries are activated, only the actually ex-
ported date will be shown. 

Assigning E-mails to Addresses I (From co-
bra)  
Currently this function is available for Microsoft Outlook (from Version 2000) and 
Lotus Notes and cooperates with the cobra Document Management and the ELO 
Document Management (for ELO you need the ELO Connector from id-
netsolutions). It is also possible to use this function without any document man-
agement software. 
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You can import e-mails directly from the e-mail program and assign it as contact 
and MSG file to an address. If you are working with document management soft-
ware, the e-mails including all attached files will be stored as MSG file on your 
hard disk and will be attached to the contact. 

In this description, Outlook is used as e-mail client. 

Selection and Settings 

• Use the command »Output: Assign e-mails«, 

• or click the button  in the »Communication 1« toolbar. 

 

E-mail folder ............. Select the folder of your e-mail program, where the e-mails to 
be assigned have been stored. This can be an inbox folder 
as well as an outbox folder. You can assign e-mails from all 
folders, even from the recycle bin. 

Select all .................. A click on this button will select all displayed e-mails. 

Select none .............. This command undoes the selection of e-mails. 

Settings e-mail assignment 
Delete e-mails after assignment 

This option will delete the e-mails from your e-mail pro-
gram as soon as they have been stored in cobra as 
documents. E-mails that could not be assigned will not 
be deleted. 

Save e-Mail as msg file 
This option can only be used if the cobra Document 
Management was activated. If the Document Manage-
ment for e-mails is deactivated, this option is also deac-
tivated. 
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In case an msg file is to be created, all attachements 
will be added per default. In case no msg file is to be 
created, no attachments will be added to cobra. Use the 
»Attachments« button to check which files will be at-
tached to the selected e-mail. 

Assign e-mails to addresses manually 
For every e-mail, a window will be shown where you 
can select the address to which the e-mails are to be 
assigned. 

If you have deactivated this option, the program will try 
to assign the e-mails automatically. If this is not possi-
ble because the identical e-mail address was assigned 
to several entries in the database, any unclear ad-
dresses will have to be assigned manually. If no match-
ing address could be found, you can assign the e-mail 
to a new address. 

Query addresses after assignment 
You can query all addresses an e-mail was assigned to. 

cobra contact type .... In cobra, your e-mails are assigned to addresses as con-
tacts. Here you can define the contact type for the assign-
ment. 

E-mail selection ........ The e-mails of the mailbox selected are shown in the selec-
tion at the right. 

 

In the »Attachments« column you can see whether an e-mail 
contains attachments or not. 

Select an address and click the »Attachments« button to 
view the attachments for the chosen e-mail. 
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In the »Assigned« column you will see the e-mails which 
have already been assigned. 

E-mails may have several recipients, some listed in the CC 
or BCC field. In this case, you can indicate to which recipient 
the e-mail is to be assigned. 

Click the arrow to the right of the 
»Assign« button. All addresses 
contained in the e-mail will be 
shown. 

Select the address, to which you 
want to assign the e-mail, and then 
click the »Assign« button in the 
lower part of the dialog. 

 

Assign ...................... If you click the button (and not the arrow next to the button), 
the assignment of selected e-mails is started. 

Filter ......................... Several filters are available to limit the 
number of e-mails displayed. 

 

Right-click the column header in order to call different additional options. These 
options are similar to toolbar options (see index). 
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Edit filter ................... You can create your own filters. 

Show / hide search .. In the area above the e-mail list a full text search can be 
shown or hidden. The search function can be helpful espe-
cially when looking for specific e-mails within a large amount 
of e-mails. 

Show auto filter line .. This option will show a search line directly above the e-mail 
overview. When you enter text in the search line, only e-mail 
matching the search criterion, will be shown. With this func-
tion you can, for example, display only those e-mails that 
have not been assigned yet. 

 

The Assignment 

Automatic 

During automatic assignment, the program searches for addresses containing the 
respective e-mail address in the database active. 

• When assigning received e-mails the program will look up the sender address-
es. 

• When assigning sent e-mails, the program will look up the recipient addresses. 

If the e-mail address can be found in the cobra database, 

• the e-mail is assigned to the address as contact, 

• and, depending on the configuration, attachments will be added as documents 
to the Document Management and assigned to the contact. 

If an e-mail cannot be assigned, a message will be shown. You will have to assign 
the e-mail manually. 
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Manual 

When assigning e-mails manually, you will be searching for addresses you could 
assign the e-mail to, and, if required, create new addresses. 

A window is opened supporting you in finding the addresses to be assigned. You 
can indicate which columns are to be shown in this dialog box. 

• Right-click a column 
header. 

• Use the »Column se-
lection« command from 
the context menu. 

• Drag the desired fields 
to the column header. 

 

 

Search term ............. The program will suggest the e-mail address as search term, 
but you can enter any character string or copy it from the e-
mail text displayed. 

• Copy the text part from the e-mail which will be used as 
search term. Use CTRL+C to copy and CTRL+V  to paste 
it to the search field. 

• Or right-click the selected text. The context menu which 
opens will provide the copy / paste functions. 

Search in .................. Define the address field where the search is to be performed. 
You can search in all e-mail fields in the database, or choose 
a specific database field. 
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Search ...................... Click the »Search« button next to the field containing the 
search term to start the search. 

All matching addresses that could be found will be displayed. 

• Select the desired address and click the »Assign e-mail« button. 

• If the address data record does not contain 
an e-mail address yet, you will be asked 
whether the e-mail address is to be added 
and, if so, to which field. Depending on the 
type of contact you have selected previous-
ly, received or sent e-mail, the sender or 
recipient address will be suggested.  

• Below »Yes, add e-mail address to«, you will 
see the e-mail addresses already existing in 
the data record. If you click the list, you will 
see which e-mail fields are still empty and 
which fields already contain e-mail addresses. 

 

• In case the search does not return a result, you can create a new address for 
this e-mail via the »Address new« button. After assigning the e-mail, you can 
add more data to this address. 

Document Management 

An e-mail contact with a document attached will for example look like in the 
screenshot below (depending on the setting in the cobra Document Management): 

 

Created .................... Here you can see the contact creation date, as well as the 
date when the e-mail was received or sent. 

Comment ................. This field contains the actual e-mail text. 
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Document ................. Click the »Document« button which is marked in the figure. 
The document area is opened. In this example, the e-mail is 
attached as file. Click the link to the file to open the e-mail in-
cluding all attachments in your e-mail program. 

You can always edit this contact. 

Identification in Outlook 

Assigned e-mails can be allocated to an individual category in Outlook. If you acti-
vate the categories in Outlook, you can see at a glance whether an e-mail was as-
signed or not. 

This categorization can be defined in the e-mail setup wizard. The wizard can be 
found under »Tools: User settings: E-Mail«. 
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Assigning E-mails to Addresses II (From Out-
look) 
• In cobra under »Tools: User Settings« define Outlook as your e-mail program. 

• If you want to save e-mail attachments as documents together with the e-mail in 
cobra, you need to activate the »Save e-mail attachments as document« option. 
If this option is not activated, only the e-mails will be imported to cobra but not 
the attachments. 

• In addition, your system administrator can specify the settings for the Document 
Management. I.e. he can define how e-mails are stored in your system, where 
they are stored, etc. 

Via a toolbar in Outlook you can now assign e-mails directly to the addresses in 
cobra. 

 

Settings 

 

cobra database ........ Allows you to choose whether Outlook e-mails are to be as-
signed to the currently opened database or to a different one. 

Delete e-mail after adding 
Check this option and the selected e-mail will be moved to 
the »Deleted objects« folder in Outlook as soon as it is as-
signed to a cobra address. 
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Add e-mail as MSG file to the Document Management 
This option only results in an action if your system adminis-
trator has activated the Document Management. 

If this option is deactivated, e-mails will be added in cobra as 
contacts and the actual e-mail text will be written to the con-
tact comment field. 

If this option is activated, e-mails will be added in cobra as 
contacts, whereas the actual e-mail is attached as a docu-
ment in the MSG format. 

Assign e-mail in cobra automatically 
With this option, the program will search in the cobra data-
base for the recipient or sender address. If the address is 
found, the e-mail is assigned to the address immediately. An 
inquiry is prompted only if the address could not be found or 
if there are duplicates. 

Query addresses after assigning 
All addresses with e-mails assigned are automatically que-
ried, so that you can control the assignment before saving.  

Show number of successfully assigned e-mails 
A brief log is displayed which helps you to search for prob-
lems during assignment. 

Assigning E-mails 

• Select one or several e-mails. 

• Click the  button. 

 

• You will be asked if this is an incoming or outgoing e-mail and to which address 
the e-mails are to be assigned – the sender address, the recipient address, or 
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both addresses. All other options that are proposed in this dialog refer to the 
settings and you can change them for this e-mail. 

• The further assignment process will be done similar to the assignment process 
from cobra. 

Assigning E-Mails (To the Current Address)  

• Select one or several e-mails. 

• Click the  button. 

• You can assign the e-mail(s) with the current settings to the address on which 
the cursor is placed in the cobra address table. The e-mail(s) is(are) attached 
as contact(s) of the »EE« (e-mail inbox) type. After this procedure is finished, 
you can edit the e-mail(s). 

Searching Addresses 

• Select an e-mail 

• Click the  button. 

• The database will be searched for the e-mails sender address. 

• If the senders e-mail address can be found, the e-mail will be assigned to it au-
tomatically. 

• If the senders e-mail address cannot be found, the assignment is done in the 
same way as described in the “Assignment from cobra” chapter.  

cobra Outlook Synchronization 

This function starts the data synchronization between cobra and Outlook. 

Link Outlook Appointments to the cobra Database 

If your system is configured accordingly and the Outlook Add-in is installed, you 
can link appointments maintained in Outlook with the cobra database. 

You find a special toolbar in the Outlook windows for appointments. 

 

You can move this toolbar to the area where the other toolbars are located. 
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Click »Link to address« to import the current cobra address to Outlook’s appoint-
ment window. Now the other symbols of the toolbar become active. 

 

Go to address .......... You change to cobra to the current address. 

Call ........................... If you us the telephony the telephone number in the address 
is called automatically. If there are more than one telephone 
numbers in the address you can select the right one. 

Create contact .......... You change to cobra and open the window for a new contact. 

Forwarding Content (to cobra) 

 

The functionality "Mail import" recognizes e-mail content that can be assigned to 
cobra data. This is especially useful 

• when you receive data from your web shop 

• or when a colleague sends invoicing data by e-mail. 

Example: 
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The content of the e-mail is recognized automatically and sent to defined fields in 
the current cobra database. 

Settings 

• Click the »Mail import« button. Then select »Settings«. 

• You can now need to create a new format for this data exchange or select an 
existing one. 

• Then, click the »Edit« button to the left. 

 

This step is the primary work step. Here you define which e-mail content is to be 
written to which fields of the cobra database. 
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Identifier ................... The identifier represents an entry from the e-mail, such as 
»Customer number« or »First name«. 

cobra table ............... Here you can select the cobra data table for the assignment 
of data to a specific field. All existing tables will be offered for 
selection, including contact tables and additional tables. 

cobra field ................ Here you can select a field from the data table you defined 
before. The content of the identifier is written to this field. 

Identity field .............. If this functionality is activated, the system checks during the 
synchronization process if identical field content already ex-
ists. This field content is compared in order to avoid dupli-
cates. If the functionality is deactivated, duplicates might be 
created during data synchronization. 

By the means of the search fields, the system investigates if 
a data record exists in cobra to which the e-mail content can 
be assigned. 

If no matching data record can be found, a new data record 
will be created, even if the next option »Overwrite« is not ac-
tivated. 

Overwrite .................. This field is only relevant for cobra data records that already 
contain data. If this option is activated, the cobra content of 
this field is replaced with data from the assigned e-mail. 
Overwriting will apply to all data records that have been iden-
tified as being identical in cobra and in the e-mail by the 
search fields. 

If this option is not activated, the cobra field is write-
protected, i.e. no current content is written to the field. This 
applies to all existing data records, but it does not apply in 
the case when a new data record is created. 

Mandatory field ........ A new data record is created and an existing data record 
overwritten only if this field contains any data at all. If this 
field is empty, the e-mail is identified as being incorrect. 

Delimiter ................... The delimiter indicates the punctuation mark from the e-mail 
that separates the identifier from the content, i.e. the data. In 
the example a colon is used as delimiter, but any other de-
limiter from your web shop can be chosen as well. 

 
For the e-mail import at least one field from the cobra »Address« table 
must exist which is flagged as a »Search field«. Internally, cobra has to re-
late the data to an address. 
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Data Export to cobra 

• In Outlook, select all e-mails whose content you want to export to cobra. 

 

Click the »E-mail import« menu item. In the sub-menu you will see the available 
export formats above and the »Settings« below. 

• Click the desired format. 

The e-mail content will be exported to cobra in the selected format. 

Outlook Synchronization 
• Select »File: Data Exchange: Synchronization: Outlook«. 

• If you are already working in Outlook, you can start the synchronization directly 
from Outlook via the Add-in. 

 

In this dialog you can: 

• either use an existing format and start the synchronization with this format by 
clicking »Execute«. 

• or edit an existing format or create a new format. In this case, click »Edit« or 
»New«. 

• or you can »reset« the format. If this format was used for synchronization be-
fore, the system has already stored a lot of information. Click this button if you 
want to use the format as if it had not been used before.  
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If you are synchronizing telephone numbers as well, please take care 
that the telephone numbers must not contain letters; otherwise it will not 
be possible to dial the number later on. 

General 

 

• Select the »Area« where you want to save the format. Only those areas where 
you have writing privileges will be available to you. 

• Enter the format »Name«. 

• Select your »Synchronization data«. 

 

• »Time planning«: It is possible to start an automated synchronization. The »Ex-
ecution time« defines the start time for the synchronization. 
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• Via the »Conditions for execution« you can define the settings for a periodic 
synchronization at defined time intervals. 

 

• It is possible to create a log file for the synchronization. 

Addresses 

 

• The »Direction of synchronization« defines in which of the two programs the da-
ta is to be changed. If you are mostly maintaining your data in cobra, click »Ex-
port to Outlook«. In this case, the data will be transferred only to Outlook. 

• If you decide for the option »Keep synchronous with Outlook«, the databases 
are synchronized constantly. 

• Via »Conflict resolution« you can define an action to be performed if an address 
was changed in Outlook as well as in cobra. If one program is the primary pro-
gram, its address version is applied to the other program and the address there 
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is overwritten. But it is also possible to detect the newer address and overwrite 
the older one, regardless of which program it came from. 

 

• Define if only changed or all addresses are exported. 

 

• Here you can define the cobra database for the synchronization. 
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• Select which cobra addresses should be included in the synchronization. The 
addresses can be qualified as follows: 

• Via the »Keyword filter« you can select addresses having a specific keyword. 
The keyword can be chosen from the selection list. 

• It is possible to define one or several conditions as »Address filter«. Click the 
 icon to add a new condition. 

• If you click the entry in red font color, the list of all logical links will open. 
You can also create further conditions and delete the filter here.  

• Click the + icon  to create an additional filter condition. 

• Click the x icon  to remove a single condition from the filter. 

• Click the entry in blue font color to open a list of all available conditions. 

• If you click the entry in green font color a list of all comparison options will 
open. 

• If you click the entry in grey font color, you can enter a value such as a 
date, text or a numeric value. 

• With »SQL Direct« you can define your own filter. Knowledge of SQL is re-
quired. 

• If you click »Current query«, only those data records currently queried in co-
bra will be synchronized. 

• You can indicate contacts in Outlook as private contacts. If these contacts 
are not to be synchronized with cobra – for example to avoid that private con-
tacts are visible to your colleagues – select the »Ignore private Outlook con-
tacts« option. 
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• Define the Outlook folder where you manage your contacts. This folder will be 
used for the synchronization. We recommend creating a »New folder« for the 
cobra data. 

The following two options are only available if you define the synchronization di-
rection »Export to Outlook«: 

• Using the »Clear contact folder prior to export« option you can delete all con-
tacts from this outlook folder. Any contacts that exist in this Outlook folder will 
be lost irreversibly! Afterwards you can export the contact data from cobra to 
the Outlook folder, which is will now be empty. 

• By default only data that has changed since the last synchronization is ex-
ported. With the »Always export all addresses«option, not only the changes 
but all addresses are exported. 

 

• Here you can define the field assignment. This means that you can define which 
Outlook field is to be linked to which cobra field. 
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• The program checks if the data already exist in Outlook as a contact or in cobra 
as an address using the search fields. A contact is identified as existing if it 
matches all search fields defined in this dialog. 

 

• The cobra keywords correspond – more or less – to the Outlook categories. »A 
category is a keyword or a phrase for the management of elements, in order to 
find, sort, filter or group elements in a simple way«. It is therefore possible to 
transform cobra keywords automatically into Outlook categories during the syn-
chronization. 

 

Here you can define the owner for those addresses created in cobra during syn-
chronization. You can use the usual assignment options and allocate a group ad-
dress to several user groups. 
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Appointments / Tasks 

 

• The »Direction of synchronization« defines in which of the two programs the da-
ta is to be changed. If you are mostly maintaining your data in cobra, click »Ex-
port to Outlook«. In this case, the data will simply be imported to Outlook. 

• If you decide for the option »Keep synchronous with Outlook«, the databases 
will be synchronized constantly. 

• Via »Conflict resolution« you can define an action to be performed if an entry 
was changed in Outlook as well as in cobra. If one program is the primary pro-
gram, its data version is applied to the other program and the version there is 
overwritten. But it is also possible to detect the newer entry and overwrite the 
older one, regardless of which program it came from. 

• Define the cobra appointment calendar for the synchronization of appointments 
and tasks with Outlook. 

• The following two options are only available if you define the synchronization 
direction »Export to Outlook«: 

• Via the »Clear calendar prior to export« option you can delete all entries from 
this Outlook folder. Any appointments and tasks existing in this Outlook folder 
will be lost irreversibly! Afterwards you can export the data from cobra to the 
Outlook folder, which will not be empty. 

• By default only data that has changed since the last synchronization is ex-
ported. With the »Always export all appointments«option, not only the chang-
es but all appointments are exported. 
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• In this dialog nou can define the Outlook folder for appointment management. 
For tasks, select the Outlook task folder. 

 

• Define the time frame for appointment synchronization. 

• Appointment series cannot be synchronized. 
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• Within the cobra appointment manager it is possible to assign categories to 
your appointments and tasks. In this dialog you can define that these categories 
are exported to Outlook as well. 

• Define the synchronization of tasks. 

• To save the format, click »OK«. 

The following dialog may appear: 

 

Enter your password. The password query is only required if you are going to de-
fine a time-driven automatic synchronization. 
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Settings  

This chapter describes settings for the customization of your workstation 

The presentation can be customized for every user individually: 

• You can select different views from a list and customize them according to your 
individual needs. Here, you can define column sorting and widths in tables, 
change field names in the masks and add or remove fields. 

• With the »Tools: User Settings« command you can, for example, select the 
standard country code. You can also define details on sending e-mails and de-
termine the word-processing program for creating letters with cobra. In addition, 
you can define passwords and settings for creating contacts. 

Selecting Views 
There are two possibilities to display a different view: 

• In the toolbar 

• With the command: »View: Select View« 

Selecting a View in the Toolbar 

• Make sure that the »Views« toolbar is displayed. This can be done via the 
»Tools: Customize Toolbars« command or by right-clicking any toolbar.  

• Select the desired view from the views list in the toolbar 
. 

Selecting Views in the Menu 

Choose the »View: Select View« command. The »Select View« dialog is opened: 
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• Select the »Area« where the desired view is saved. You can choose the system 
area, your personal area or the areas of the groups that you belong to.  

• Under »Name« select the view to be displayed. 

• Close the dialog with »OK«. 

Editing Views 
Changing the Size of the View Frames 

In many views, a tab has several frames. Depending on the view settings, you can 
change the size of the individual frames. 

• Position the mouse pointer on the dividing bar between two frames.  

 

• Press the left mouse button and drag the dividing bar to the new position. 

Defining Fonts and Colors 

• Use the »Tools: User Settings« command and go to the »Presentation«. 
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• Change the color and font for individual view elements. 

• Confirm with »OK«. 

Editing Table Formats 
Changing Column Widths in the Table View 

• Position the mouse pointer on the table header and on the column line to the 
right of the column where you want to change the width. 

The mouse pointer looks like this:  

• Press the left mouse button and drag the column line to the new width 

• Release the mouse button. 

• To adjust optimal column width, double-click in the table header on the right 
column line of the respective column. 

The settings are saved automatically and loaded when the table is opened again. 

Changing Column Sorting in the Table View 

• To move a table column to a different position, do the following: 

• Left-click the column header and keep the mouse button pressed. 

• Drag the column header to the new position. 

• Two arrows are displayed. 

• Release the mouse button. 

 

The column is inserted at the new position in the table. The new settings are 
saved automatically. 

Address Mask Format 
The system administrator will define the database fields and also the layout of the 
address mask. 
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Further Settings 
• Use the command »Tools: User settings« 

You can now define settings that are only valid for the user name you are currently 
logged on with. IIf you are working without user name, the settings defined here 
will apply for the user »Guest«. 

 

Settings, which are not mentioned in this chapter, have been described earlier in 
this document. 

Address Settings 

Standard Country Code  

The program provides postcodes for several countries. When you create a new 
address, you can call the postcode database anytime or enter the postcode or 
town automatically.  

Since the database includes postcodes for several countries, the program consid-
ers your entries in the »Country« field. Usually you will not make any entries in this 
field for addresses of the country you live in. In order for cobra to determine the 
correct postcode, you have to specify the country that will be used if the »Country« 
field remains blank. Select this country from the standard country code list. 

Add all Called Addresses to the Previous List 

With this option, you add both changed and just viewed addresses to the previous 
list. 
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Automatic Postcode 

Here you define if the program is to add the town automatically to the postcode or 
not – if there is a unique assignment between postcode and town. 

Deactivate Query Prior to Search 

This new option is available in the user settings. 

 

If a query was activated previously (i.e. only queried addresses will be shown, 
non-queried addresses will be hidden), the search will only be performed within 
the addresses queried. Should you not be aware that a query had been activated 
when starting a search, it could be that important data cannot be found. With this 
option you can avoid such a mistake, so it is only a safety function. 

• If, by default, you always want to perform a search in the entire data pool to be 
on the safe side, and do not only want to search within a query activated previ-
ously, click this option. 

Predefined Setting: Group for New Addresses 

When creating new addresses, the program will suggest this group as owner for 
new addresses. However, you can change the owner for each single address. 

Contact Settings 

Predefined Group and Type Settings for New Contacts 

These values are suggested when you create new contacts, but you can change 
them at any time. 

Creating Outgoing Calls as Contact 

If you want cobra to dial the numbers for your telephone calls, you can define 
whether a new contact is to be created for the current address (i.e. the dialed 
number) automatically at the beginning of the conversation. This is done via the 
»Register telephone contacts« checkbox in the »Options« dialog. 

If you activate this checkbox, you can start editing notes on the conversation as 
soon as the phone is answered. 
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Appointment Manager Settings 

Starting the Appointment Manager With cobra 

This setting is necessary to automatically start the Appointment Manager whenev-
er cobra is started. 

Closing the Appointment Manager With cobra 

If you activate this setting, the Appointment Manager is closed whenever cobra is 
closes, although the appointment Manager can run independently of cobra. How-
ever, if the Appointment Manager is closed you will not be reminded on appoint-
ments. 

General Settings 

Welcome Screen 

Here you can define if the Welcome Screen is to be shown at the program start. 

Changing Password 

• In the »Options«, click the »Change Password for Login« button. 

The »Change Password« dialog is displayed: 

 

• Enter your old password in the »Old password« field. 

• Enter the new password in the »New password« field. 

• Enter the new password again in the »Password check« field. 

• To delete the password, leave the two fields »New password« and »Password 
check« blank. 

• Close the two dialogs »Change Password« and »Settings« with »OK«. 

Do not use the system administrator password as user password! This might 
cause access permission conflicts. 
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Query Result 

When the query is completed, the program will display how many data records 
have been queried. If you want to suppress this message, you can switch it off in 
this dialog. 

Presentation 

 

In this register tab you can change the optical appearance of the program. A click 
»Standard« will reset the default settings. 

Word-Processing Program 

 

• Select the application that will be used as standard word-processing program 
from the »Text program« list. 

• Enter the complete command line consisting of drive, directory and program 
name, if necessary. To do this, you can click the »Browse« button (if the button 
is not activated you do not have to enter anything in the command line). A dia-
log is displayed to help with the specifications. If you selected an application 
from the »Text program« list that is accessed via the automation interface, the 
command line field will not be available. cobra defines the settings of your word-
processing program automatically via the registry database. 

• If you selected MS Word as word-processing program, you will be prompted if 
you want to install cobra icons in the application. 
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E-mail Transmission  

These settings define how cobra should handle incoming and/or outgoing e-mails. 
Specify the e-mail program you are using. If desired, cobra can try to assign your 
e-mails to the corresponding addresses in the cobra database. 

• Use the command »Tools: User settings: E-mail«. 

• Click the »Setup« button. A wizard will be started. 

Under »E-mail transmission 
via« define the e-mail pro-
gram to be used as standard 
program. This setting will 
apply to all users. 

 

This setting will be used, for example, if you are sending an e-mail directly from an 
e-mail field by right-clicking it or using the  icon to an e-mail address entered in 
the database. 

Maintain system settings 
Herewith you will use the program which has been defined 
by the system administrators as default program for all users. 

Automatic detection (mailto) 
E-mails will be sent via the standard e-mail program. 

Groupwise ................ E-mails will be sent via Groupwise. If you want to use this 
program, an additional program needs to be installed in the 
setup directory under »Extras«. 

LotusNotes Mail ....... E-mails will be sent via LotusNotes. If you want to use this 
program, an additional program needs to be installed in the 
setup directory under »Extras«. 

Microsoft Outlook ..... E-mails will be sent via Microsoft Outlook. 

SMTP ....................... You can define an SMTP account. Please note that e-mails 
sent via such an account cannot be assigned automatically 
as contacts in cobra. 

• Select the program of your choice 

The following example explains the procedure when working with Outlook. 
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• Select the default folder 
for storing incoming e-
mails 

cobra will try to assign these 
e-mails to the corresponding 
addresses in your database. 

 

• Click »Select different folder« to define a different 
inbox folder from the one suggested by the wiz-
ard. All folders of your e-mail program will be of-
fered for selection. 

 

You can also indicate that the sent e-mails are to be monitored by cobra and au-
tomatically assigned to your cobra addresses. 

• The settings required will be defined in the next step: 

Monitor items sent from cobra 
Any e-mails sent by cobra will be monitored automatically. As 
soon as the e-mails were sent and moved to the »Sent 
items« folder in Outlook, the e-mail will be added automati-
cally as contact to the address if Document Management 
was activated previously. The actual date of mailing will be 
entered in the contact. The e-mail will also be assigned if you 
close cobra before sending the e-mail and then send it at a 
later time. 

Monitor ’Outbox’ in Outlook 
The e-mail sent by cobra will immediately be added as con-
tact to the address selected if Document Management was 
activated previously. The contact date will therefore not 
match the exact mailing date, but the date when the e-mail 
was transmitted to the outbox folder in Outlook. 
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E-mails in monitoring list 
The monitoring list contains e-mails that were not sent yet. If 
you close cobra before sending these e-mails, they will be 
monitored anyway and will be added as contacts as soon as 
they will have been sent after restarting cobra. 

 

Flag e-mails with category after assignment 
In Outlook you can label e-mails in order to have a better 
overview. Here you can define the category name. 

 

In the last step you can see an overview of the functions supported by Outlook us-
ing the settings you have defined. 
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Setup of your e-mail connection is now completed. 

Sending Faxes 

 

Automatic forwarding ... 
With this option the fax number is forwarded from cobra di-
rectly to the fax program instead of entering it manually. 

Fax field ................... Define the field of your database that contains the fax num-
ber. You can choose from all fields defined under »File: Set-
tings« as fax fields. 

Fax software ............ Select the fax program you are going to use. 

Learn Mode .............. See “Fax“ from page 269 “. 
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Working with Toolbars 
• Right-click any toolbar. 

• Select the toolbar you want to hide or show from the context menu. The 
toolbars can be activated or deactivated by selecting them with a click. 

Moving Toolbars 

• Click the toolbar edge that you want to move. Make sure you do not accidentally 
click a button. 

• Keep the mouse button pressed and drag the toolbar to any spot on the screen. 

• When you move a toolbar towards any edge of the CRM PRO window – either 
top, bottom, right or left –, it will automatically be attached to the edge as soon 
as you release the mouse button. 

• When you release the toolbar at a different spot, it will be displayed as a small 
window. 

Customizing Toolbars / Creating New Toolbars 

Right-click the toolbar area.  

Use the »Customize« command from the context menu. 

 

Available toolbars are listed in the toolbar tab. You can create a new toolbar by 
clicking »New«. 
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New toolbars can be filled and existing ones customized with functions from the 
»Commands« tab. 

 

First, select a category on the left side. The respective commands are displayed 
on the right side of the tab. Click the desired command and simply drag it with the 
mouse to the toolbar you want to change. A small bar will help you to adjust the 
new function. 

Customizing Menus and Toolbars 

Here, you define the appearance of menus and toolbars. 

 

Reset personal settings 
With this command, you delete all customized menus and 
toolbar function. The changes cannot be undone! 
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Start Parameter 
You can add parameters to the command line that starts CRM PRO. The parame-
ters can help to simplify and speed up the program start. 

Editing the Program Shortcut 

The following procedure will call the command line which contains the database 
that is opened at the program start: 

Right-click the shortcut that usually starts the program (either on the desktop or in 
the Windows start menu) and select »Properties«. 

 

The command line is displayed in the »Target« field of the dialog. 

Start Parameter Overview 

Command Line Parameters 

Database .................. To open a database automatically at the program start, enter 
the complete path and name after the command for 
ADRESSPLUS.EXE. Also enter the path to the database in 
the »Start in« field. 

User name ............... The »/N=<name>« parameter specifies the user name in the 
command line. The name will be displayed in the »Login« di-
alog. (If the »Password« is defined in the command line, the 
»Login« dialog will not be displayed at all.) The user name 
can be entered in two different ways: 
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/N=Usernamewithoutspaces 
/N=“User name with spaces“ 
If the user name contains spaces, you have to enter it within 
quotation marks. 

Network name  ......... If you want to use the login name of the network as user 
name, you have to enter the following 'User name': 
/N=%Loginname% 
This will cause the program to perform the login based on the 
used network name. (The entry must be completed precisely 
as described here.) 

Password ................. With the »/P=<password>« parameter you can enter the 
password in the command line. The password can be en-
tered in two different ways: 
/P=Passwordwithoutspaces 
/P=“Password with spaces“ 
If the password contains spaces, you have to enter it within 
quotation marks. 

The use of the password in the command line is only recommended if no other us-
er can view your command line. 
Toolbar ..................... The »/Toolbar« parameter ignores all settings saved for the 

toolbar and restores the CRM PRO default values. 
Use this option once if all toolbars are hidden or were moved 
beyond the screen. All toolbars will be displayed at their orig-
inal positions. 
This parameter can be used to ensure that the default set-
tings are restored at the program start.  

Start graphic ............. The »/NoSplash« parameter suppresses the cobra graphic 
during program start. 

Last file ..................... The »/OpenLastFile« parameter will automatically open the 
database that was used previous when cobra is started. 
At the same time, this parameter suppresses the »Open 
File« dialog. 

Do not open last file 
The »/NoOpenLastFile« parameter will suppress the default 
setting which will automatically open the database that was 
used previously. Instead of, the program is opened without 
opening a database. 

Do not open dialog ... The »/NoFileOpen« parameter suppresses the display of the 
»Open File« dialog when the program is started. 
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An Example: 

C:\PROGRAM FILES\COBRA\PROGRAM\ADRESSPLUS.EXE /N=”William God-
win“ /P=”Password“ 

In the example, the program is started and logs in the user William Godwin imme-
diately. 
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Directories 

Menus 
The system administrator can lock the access for commands or entirely remove 
them from the menus. Therefore, your menu bars can look or function different 
than described here. 

»File« Menu 

New .......................... Creates a new database. 

Open ........................ Loads a database for editing. 

Close ........................ Closes the database that is currently opened for editing. 

Save As .................... Saves all addresses or just the queried addresses in a new 
database. 

Save As Template .... Originates a template that can be used for creating a new da-
tabase. This will produce an FDB file that contains the struc-
ture of your database like address fields, additional data 
fields and their properties but no address data. The FDB file 
is saved in the cobra directory in the »System/Templates« 
folder. 

Settings: Settings  ....  
Changes the settings for the loaded database regarding 
• Database 
• Sortings 
• Hierarchy 
• Duplicates 
• vCards (Business cards) 

For a description of this command please refer to the Sys-
tem Administrator Manual. 

Settings: Database structure 
Defines the fields and tables of your database. 
For a description of this command please refer to the System 
Administrator Manual. 
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Settings: Database security 
Defines the database roles for users and user groups. By this 
the access permissions for the database are controlled. 
A description of this command can be found in the System 
Administrator Manual. 

Settings: Document Management 
Setup of the Document Management and definition of docu-
ment types and their filing path. 
A description of this command can be found in the System 
Administrator Manual. 

Modification log ........ This log records all changes that have been applied to the 
data. 

Print: Labels ............. Prints the addresses of the loaded database as labels.  

Print: Index Cards .... Prints the addresses of the loaded database as index cards. 

Print: Address List .... Prints the addresses of the loaded database as address list. 

Data Exchange: Synchronization 
Replicates two databases or takes over a database com-
pletely to another database. 

Data Exchange: Outlook Synchronization 
Exchanges address and appointment data between Outlook 
and cobra. 

Data Exchange: Export 
Exports the data of a database completely or in segments, so 
that the data can be edited in other applications. 

Data Exchange: Import 
Imports addresses from a file to a cobra database. 

Data Exchange: Import Additional data 
Imports additional data from a file to a cobra database. 

Reorganize ............... Reorganizes a cobra database and restores sorting se-
quences automatically. Further information on this command 
can be found in the System Administrator Manual. 

We recommend using this command from time to time in order to control the cor-
rect structure of your database and restore the sorting sequence. 
Data Backup: Save Database 

Creates a backup copy of your address data. Further infor-
mation on this command can be found in the System Admin-
istrator Manual. 
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Data Backup: Restore Database 
Reads in a backup copy of your address data. Further infor-
mation on this command can be found in the System Admin-
istrator Manual. 

Mobile Users: Synchronize 
Synchronizes the databases of a mobile user with the cobra 
database that is opened on the server. 

Mobile Users: Setup 
Set up the users who will be allowed to replicate the data-
base on mobile devices with cobra in the network. 

Exit ........................... Closes the program. 

The program saves all changes on an open database automatically and without 
request. You can close cobra at any time without calling the command for saving. 

»Edit« Menu 

Restore Address ...... Restores the address that was deleted last. 

Undo Changes ......... Undoes the last changes. 

New Address ............ Creates a new, blank primary or secondary address in the 
database which is currently loaded. 

Delete Address ........ Deletes the current address. 

Delete Queried Addresses 
Deletes all queried addresses. This command is not availa-
ble if the »Display addresses of different groups in read-only 
mode« option under »File: Settings: Database« is activated. 

Copy Address .......... Copies the address selected in the address table to the Win-
dows clipboard. 

Paste Address .......... Pastes an address from the Windows clipboard to the cobra 
database. 

Duplicate Address .... Creates an identical copy of the current address in the open 
database as primary or secondary address. A duplicate 
warning is prompted. 

Link Address ............ Creates a relation to a different address (Is supplier, Is sub-
sidiary). 

Link Address With Query 
Creates a relation to one or several queried addresses. 

Address Properties .. Assigns an address to specific groups and users. 
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Merge Addresses ..... Merges several queried addresses to one single address. 

Cut ........................... Cuts out field content and adds it to the clipboard.  

Copy ......................... Copies field content to the clipboard.  

Paste ........................ Pastes the content of the clipboard to a field.  

Undo ........................ Undoes the last pasting from the clipboard. 

Search Address ....... Searches for addresses containing a defined character 
string.  

Previous ................... Displays a list of all previously edited addresses. 

Replace Field Content 
Overwrites field content for selected addresses. 

Add Field Content .... Inserts additional field content for selected addresses. 

Remove Blanks ........ Removes blanks from selected address fields and optimized 
the address layout. 

Create Hierarchy ...... Creates a hierarchy from at least two queried addresses. 
This will result in one primary address and at least one sec-
ondary address. 

Create Address Hierarchy 
An existing single address becomes a secondary address 
with a new main address. 

Create Address Hierarchy (Query) 
All queried addresses will be come secondary addresses and 
new primary addresses are created. 

»View« Menu 

Task Pane ................ Shows a movable area with the commonly used functions or 
hides it. 

Welcome Screen ...... Shows or hides the Welcome screen. 

Comment ................. Opens the comment field to the current data record.  

Secondary Addresses 
Calls a dialog with all secondary addresses to the current 
address. 

Contacts ................... Calls a contact overview to the current address. 
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Additional data ......... Calls the dialog with the additional data to the current ad-
dress.  

Documents ............... Calls a list of documents that have been assigned to the cur-
rent address manually (i.e. not via the automatic document 
management). 

Keywords ................. Calls the Keywords dialog. 

Address Links .......... Displays all links of the current address to other addresses. 

Select View .............. Displays a list of all available views for selection. 

Edit View  ................. Opens the current view for edition in the View Editor. A de-
scription of the View Editor can be found in the System Ad-
ministrator Manual. 

Create View ............. Opens the View Editor, a special program for the individual 
design of your cobra desktop. 

Refresh View ............ Refreshes the view. This will be necessary if you worked on 
the view in the View Editor. 

Edit Entry Mask ........ Designs own Dialogues for data input and administration. 

Sorting ...................... Defines how the information will be sorted in the address ta-
ble. 

»Insert« Menu 

Postcode .................. Calls the dialog for postcode editing. 

Town ........................ Selecting, changing and adding city names and assigned 
postcodes. 

Bulk Recipients ........ Calls the dialog to select a bulk recipient. 

Text Module ............. Inserting a text module in the desired entry field. First you 
have to enter the respective shortcut; otherwise the »Text 
Modules« dialog is displayed. 

Text Selection to Field 
Calls the selection list assigned to a data field in the entry 
mask. 

Links: Address Links 
Displays existing address links to the current address. You 
can edit, delete and query links in this dialog. 

Links: Link Address ..  
Performs an address link. 
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Links: Link Address to Query 
Links an address to one or several queried addresses.  

Links: Link Administration 
Define types of relations. 

Documents: Edit ....... Displays the documents that were linked manually to the cur-
rent address (i.e. not via the automatic document manage-
ment). 

Documents: Delete .. Deletes the link to the selected document. The document is 
not deleted. 

Documents: New ...... Creates a new document link for the current address. 

Contacts: Edit ........... Displays the contacts to the current address. 

Contacts: Delete ...... Deletes the selected contact from the current address. 

Contacts: New .......... Creates a new contact to the current or all queried address-
es. 

Contacts: Open Document 
Opens a document assigned to a contact directly from the 
menu. 

Contacts: Delete Identical Contacts 
Deletes a specific contact from all addresses.  

Keywords: Edit ......... Opens the keyword list to the current address.  

Keywords: Delete ..... Deletes the selected keyword for the current address.  

Keywords: New ........ Assigns a new keyword to the current address. 

Keywords: Replace .. Replaces or deletes an existing keyword for all or all queried 
addresses. 

Keywords: Add ......... Adds a keyword to all or all queried addresses.  

Keywords: Pool ........ Opens the keyword pool. 

The menu command »Additional Data« described in the following can have a dif-
ferent name in your system, like »Insurances«, »Service«, etc. Possibly there are 
several additional data menu items. Via these commands the additional data in the 
database is accessed. 

Additional data: Edit 
Opens the additional data to the current address.  
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Additional data: Delete 
Deletes the selected additional data record for the current 
address. 

Additional data: New  
Creates a new additional data record for the current address. 

Additional data: Queried Addresses 
Assigns additional data to queried addresses.  

Additional data: Delete Identical Records 
Deletes a specific additional data record from all addresses. 

»Format« Menu 

Labels ...................... Defines the paper size and the content for printing address 
labels. 

Index Cards .............. Defines the paper size and the content for printing index 
cards. 

Address List ............. Defines the paper size and the content for printing address 
lists. 

Letter ........................ Defines the data fields and the word-processing program for 
writing letters. 

Letters quick ............. Assigns letter formats to the buttons of the »Letter 2« toolbar 
and defines the letter format selection. 

Multi-Letter ............... Defines the data fields and the word-processing program for 
writing multi-letters. 

Import ....................... Defines the format for data import. 

Import Additional data 
Defines the format for the import of additional data.  

Export ....................... Defines the format for data export from cobra. 

Administration .......... The dialog for copying and deleting formats between different 
areas is displayed. 

Data Record Template Administration 
Enter default values for new data records. 

»Output« Menu 

Labels ...................... Prints labels and offers the selection of filter, format, printer, 
etc. 
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Index Cards .............. Prints index cards and offers the selection of filter, format, 
printer, etc. 

Address List ............. Prints an address list and offers the selection of filter, format, 
printer, etc. 

Letter (Current Format) 
Creates a letter with the current format.  

Letter (Selection) ...... Creates a letter and offers a format selection.  

Multi-Letter ............... Creates a multi-letter. 

Serial letter ............... Creates a serial letter or a serial mail with the assistance of a 
wizard. 

E-mail template (current format) 
Creates a single e-mail with the current serial mail format. 

E-mail template (selection) 
Create a single e-mail where it is possible to select the serial 
mail format that will be used. 

Send E-mail ............. Sends an e-mail to one or several addresses.  

Assign E-mails ......... Assigns incoming or outgoing e-mails to cobra addresses. 

Serial E-mail Wizard 
Sends serial e-mails to defined recipients. You can create 
the serial mails in an editor of your choice in HTML or text 
format, or you can import the e-mails from a different pro-
gram. 

Send vCard (only with Outlook) 
Sends the current address via e-mail as vCard. 

Export ....................... Exports the data from cobra in numerous different formats, 
which can be used for example for the creation of serial let-
ters. 

»Query« Menu 

Undo ........................ Undoes the last query. 

Restore .................... Restores an undone query. 

Previous Queried Address 
In a deactivated query where queried and non-queried ad-
dresses are shown together, this command goes to the pre-
viously queried data record. 
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Next Queried Address 
In a deactivated query this command goes to the next que-
ried data record. 

Query ....................... The systematic query searches all data records matching the 
defined query criteria. The address mask is displayed where 
you can enter the query criteria. Entries are possible for al-
most every field.  

Cancel Query ........... Cancels the query process. 

Quick ........................ The quick query filters all addresses with a "from-to" specifi-
cation. If used in sorting fields, this query is extremely quick.  

Keywords ................. Queries addresses based on the assigned keywords. 

Full Text ................... Queries all fields of the entry mask and in all additional data 
(comments, contacts, additional data, documents, keywords).  

Contacts ................... Queries the contact list of a database. 

Documents ............... Queries for assigned documents.  

Additional Data ......... Query in the additional data list of a database. 

SQL Direct ............... You can enter a WHERE clause for a direct SQL query.  

Address Links .......... Queries addresses that are specifically related. 

Query Address ......... Adds the current address to the query or deletes it from 
there. This allows the manual query of an address in the en-
try mask without having to exit the query. Queried records 
are displayed in the address table in a different color. The 
query becomes active as soon as you select the »Query: Ac-
tivate« command in the address table. 

Address Groups ....... Queries addresses for private, group, Palm and client ad-
dresses. 

Contact History ........ You will find addresses that have not been contacted within a 
given time span. 

Duplicates ................ Finds all addresses identified as duplicates according to the 
duplicate settings. 

Hierarchy .................. Queries addresses based on the primary and secondary ad-
dress hierarchy.  

Activate .................... Activates an existing, deactivated query. Only queried ad-
dresses are displayed, all others are hidden. 
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Deactivate ................ Deactivates an active query. All records are displayed again. 
The queried records are displayed in a different color.  

Clear ........................ Deletes the current query only but no address data. All rec-
ords are displayed and no address is queried. 

Reverse .................... Reverses an existing query. The remaining addresses will be 
defined as data for the query. 

Saved Queries ......... Creates a query consisting of several individual processes 
that can be called at any time – similar to a macro. 

Stop Recording ........ Stops the recording of individual query processes for saved 
queries. 

Queries On Hold: Put Queried Addresses On Hold 
You add the previously queried addresses to a query on 
hold. 

Queries On Hold: Use Queries On Hold 
The addresses contained in a query on hold will be queried. 

Queries On Hold: Manage Queries On Hold 
You can edit or delete queries that are on hold. 

»Sales« Menu 

Create Sales Project 
Adds a new sales project. 

Sales Projects List ... Provides an overview on the existing sales projects. 

Sales projects to address 
Shows the sales projects of the current address. 

Settings .................... Defines the sales project settings and creates data for selec-
tion lists. 

»Campaigns« Menu 

Activities ................... Displays the open activities. 

Last Activity .............. Calls the last work step for display. 

Activities of the Address 
Displays the open activities for the current address.  

Add/Remove Addresses 
Changes the address pool assigned to a campaign. 
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Query within Campaign 
Queries specific activities within a campaign.  

Managing: Planning . Defines the workflow for a campaign. 

Managing: Evaluating 
Statistical evaluation of campaign during runtime or after 
completion.  

»Reports« Menu 

Reports .................... Opens a selection of reports. 

Report New .............. Opens the report wizard. Defines format and layout for re-
ports and controls their output. 

Statistics ................... Opens a selection of statistical reports. 

Statistics New .......... Opens the statistics wizard. Defines format and layout for 
statistics and controls their output. 

»Communication« Menu 

Dial Telephone Number 
Dials the selected number on a connected telephone mo-
dem. 

Appointment Manager 
Opens the Appointment Manager. 

Add Appointment to Address  
Creates an appointment related to the current address in the 
Appointment Manager. 

Add Task to Address  
Creates a task related to the current address in the Appoint-
ment Manager. 

Add Query ................ Creates an appointment or task related to all queried ad-
dresses in the Appointment Manager. 

Calls During Absence 
Lists all incoming but not answered calls. 

Telephone Settings .. Connects cobra with a telephone system.  

Fax Settings ............. Selects the fax software to be used. 

SMTP Settings  ........ You create an account for sending e-mails. 
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Windows Address Book Settings 
This command defines cobra as address book for your e-mail 
program, e.g. Outlook, via the MAPI interface. 

New Message .......... You create a new message to a cobra user. If an SMTP ac-
count is configured, you can send messages to users outside 
of cobra as well. 

Message List ............ You read, reply to and manage the messages you received. 

»Tools« Menu 

Client/Project: Edit ... Creates clients and projects. 

Client/Project: Evaluate 
Evaluates your client and project specific data.  

Selection Lists .......... Calls the dialog where you can create, edit and delete selec-
tion lists.  

ERP Setup ............... Connects different ERP systems with cobra, so it will be pos-
sible e.g. to show voucher data and import address data. 

User Settings  .......... Calls the dialog for defining user-specific settings and where 
you can manage your login credentials.  

System Settings ....... Calls the dialog for the system settings. Usually, a system 
password is requested. Further information on this command 
can be found in the System Administrator Manual. 

Log In / Log Off As System Administrator 
If you enter the respective password, you can log in as sys-
tem administrator having all related permissions. 

Customize ................ Defines how menus and toolbars are presented.  

Notification Service  . This system informs you automatically in case specific 
events that were defined by you, will occur. 

Efficiency Module: Show Addresses With Potential 
You will show those addresses where the potential exceeds 
a defined threshold. 

Efficiency Module: Configuration 
You set up the presentation of addresses with potential. 

Efficiency Module: Statistics 
You start an efficiency analysis. 

Duplicate-Modul ....... Searches for duplicates. 
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»?« Menu 

Content and Index.... Opens the Online Help. 

User Manual ............. Opens the detailed user manual, which is provided in PDF 
format, in your individual PDF program. 

cobra in the Web ...... Calls the cobra Web presence within your browser software. 

Info ........................... Provides information on your installation and the cobra con-
tact data. 

Toolbars 
This list provides the icons of the commonly used toolbars. You can show or hide 
toolbars and customize them. 

Standard 

 Creates a new database. 

 Opens an existing database. 

 Saves the current database or all queried addresses and the system files 
under a different name. 

Edit 

 Switches the Welcome Screen on or off. 

 Switches from the address mask to the address table. 

 Switches from the address table to the address mask. 

 Prints labels. 

 Prints address list. 

 Prints index cards. 

 Creates a new address. 

 Duplicates the current address. 
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 Deletes the current address. 

 Creates a new contact. 

 Searches for a specific term in a field. 

 Displays the addresses edited up to now. 

 Links addresses. 

Insert 

 Inserts the postcode for the entered city. 

 Adds the entered text module. 

 Searches the bulk recipients data to the current address and inserts them 
if found. 

Formats 

 Label format setup. 

 Index card format setup. 

 Address list format setup. 

 Letter format setup. 

 Multi-letter format setup ein. 

 Format Management. 

Letters 'Quick' 

 

Selects letter formats and assigns them to the five format buttons of the 
Letters 2 toolbar. In addition, you can directly select letter formats. 

 
Up to five serial mail templates from the Serial Mail Wizard are available 
as template for individual e-mails 
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 Transfers selected addresses in a row to a word-processing program and 
prints the letter with the individual address. 

 Starts the Serial Letter Wizard dialog. 

 Starts the word-processing program defined in the user settings. 

 Sends an e-mail to the current or all queried addresses. 

Letters 1 

 Transfers a letter with the current format to the word-processing program. 

 Transfers selected addresses in a row to a word-processing program and 
prints the letter with the individual address. 

 Starts the dialog for exporting control files for serial letter.  

 Starts the word-processing program defined in the user settings. 

 Sends an e-mail to the current or all queried addresses. 

 Opens the Serial Letter Wizard. 

Further commands can be found in the »Letters 2« toolbar. 

Letters 2 

 
Send the current address with the letter format which was assigned via 
Letters ‘quick’ toolbar to the word-processing program  

 Transfers the current address to a word-processing program. A letter for-
mat can be selected in advance. 

 Transfers selected addresses in a row as multi-letter to a word-processing 
program and prints the letter with the individual address. 

 Exports the selected addresses for a serial letter. 

 Starts the Serial Letter Wizard. 

 Starts the standard word-processing program. 
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 Sends an e-mail to the current or all queried addresses. 

The »Letter 1« toolbar is the simpler variant of the letter toolbars. 

Output 

 Prints labels with the current format. 

 Prints an address list with the current format. 

 Prints index cards with the current format. 

 Prints a letter with the current format. 

 Prints a letter and asks for the desired format. 

 Prints a multi-letter with the current format. 

 Start the Serial Letter Wizard. 

 Sends an e-mail to the current or all queried addresses. 

 Assigns e-mails to the respective addresses in cobra. 

 Prints the Contact History to the current address. 

Query 1 

 Adds the current address to the query or deletes an already queried ad-
dress from the query. 

 Queries for one or several keywords. 

 Queries for a "from-to" specification. 

 Performs an SQL query. 

 Activates or deactivates the current query. 

Further commands can be found in the »Query 2« toolbar. 
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Query 2 

 Adds the current address to the query or deletes an already queried ad-
dress from the query. 

 Queries in the address mask. 

 Queries for one or several keywords. 

 Queries for a "from-to" specification. 

 Queries in all data. 

 Activates or deactivates the current query. This will display queried ad-
dresses only or all addresses (queried and non-queried). 

 Deletes the current query – by this no address is queried any longer. 

The »Query 1« is the simpler variant of the query toolbars. 

Communication 1 

 Dials the telephone number of the current address. 

 Creates a new appointment in the Appointment Manager. 

 Accepts e-mails from the inbox of your mail program. 

Further commands can be found on the »Communication 2« toolbar. 

Communication 2 

 Dials the telephone number of the current address. 

 Creates a new appointment in the Appointment Manager. 

 Forwards queried addresses to the Appointment Manager. 

 Creates a new task in the Appointment Manager. 

 Opens the Appointment Manager. 

The »Communication 1« toolbar is the simpler variant of the communication 
toolbars. 
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Views 

 
Displays all available views for selection. 

Links 

  
Links two addresses. 

 Links queried addresses to a different address. 

 Displays the relations of the current address. 

 Queries the addresses that are related to a specific address. 

Campaign 

 
Opens the list of activities that can be specified for time frames and users. 

 Displays the last activity. 

 Displays the activities for the current address. 

 Adds or removes the current or queried addresses to/from a campaign. 

 Queries for a specific activity within a campaign. 

Synchronization 

 
Start the synchronization between a server and a mobile database. 

Sales Projects 

 
Opens the sales projects list. 

 Shows the sales projects to the current address. 

 Creates a new sales project. 
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Efficiency Module 

 
Shows only the addresses with potential. 

 
Shows all addresses. 

Keyboard Layout 

Key Table Address mask 
! Help Help 

S+! Open / Close task pane Open / Close task pane 

" Delete address Delete address 

S+" Show / hide Welcome Screen Show / hide Welcome Screen 
§ (none) Replace shortcut with text 

module 

S+§ Show address link Show address link 

$ Search Search 

S+$ Close database Close database 

% Query address Query address 

S+% Refresh display Refresh display 

/ Show secondary addresses Show secondary addresses 

S+/ Paste address from the clip-
board 

Paste address from the clip-
board 

( (none) Edit selection list to field 
) Show keywords Show keywords 

= Show comments Show comments 

S+= SQL Direct query SQL-Direct query 

? Show additional data Show additional data 

` Show contacts Show contacts 

S+1 Add task to address Add task to address 

S+a (none) Mark entire field content 
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Key Table Address mask 

S+A+a Undo query Undo query 

S+b Create sales project Create sales project 

S+A+b Create / edit letter format Create / edit letter format 

S+c (none) Copy field content to the clip-
board 

S+A+c Query contacts Query contacts 

S+d Dial telephone number Dial telephone number 

S+A+d Query duplicates Query duplicates 

S+e Print labels Print labels 

S+A+e (none) Add € character 

S+f Link address Link address 

S+A+f Remove blanks Remove blanks 

S+g Bulk recipients Bulk recipients 

S+A+g Change address properties Change address properties 

S+h / 
S+1 

Add appointment / task to ad-
dress 

Add appointment / task to ad-
dress 

S+A+h Quick query Quick query 

S+i Open previous list Open previous list 

S+A+i Create / edit import format Create / edit import format 

S+j Create new contact Create new contact 

S+A+j Query on / off Query on / off 

S+k Print index cards Print index cards 

S+A+k Create / edit index cards format Create / edit index cards format 

S+l Print address list Print address list 

S+A+l Keyword query Keyword query 

S+m Merge addresses Merge addresses 
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Key Table Address mask 

S+n Create new address Create new address 

S+A+n Send e-mail Send e-mail 

S+o Open database Open database 

S+A+o Assign e-mails Assign e-mails 

S+p Open postcode directory Open postcode directory 

S+A+p Create / edit label format Create / edit label format 

S+Q Export data Export data 

S+A+q Go to the first address having 
an entry in the current sort col-
umn 

Add @ character at cursor po-
sition to the field 

S+r Start query Start query 

S+A+r Call Reporting Call Reporting 

S+s Search Search 

S+A+s Synchronize mobile users Synchronize mobile users 

S+t Assign letter icon Assign letter icon 

S+A+t Start full text query Full text query 

S+u Letter with current format Letter with current format 

S+A+u Query documents Query documents 

S+v (none) Paste clipboard content to cur-
rent field 

S+A+v Send vCard Send vCard  

S+w Print address lists Print address lists 

S+A+w Create / edit address lists for-
mat 

Create / edit address lists for-
mat 

S+x (none) Cut out field content and add it 
to clipboard 

S+A+x Create / edit export format Create / edit export format 

S+y Define system settings Define system settings 
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Key Table Address mask 

S+A+y Query additional data Query additional data 

S+z (none) Undo within field 

S+A+z Create / edit format for the 
import of additional data 

Create / edit format for the 
import of additional data 

Y Move upwards one address  Move cursor one field upwards 

V Move downwards one address  Move cursor one field down-
wards 

W / I If applicable scrolls to the right / 
left 

Move cursor one field to the 
right / left 

O Scrolls the address display up-
wards one screen  

Go to the previous address 

U Scrolls the address display 
downwards one screen  

Go to the next address 

Entering 1 
character 

Go to the first entry starting 
with this character within the 
sorting column 

(none) 

Entering 2 
characters 
quickly 

Open the »Search« dialog (none) 

 

Only in the Appointment Manager 

YVIW In the overview go to the next / previous field 

OU In the overview jump upwards / downwards 
In the month overview go to the same day of the next / last 
month 

P: In the month overview go to the same day of the next / last 
year 

A+$ Hide Appointment Manager 

% Refresh view 

S+j Open year overview 

S+l Open list view 

S+m Open month view 

S+p Print appointment overview (not for year overview) 
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S+t Open day view 

S+u Open view 

S+w Open week view 
 

Only in the Duplicate Module 

! Help 

" Selected addresses will be deleted from the database. 

S+“" All addresses, except the selected addresses, will be deleted 
from the database. 

% Depending on the cursor position, a single address or an address 
group will be selected or deselected. 

S+% The view will be refreshed. 

( The selected address will be shown in cobra. 

A+$ Close the Duplicate Module and return to cobra. 

S+i The respective addresses will be ignored. 

S+m Addresses will be merged. 

S+A+a All selections will be released. 
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Keyword Index 

 

A 
Access Permissions ....................... 29 

Format-Editor ............................ 131 
Additional data 

Import ....................................... 382 
New ............................................ 61 

Additional Data ............................... 59 
Add to Different Address ............ 83 
Context Menu ............................. 57 
Copy ........................................... 57 
Cut .............................................. 57 
Delete ......................................... 61 
Edit ....................................... 57, 61 
Export ....................................... 388 
Filter .......................................... 126 
In Different Address .................... 57 
Paste .......................................... 57 
Printing ..................................... 181 
Query ........................................ 111 
Search 

Quick ....................................... 94 
Show ........................................... 60 

Address 
Client ........................................ 113 
Copy ........................................... 80 
Delete ................................. 37, 119 

Problem ................................. 431 
Queried.................................... 38 

Document ................................... 44 
Duplicate ..................................... 82 
Edited Previous .......................... 87 
Edited Today .............................. 87 
Filter .......................................... 126 
Find ....................................... 94, 99 
From Clipboard ........................... 81 
From Text ................................... 33 
Group ................................ 113, 417 
Groups ........................................ 83 

Hierarchy ............................... 45, 49 
Image .......................................... 40 
Insert ........................................... 81 
Merge .......................................... 83 
Owner .......................................... 83 

Change .................................... 83 
Palm .......................................... 113 
Potential .................................... 371 
Private ................................. 83, 113 
Properties .................................... 82 
Public .......................................... 83 
Queried ..................................... 119 
Query .......................... 99, 113, 118 
Read-only .................................... 37 
Replace Field Content ................. 87 
Restore ........................................ 37 
Search ................................... 94, 99 

Quick ........................................ 94 
Address Book ............................... 244 

MAPI ......................................... 241 
Address Link ................................... 66 

Query ........................................ 112 
Address List 

Additional Data .......................... 181 
Comments ................................. 180 
Contact ...................................... 180 
Documents ................................ 181 
Format ....................................... 131 
Format Module .......................... 171 
Keywords .................................. 180 
Printing ...................................... 196 

Address Mask ................................. 13 
Edit ............................................ 415 

Address Table ................................ 12 
Context Menu .............................. 39 

Addresses 
Link .............................................. 67 

Aggregate ..................................... 125 
AND .............................................. 116 
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APOM_OFFERNUMBER ............. 356 
APOM_POSITION ....................... 356 
APOM_SUMMARY ...................... 356 
APOM_USERNAME .................... 356 
appointment 

enter ......................................... 295 
Appointment 

Together With Data Record ........ 39 
appointment manager 

activate ..................................... 285 
Appointment Manager .................. 281 

Close ........................................ 418 
Keyboard Layout ...................... 450 
Start .......................................... 418 

Area ............................................. 179 
Area Code 

Select .......................................... 74 
Attachment ................................... 390 

E-mail ....................................... 390 
Automatic Postcode ..................... 417 
Automation ........................... 174, 183 
Average ........................................ 125 

B 
Backup Wizard 

Database .................................. 373 
Blank 

Remove ...................................... 90 
Blank Lines .................................. 183 
Browsing ...................................... 239 
BR-Postcode .................................. 76 
BR-Town ........................................ 77 
Bulk Recipient 

Address ................................ 77, 78 
Postcode ..................................... 76 
Town ........................................... 76 

C 
Campaign 

Activate ..................................... 335 
Activity ...................................... 328 
Add Address Repeatedly .......... 327 
Addresses ................................. 336 
Area .......................................... 327 
Edit Activity ............................... 341 
Evaluation ................................. 343 
Event ........................................ 330 
Execute ..................................... 336 

Link ............................................ 336 
Planning .................................... 326 
Query ........................................ 343 
Reaction .................................... 329 
Resulting Activity ....................... 328 
Variable Right ............................ 325 
Variable Rights .......................... 328 
Variables ................................... 334 

Campaign - Management ............. 325 
Changed ....................................... 182 
Changes 

Undo ............................................ 37 
Client ...................................... 54, 366 

Evaluate .................................... 369 
New ........................................... 367 

Clipboard ...................................... 188 
Clipboard .................................. 33, 81 
Clipboard ...................................... 267 
Close .............................................. 29 
Command ..................................... 174 

Automation ................................ 183 
Comment ........................................ 43 

Add to Different Address ............. 83 
Field ............................................ 44 
Printing ...................................... 180 
RTF ............................................. 44 

Communication ............................. 269 
Telefax ...................................... 275 
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